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Abstract

Epistemic modality across syntactic categories in Kipsigis

by

Madeline Claire Bossi

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Amy Rose Deal (UC Berkeley), Chair

This dissertation concerns the expression of epistemic modality across syntactic categories in
Kipsigis, an understudied Kalenjin language of Western Kenya. In addition to describing a range
of morphosyntactic and semantic properties of Kipsigis, this dissertation takes as its empirical
focus two case studies of epistemic modality in the nominal and verbal domains. Through these
case studies, this dissertation contributes to the integration of data from understudied languages
into semantic theory and suggests that the derivation of epistemic modal content—both across
languages and across syntactic domains—must be achieved in a range of different ways.

In the nominal domain, I describe and analyze Kipsigis epistemic indefinites, highlighting the
ways in which these forms pose challenges for existing analyses of epistemic indefinites across
languages. In particular, I show that Kipsigis epistemic indefinites can signal both first order
and higher order ignorance but do not take obligatory wide scope, which challenges the corre-
lation between ignorance type and scope in Dawson (2020). To capture the Kipsigis pattern, I
propose that the ignorance effects triggered by use of an epistemic indefinite in Kipsigis arise
pragmatically due to competition with another type of Kipsigis nominal, which signals speaker
knowledge about the noun’s referent (following work on Russian to and koe indefinites by Geist
& Onea 2007).

In the verbal domain, I consider biased belief reports with the Kipsigis verb pɑr ‘think’, which can
be used in two very different contexts: 1) to suggest that the reported belief is false or unlikely,
and 2) to remind the addressee that the reported belief is true. While these negative bias and
reminding functions are independently attested in other languages, the Kipsigis pattern is unique
in that it combines these two functions in a single lexical item. To account for this behavior, I
propose that, in addition to its basic belief semantics, pɑr contributes an instruction for Common
Groundmanagement (Krifka 2008): the reported beliefmust not be added to the CommonGround.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In a conversation, discourse participants often have many goals, though a primary one is to share
information with each other to mutually construct an understanding about how the world is. An
important part of developing this shared understanding involves communicating what one does
and does not know or believe—a process that relates directly to the concept of epistemic modality.
In a broad sense, epistemic modality concerns how individuals talk about what they know or be-
lieve. All languages have tools for expressing epistemic modal claims, ranging from modal verbs
like English might and must to evidential markers like St’át’imcets k’a, -an’, and ku7 (Matthew-
son et al. 2007) to epistemic indefinites like Spanish algún (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito
2010, 2013, 2017). As a result, the realm of epistemic modality offers a rich empirical landscape
for cross-linguistic investigation and the integration of data from understudied languages into
semantic theory.

Furthermore, as noted above, epistemic modal content can be communicated across a range
of syntactic domains in these different languages. While modal verbs across languages have re-
ceived a good deal of attention in the literature (for a useful overview, see Matthewson 2016
and references therein), there are many other strategies for expressing epistemic modal con-
tent beyond the verbal domain, as highlighted in Arregui et al. (2017). For instance, epistemic
indefinites—which are indefinite pronouns or determiners that convey speaker ignorance with
respect to the witness to the indefinite—are found in a wide range of languages, including English
(Farkas 2002), German (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002), Italian (Aloni & van Rooij 2004; Chierchia
2006; Zamparelli 2007), French (Jayez & Tovena 2006, 2007), Russian (Geist & Onea 2007; Ka-
gan 2011), Romanian (Farkas 2002; Fălăuş 2014), Japanese (Alonso-Ovalle & Shimoyama 2014),
Czech (Šimík 2015), Tiwa (Dawson 2018, 2020), and Akan (Owusu 2019). In this way, it is pos-
sible to identify both cross-linguistic variation within a particular phenomenon related to epis-
temic modality, as well as within-language variation in the expression of epistemic modal content
across syntactic categories.

A natural question that arises in light of this varied empirical landscape concerns how epis-
temic modality should be modeled across different languages and domains. In particular, do all
expressions that convey epistemic modal content warrant a similar type of analysis, regardless of
their syntactic category? To get at this question, this dissertation explores two case studies related
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to epistemic modality in the nominal and verbal domains in Kipsigis—a Nilo-Saharan language
of the Kalenjin subgroup spoken in Western Kenya. I offer an in-depth description of Kipsigis
epistemic indefinites and biased belief reports. In light of these empirical patterns, I draw on
existing work from other languages to provide analyses of these phenomena in Kipsigis. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, these analyses differ quite significantly from each other; that is, the derivation
of speaker ignorance with epistemic indefinites is quite different from the derivation of speaker
bias with biased belief reports. Yet even so, neither of these accounts relies on the standard sort
of machinery assumed for epistemic modal verbs like English might and must. In this way, this
dissertation suggests that the derivation of epistemic modal content—both across languages and
across syntactic domains—must be achieved in a range of ways.

As a starting point, consider the English epistemic modal verbs might and must in (1) - (2).
Use of might in (1a) conveys that Emily’s being at home is a possibility given the information
that is currently available to the speaker. This type of epistemic possibility claim can be, as a
starting place, modeled with the truth conditions in (1b), which express that there exists some
possible world w′ that is compatible with the speaker’s epistemic state in w and that Emily is at
home in w′. By contrast, use of must in (2a) conveys that Emily’s being at home is a necessity
given the information that is currently available to the speaker. This type of epistemic necessity
claim can be modeled with the truth conditions in (2b), which express that in all worlds w′ that
are compatible with the speaker’s epistemic state in w, Emily is at home in w′. In this way, one
standard view of verbal epistemic modality is that it involves quantification—either existential
or universal depending on the force of the modal—over possible worlds that are compatible with
what the speaker knows or believes.1

(1) a. Emily might be at home.
b. ∃w′[w′ ∈ Epi(sp, w) & Emily is at home in w′]

(2) a. Emily must be at home.
b. ∀w′[w′ ∈ Epi(sp, w) → Emily is at home in w′]

In this dissertation, I explore to what extent this type of analysis involving quantification
over possible worlds applies to other kinds of epistemic modality—in particular, epistemic indef-
inites and biased belief reports in Kipsigis. In doing so, I show that different sorts of epistemic
effects like speaker ignorance and speaker bias can be derived without recourse to quantification
over possible worlds, using other mechanisms like pragmatic competition and instructions for
Common Ground management (Krifka 2008).

Specifically, in Chapter 3, I consider epistemic modality in the nominal domain, describing
and analyzing Kipsigis epistemic indefinites marked with the suffix -yan. I show that these -yan
forms can signal first order ignorance about the individual witness to the indefinite (3a), as well
as higher order ignorance about some contextually relevant property of the individual witness

1The picture painted in (1) - (2) is a simplification; there is significant variation in the literature about how
epistemic modality should be described and analyzed. As von Fintel & Gillies (2008) point out, there are different
views about whose information is relevant when making an epistemic modal claim and about what exact kind of
information this is, among other points of variation.
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to the indefinite (3b). These forms are only ruled out when the speaker is not ignorant about the
individual witness to the indefinite or any of their contextually relevant properties (3c).

(3) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek—Kibet is the seeker and Chepkoech is
hiding. Kibet says to his babysitter:
∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room.’
(context adapted from Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010)
a. ✓ Kibet knows that Chepkoech is in the house, but he doesn’t knowwhich room she’s

in, so he can’t find her.
b. ✓ Kibet knows that Chepkoech is in the living room, but he doesn’t know where in

the house the living room is, so he can’t find her.
c. # Kibet cheated, so he knows that Chepkoech is in the living room. He also knows

where in the house the living room is, so he can find her.

However, unlike other epistemic indefinites discussed in the literature that are compatible with
higher order ignorance (e.g. Tiwa khi indefinites; Dawson 2018, 2020), Kipsigis -yan forms do
not take obligatory wide scope (4), which challenges the correlation between ignorance type and
scope proposed in Dawson (2020).

(4) You overhear yourmom complaining and ask your siblingwhy she’s so upset. Your sibling
replies:
Mɑ-i-buch
neg-3-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Kibet didn’t sweep any/some room’
✓ Kibet didn’t sweep any room. ¬ > ∃
✓ Kibet forgot to sweep a particular, unknown room. ∃ > ¬

To capture the Kipsigis pattern, I propose that the ignorance effects triggered by use of a
-yan form arise as a conversational implicature due to competition with other Kipsigis nominals,
which signal speaker knowledge about the noun’s referent (in line with work on Russian to and
koe indefinites by Geist & Onea 2007). I offer a relatively simple semantics for -yan, according to
which it contributes ordinary existential quantification over individuals. However, I suggest that
other Kipsigis nouns with a secondary suffix (Kouneli 2019, 2021) introduce free choice function
variables that are resolved via a contextually supplied assignment function and, consequently,
signal speaker knowledge about how this variable is to be resolved. A speaker’s choice to ex-
istentially quantify with a -yan form—rather than refer using a noun with a secondary suffix—
therefore gives rise to first order and higher order ignorance with -yan forms. In this way, the
epistemic effects associated with Kipsigis nominals do not necessitate any kind of quantification
over possible worlds; knowledge effects with nouns with a secondary suffix arise because of how
free choice function variables are resolved, and ignorance effects arise via pragmatic reasoning
about a speaker’s choice to existentially quantify rather than refer.
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In Chapter 4, I explore verbal epistemic modality through the lens of biased belief reports
in Kipsigis. The belief verb pɑr in Kipsigis generally translates to ‘think’ but triggers additional
inferences about the reported belief’s status with respect to the Common Ground (CG). In partic-
ular, with non-first person belief holders, use of pɑr suggests that the speaker views the reported
belief as false or unlikely (5).

(5) I’m healthy, but my mother thinks that I’m sick because I fooled her to skip school. I say:
∅-Pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg.poss

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother is under the impression that I’m sick.’

However, in the present tense with a first person belief holder, use of pɑr triggers a very different
inference; here, it suggests that the addressee should already know the reported belief to be true
(6). In other words, pɑr serves a reminding function here.

(6) I arrive home and see a guest. I don’t know who the guest is, so I ask my mother who
they are. She replies:
A-pɑr-e
1sg-think-ipfv

ɑbuleyɑɑnit.
uncle

‘Remember, it’s your uncle.’ (Lit: ‘I think that it’s your uncle.’)

The negative bias and reminding functions seen in (5) - (6) are independently attested; a num-
ber of verbs accomplish only negative bias (e.g. Spanish creerse, Anvari et al. 2019; Mandarin
yǐwéi, Glass 2022), while the German discourse particles ja and doch serve only a reminding
function (e.g. Grosz 2016; Döring 2016; among many others). The Kipsigis pattern is novel in
that it combines these two, seemingly contradictory phenomena in a single lexical item. In order
to capture the full range of pɑr’s interpretive effects, I propose that, in addition to its basic belief
semantics, pɑr contributes an instruction for CG management (Krifka 2008): the reported belief
must not be added to the CG. Unlike existing analyses of just negative bias or reminding, this
instruction is compatible with the reported belief not being in the CG prior to the belief report
(5) or with it being in the CG prior to the report (6). Together with context-sensitive pragmatic
reasoning about why a speaker would block addition of the reported belief to the CG, this instruc-
tion explains the case of a verb that can be used both to suggest that the reported belief is false
and to remind the addressee that it is true. Notably, while the basic belief semantics associated
with pɑr involve quantification over possible worlds, the negative bias and reminding inferences
do not require direct reference to the speaker’s epistemic state in any way; instead, they arise as
a result of how discourse participants reason about why a speaker might not want a particular
proposition to be added to the CG.

1.1 Dissertation structure
The dissertation is structured as follows. The remainder of this chapter offers background infor-
mation about Kipsigis and the data that are found in the dissertation. Chapter 2 is a grammar
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sketch of Kipsigis, with a particular focus on the morphosyntactic and semantic properties of the
language. This chapter documents a range of grammatical properties of Kipsigis that have not
received sufficient attention elsewhere in the literature and provides important context for un-
derstanding the data examples found in the rest of the dissertation. Then, the dissertation turns to
two case studies related to epistemic modality in the nominal and verbal domains in Kipsigis. As
noted above, Chapter 3 describes and analyzes epistemic indefinites in Kipsigis, highlighting the
ways in which these forms pose challenges for existing analyses of epistemic indefinites across
languages. Then, in Chapter 4, I consider biased belief reports with the belief verb pɑr in Kipsigis,
suggesting that the epistemic effects seen with this verb arise as a result of a Common Ground
management instruction that it provides—namely, that the reported belief must not be added to
the Common Ground. Chapter 5 concludes by summarizing the findings of the dissertation and
highlighting directions for future research.

1.2 Kipsigis background and data collection
Kipsigis (ISO 639: sgc) is a Nilo-Saharan language of the Kalenjin subgroup spoken by a reported
1.9 million people (Eberhard et al. 2021). Kipsigis is traditionally spoken in the Rift Valley of
Western Kenya, in the area shaded in orange in Figure 1.1. However, there is a growing diaspora
population of Kipsigis people in urban centers like Nairobi, Kenya, as well as in other parts of the
world including the United States.

Figure 1.1: Kipsigis-speaking area in Western Kenya (Eberhard et al. 2021)
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Kipsigis people are traditionally pastoralists, and cattle play an important role in Kipsigis
culture and economy. Figure 1.2 shows cattle on a Kipsigis farm in Choronok Village, Menet
Sublocation, Kiromwok Location, Bomet County.

Figure 1.2: Cattle on a Kipsigis farm in Choronok Village, Bomet County

Agriculturally, the Rift Valley grows a significant amount of tea, which is a primary cash crop in
the region. Tea fields in Choronok Village are shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Tea fields in Choronok Village, Bomet County

Finally, Kalenjin people have gained international fame due to their impressive running abilities.
The vast majority of long-distance runners who have earned Kenya a reputation in world athletics
are Kalenjin, including Eliud Kipchoge and Brigid Kosgei who currently hold world records in
marathon running. As a result, there is some research that seeks to understand the source of
these impressive athletic abilities (e.g. Saltin et al. 1995).

As mentioned above, Ethnologue reports that there are about 1.9 million Kipsigis speakers,
citing 2009 census data (Eberhard et al. 2021). Kalenjin people constitute a significant ethnic group
in Kenya, making up about 14% of the Kenyan population (Kouneli 2019) and holding a large
degree of political power; for instance, Daniel arap Moi—the longest-serving Kenyan president
since independence—is Tugen, and the current president William Ruto is Kalenjin. However, the
source of the speaker count in Eberhard et al. (2021) is uncertain, as neither the 2009 nor the 2019
census contained a language question, and data gathered about respondents’ ethnicity was not
made public due to the sensitive nature of this information (KNBS 2009, 2019).2 At best, then, the
number reported in Eberhard et al. (2021) represents ethnic Kipsigis rather than speakers, who
make up a large part but not the entirety of this ethnic population.

Regardless, speaker numbers are an unreliable metric in understanding language vitality in
Africa (Dimmendaal & Voeltz 2008:595). The population of Western Kenya has doubled within
the past 30 years, which means that there are likely far more Kipsigis people today than in the
past. Despite this population growth, it is not necessarily the case that the number of Kipsigis
speakers has doubled in this time period. Instead, Dimmendaal & Voeltz (2008:598) suggest that

2There is a history of tension between different ethnic groups in Kenya, whichmakes census data about ethnicity
sensitive. The largest and most recent of these clashes occurred in 2007-2008—right before the launch of the 2009
census—as a result of the presidential election.
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various sociolinguistic factors are relevant in determining an African language’s endangerment
status, including: patterns of multilingualism, the colonial legacy, the educational policy, and
urbanization. Here, I discuss each of these factors in turn and show that Kipsigis is in a challeng-
ing position with respect to each of them. As is the case throughout Africa, there are extremely
few sociolinguistic studies of Kipsigis language attitudes and use (see Muthwii 2004 on Kalenjin
languages and Fink 2005 on Swahili and English in Kenya). The observations reported here come
primarily from discussion with Kipsigis speakers and other researchers who work on Kipsigis
and/or in Western Kenya.

First, the vast majority of Kipsigis speakers are multilingual in at least Kipsigis and Swahili.
While many children—especially those living in more rural areas—still learn Kipsigis in the home,
most Kipsigis under the age of forty also speak English. In fact, English and Swahili are the only
languages given official recognition in the Kenyan constitution, which technically provides pro-
tections for indigenous languages (Republic of Kenya 2010), though in practice, there are very
few actionable policies on this front (Kouneli 2019). Second, British colonial rule only ended in
Kenya in 1963. English remains prestigious throughout the country, and many parents prioritize
teaching their children English over Kipsigis (Muthwii 2004), as it offers more international mo-
bility. Recently, attitudes toward English have soured slightly (Fink 2005), but—even so—Kipsigis
has not noticeably increased in prestige. Instead, it is being replaced by Swahili, which is often
seen as an African alternative over English. Third, all schooling beginning in Grade 1 is in En-
glish except for Swahili class, which is in Swahili. There is no established Kipsigis or Kalenjin
orthography (see Jerono et al. 2012 for a recent attempt with no official recognition). Conse-
quently, there are no pedagogical materials in Kipsigis, and even highly educated speakers do
not read and write in Kalenjin (Kouneli 2019). In fact, children are often punished for speaking
indigenous languages at school (Bunyi 1999), and because students often come from different
ethnic backgrounds, they typically communicate with each other in Swahili rather than their na-
tive tongue. Fourth, more and more Kipsigis have moved from villages to cities within the past
several decades, since there is more opportunity for economic advancement in urban areas like
Nairobi, Kenya. Consequently, use of languages like Kipsigis has declined.

Within the Nilo-Saharan language family, Kipsigis is part of the Nilotic branch (Dimmendaal
2000, 2017), which includes languages like Turkana, Maasai, Dinka, and Luo (among others).
Within Nilotic, Kipsigis is classified as a Southern Nilotic language, which is a branch that only
contains Kalenjin languages and Datooga (see Ehret 1971; Rottland 1982 for the only comparative,
historical work on Southern Nilotic). Within the Kalenjin subgroup specifically, Kipsigis is the
most widely spoken language. The other Kalenjin languages include Nandi, Keiyo, Tugen, Terik,
Endo-Marakwet, Pökoot, Sebei, and Okiek—listed roughly in order of highest to lowest mutual
intelligibility with Kipsigis (Franciscar & Phylis 2012).

Kipsigis and all other Kalenjin varieties are highly understudied with particularly little work
on their syntactic and semantic structure. Existingmaterials on Kipsigis include: Toweett’s (1979)
morphophonological sketch, descriptive work in German by Rottland (1982), and research on
Kipsigis morphosyntax byMaria Kouneli and collaborators (e.g. Kouneli 2019, 2021, 2022; Kouneli
& Nie 2021; Driemel & Kouneli 2022a). Considering Kalenjin more broadly, Creider & Creider
(1989) offer a description of Nandi, Baroja et al. (1989) discuss Pökoot, and Jerono (2012) provides
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a description of Tugen. In this way, a central goal of this dissertation is to help fill in this empirical
gap by providing documentation and description of a wide range of syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic properties of Kipsigis.

Unless otherwise noted, the Kipsigis data in this dissertation come from my research on the
language, which began in 2016 and continues through the present. Most of the data were col-
lected through elicitation sessions conducted in-person or remotely over Zoom with Kipsigis
speakers based in the United States—in particular, Linus Kipkoech and Kiplangat Yegon. Both
Linus and Kiplangat were born and raised in Bomet County, Kenya and moved to the US to
attend university: Linus at the University of California, Berkeley and Kiplangat at Lehigh Uni-
versity in Pennsylvania. They are both native speakers of Kipsigis and are also fluent in En-
glish and Swahili. In addition to this US-based work, I spent a month in Nairobi and Choronok
Village, Kenya during Summer 2022, during which I conducted additional elicitation sessions,
collected naturalistic texts, and learned more about Kipsigis culture. All original data in this
dissertation is archived with the California Language Archive and is publicly available online:
http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7297/X2D79918.

The bulk of this dissertation addresses questions of semantic and pragmatic meaning. To
get at these sorts of questions, I adopted the methodology for semantic fieldwork developed in
Matthewson (2004) and Bochnak & Matthewson (2015). In particular, I presented speakers with
sentences that I knew to be grammatical in elaborated contexts. These contexts were typically
offered in English, but also included more extended Kipsigis discourses. Speakers were then
asked to provide felicity judgements regarding these sentences in their respective contexts and/or
felicity judgements of follow-up statements in Kipsigis. As is standard practice in semantics,
infelicitous sentences are marked with #, while felicitous sentences are unmarked or marked
with ✓. In addition to these contexts, speaker translations and comments were noted and taken
to reveal information about the meaning of particular utterances.3 I am extremely lucky to work
with individuals with a remarkable degree of metalinguistic awareness, and many of the ideas
presented in this dissertation stem from seemingly small remarks that speakers have made over
the years.

3At any point in the dissertation where this basic methodology was modified, I include explicit discussion of
these modifications.

https://cla.berkeley.edu/
http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7297/X2D79918
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Chapter 2

Kipsigis grammar sketch

2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the grammar of Kipsigis, with a focus on the morphosyn-
tactic and semantic properties of the language. The goals of this chapter are two-fold. First,
it provides background on my assumptions about Kipsigis grammar and helps contextualize the
rest of the dissertation, which focuses on epistemic modality in two different syntactic domains in
Kipsigis. Second, it describes many aspects of Kipsigis grammar that have not been adequately
examined in the existing documentation of the language. The description and analysis in this
chapter draws primarily on my own work, as well as that of Maria Kouneli and colleagues. Al-
though this grammar sketch sets the stage for the rest of the dissertation, the following chapters
are designed to stand on their own. The most relevant background information is repeated in
those chapters, with references to this overview when applicable.

This chapter is structured as follows. §2.2 summarizes key phonological properties of Kip-
sigis, drawing on Kouneli (2019) and Kouneli & Nie (2021). In §2.3, I describe the structure
and interpretation of Kipsigis nouns, including so-called “bare” nouns (§2.3.1-2.3.2), indefinites
(§2.3.3), possessives (§2.3.4), demonstratives (§2.3.6), adjectives and relative clauses (§2.3.5), and
pronouns (§2.3.7). Then, §2.4 outlines the structure of Kipsigis verbs, describing the system of
tense (§2.4.2), aspect (§2.4.3), polarity (§2.4.4), subject marking (§2.4.5), transitive object marking
(§2.4.6), valence-altering morphology (§2.4.7), and ditransitive object marking (§2.4.8). In §2.5, I
turn to Kipsigis clause structure and describe word order variation (§2.5.1), case marking (§2.5.2),
coordination (§2.5.3), questions (§2.5.4), constructionswith preverbal constituents (§2.5.5), clausal
embedding (§2.5.6), and verbal modality (§2.5.7).

2.2 Phonology
This section summarizes key aspects of Kipsigis phonology based primarily on Kouneli (2019) and
Kouneli & Nie (2021). I refer readers directly to their work for data examples and for significantly
more discussion of Kipsigis phonology.
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2.2.1 Consonants

Kipsigis has thirteen phonemic consonants, which are listed in Table 2.1. While I generally tran-
scribe data examples in this dissertation using IPA characters, there are a few consonants for
which my spelling convention differs from the IPA symbol. For these sounds, my spelling con-
vention is provided in [square brackets] in Table 2.1 (following Kouneli 2019). The deviation from
standard IPA transcription in these cases is motivated by my desire to make the data examples in
this dissertation accessible to as broad an audience as possible, including those who do not have
extensive experience with the IPA.

bilabial alveolar palatal velar
stops p t c [ch] k
nasals m n ɲ [ny] ŋ [ng’]
trills r

fricatives s
glides j [y] w (labio-velar)

lateral approximants l

Table 2.1: Phonemic consonant inventory (from Kouneli 2019:20)

There are a number of phonological processes that target consonants in Kipsigis. First, the
palatal stop /c/ is almost always realized as the post-alveolar affricate [tʃ] (Kouneli 2019:20). Sec-
ond, the alveolar trill /r/ is variably realized as the trill [r] or the tap [ɾ] (Kouneli 2019:20). Third,
all voiceless stops have voiced allophones that appear in specific environments, as summarized
in (7) from Kouneli (2019).

(7) Consonant phonological processes in Kipsigis (Kouneli 2019:21)
a. voiceless stops → voiced / [l], [+nasal] ___
b. /p/, /k/ → voiced / V ___ V
c. /p/, /k/ → voiced / [r] ___

The voiced allophone [g] of /k/ often becomes the voiced fricative [ɣ] between vowels.

2.2.2 Vowels

Kipsigis has ten phonemic vowels, which are listed in Table 2.2.
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front central back
high i ɪ ʊ u
mid e ɛ ɔ o
low a ɑ

Table 2.2: Phonemic vowel inventory (from Kouneli 2019:22)

Advanced Tongue Root (ATR) and vowel length are distinctive features in the Kipsigis vowel
system (Kouneli 2019:21). The [+ATR] vowels in Kipsigis are: i, u, e, o, ɑ. The [-ATR] vowels are:
ɪ, ʊ, ɛ, ɔ, a. In addition to [ATR], vowels are also contrastive in terms of length (Kouneli 2019:27).
In this dissertation, I notate long vowels with a double vowel (e.g. [ɑː] is represented [ɑɑ]).

Likemany other African languages, Kipsigis displays ATR harmony—specifically, a dominant-
recessive ATR harmony system (Kouneli 2019:23). In fact, although Kalenjin languages are ex-
tremely understudied, their system of ATR harmony has featured in much work on theoretical
phonology (Hall et al. 1974; Halle & Vergnaud 1981; Lodge 1995; Bakovič 2000; Local & Lodge
2004; Nevins 2010). In the Kipsigis system, a morpheme specified as [+ATR] within the phono-
logical word will cause all other vowels to become [+ATR]. As a result, in most data examples in
this dissertation, all vowels within a word match in their [ATR] specification. There are, however,
a few morphemes—like pronominal possessive suffixes and -kɛɛ ‘Refl’—that do not participate
in ATR harmony; Kouneli (2019:24) attributes this behavior to their status as phonological clitics
rather than true affixes.

When two identical short vowels occur side-by-side, they form a long vowel (Kouneli 2019:27).
When two non-identical short vowels occur side-by-side, no change occurs unless they appear in
one of the combinations in (8)—inwhich case, the change depends on the exact vowel combination
(Kouneli 2019:27-28). [ATR] value is not relevant to the coalescence patterns in (8).

(8) Vowel coalescence in Kipsigis (Kouneli 2019:ex. 10)
a. /ɑ/ + /i/ → [ee]
b. /e/ + /i/ → [ee]
c. /u/ + /i/ → [uu]

Kipsigis also displays a process of vowel length dissimilation, in which some underlying long
vowels are realized as short vowels. Because these patterns are quite complicated, are only at-
tested in the nominal domain so far, and do not directly relate to the topics discussed in this
dissertation, I do not summarize them here, but see Kouneli (2019:28-30) for discussion.

2.2.3 Tone

Kipsigis is a tonal language. There are three surface tones in Kipsigis: high (H), low (L), and a
contour high-falling tone (HL) (Kouneli & Nie 2021:117). H and L can appear on syllables with
long or short vowels, while HL can only surface on long vowels and in some syllables with a short
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vowel and a sonorant coda (Kouneli & Nie 2021:117). All sequences of tones across two syllables
are grammatical in Kipsigis, except sequences of contour tones (Kouneli 2019:33).

Tonal phonological processes in Kipsigis include rising tone simplification (9a) and high tone
lowering (9b), as described in Kouneli & Nie (2021).

(9) Tonal phonological processes in Kipsigis (Kouneli & Nie 2021:119-120)
a. Rising tone simplification: LH contour within a syllable due to morphological con-

catenation surfaces as H.
b. High tone lowering: HH sequence within a syllable due to morphological concatena-

tion surfaces as HL contour.

Tone serves a range of grammatical purposes in Kipsigis, including (but likely not limited to)
verbal inflection (§2.4) and case marking (§2.5.2). At present, the grammatical functions of tone,
as well as the exact tonal reflexes associated with these different functions, are not particularly
well-understood. In this dissertation, I transcribe tone when it seems grammatically relevant, but
I omit it elsewhere to avoid any potential misrepresentation of the data. Existing work that con-
siders the tone systems of Kalenjin languages includes Creider (1982); Zwarts (2004); Dimmendaal
(2012); Rolle (2018); Kouneli & Nie (2021); Sande (To Appear).

2.3 Nominal structure and interpretation
In this section, I provide a detailed overview of the structure and interpretation of Kipsigis nouns.
The reason for this level of detail is two-fold. First, while Kipsigis is generally quite understud-
ied, the structure of Kipsigis nouns has received a good amount of attention in the theoretical
literature (Kouneli 2019, 2021). Second, Chapter 3 of this dissertation offers an even deeper dive
into the interpretation of two types of Kipsigis nominals, rendering the background information
presented here particularly important for the rest of the dissertation.

2.3.1 Basic noun structure

Kipsigis has been classified as a bare noun language (Kouneli 2019), since nouns in the language
can appear in both indefinite (10) and definite contexts (11) without the need for articles (see e.g.
Dayal & Sağ 2020 for an overview on bare nouns). In the following mini-discourse, kɑɑneetiindet
‘teacher’, laakwɛɛt ‘child’, and ng’ooktɑ ‘dog’ introduce new discourse referents in (10). Then, in
(11), these same nouns act as anaphoric definites, referring back to the individuals introduced
previously.

(10) ∅-Soomɑn-chiin
3-read-appl.ipfv

kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

laakwɛɛt
child

kɪtabʊʊt
book

agɔbɔ
about

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘A teacher is reading a book about a dog to a child.’
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(11) ∅-Tep-een
3-ask-inst

laakwɛɛt
child

kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

kole
C

tyan
how.much

oo
big

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘The child asks the teacher how big the dog is.’

Following Kouneli (2019, 2021), I assume that these Kipsigis nouns are morphologically com-
plex and fall into three classes based on number: 1) inherently singular nouns, 2) inherently plural
nouns, and 3) numberless nouns. Inherently singular nouns only contain a number morpheme in
the plural (12), whereas inherently plural nouns only contain a number morpheme in the singular
(13). Numberless nouns contain a number morpheme in the singular and plural (14).

(12) Inherently singular noun (Kouneli 2021:4)

a. peet-u-it
day-th-sec

→ pêetúut

‘day’

b. peet-uus-yɑ-ik
day-pl-th-sec

→ pêetùusyék

‘days’

(13) Inherently plural noun (Kouneli 2021:4)

a. ngeend-yɑɑn-tɑ-it
bean-sg-th-sec

→ ngéendyɑ́ɑt

‘bean’

b. ngeend-ɑ-ik
bean-th-sec

→ ngéendéek

‘beans’

(14) Numberless noun (Kouneli 2021:4)

a. sigis-yɑɑn-tɑ-it
sock-sg-th-sec

→ sìgìsyɑ́ɑt

‘sock’

b. sigis-iin-ik
sock-pl-sec

→ sìgìsìiník

‘socks’

As seen in (12) - (14), Kipsigis nouns contain a nominal root followed by a number suffix,
then a thematic vowel, then a secondary suffix. Nouns do not necessarily contain all of these
morphemes; while all nouns contain a secondary suffix (or an equivalent; §2.3.3), not every nom-
inal requires a number morpheme (12a) or a thematic vowel (14b).1 However, when all of these
morphemes co-occur, they surface in the order in (15).

(15) Root - Number suffix - Theme vowel - Secondary suffix

Based on this system of nominal morphology, Kouneli (2019, 2021) proposes that Kipsigis
nouns have the structure in (16). A noun’s inherent number feature is realized in n, which de-
termines the noun’s class (i.e. whether it is inherently singular, plural, or numberless). Num is
responsible for the interpretable number feature associated with a noun, which dictates whether
the noun is interpreted as singular or plural. Finally, the secondary suffix is realized in D, which

1See Kouneli (2021:1201) for more detailed discussion of the distribution of thematic vowels. Following Kouneli
(2021), I assume that thematic suffixes are inserted post-syntactically, meaning that their presence or absence does
not have structural ramifications.
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agrees with Num in number features, since secondary suffixes have different singular vs. plu-
ral realizations, as seen with -it vs. -ik in (12) - (14). Evidence that the secondary suffix is in
D comes from the fact that it alternates with another determiner-like element—namely, the in-
definite marker -yan discussed in §2.3.3 and analyzed in depth in Chapter 3. The appropriate
morpheme order is generated via head movement of the nominal root to D through the inter-
vening heads. In this way, the nouns that have been described as “bare” in Kipsigis are notably
different from true bare nouns in other languages, since they necessarily contain DP structure.
For this reason, in the rest of the dissertation, I call these forms “nouns with a secondary suffix”
rather than bare nouns.

(16) Kipsigis basic noun structure (Kouneli 2021:24)
DP

D
sec

NumP

Num
sg/pl

nP

n root

2.3.2 Interpretation of nouns with a secondary suffix

This section describes the range of interpretations available for nouns with a secondary suffix in
Kipsigis. In order to describe these interpretations, I divide Kipsigis nouns into three categories:
1) mass nouns, 2) plural nouns, and 3) singular nouns. Mass nouns cannot be counted in their
standard form and typically denote things without obvious sub-parts like water, mud, sand, and
blood. Plural and singular nouns, on the other hand, are countable and denote things that can be
individuated like tables, cookies, elephants, and flowers.

In terms of possible interpretations, I focus on kind-level, definite, and existential readings
of these noun types. Kind-level readings make a statement about the kind of thing denoted by
the noun. For instance, the English predicate extinct is a kind-level predicate because it is only
possible for a kind to be extinct; when someone says Dinosaurs are extinct, they are making a
claim about the natural kind—they are not talking about a particular dinosaur or even a particular
group of dinosaurs. A definite interpretation of a noun arises when it is used in a context where
its intended reference is recoverable, as seen previously in (11) repeated here as (18). By contrast,
existential readings arise when the noun is used to introduce a new discourse referent, as seen
above in (10) repeated here as (17).

(17) ∅-Soomɑn-chiin
3-read-appl.ipfv

kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

laakwɛɛt
child

kɪtabʊʊt
book

agɔbɔ
about

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘A teacher is reading a book about a dog to a child.’
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(18) ∅-Tep-een
3-ask-inst

laakwɛɛt
child

kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

kole
C

tyan
how.much

oo
big

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘The child asks the teacher how big the dog is.’

The discussion in this section draws on work on the interpretation of bare nouns across lan-
guages (Chierchia 1998; Dayal 2004; Deal & Nee 2018; Collins 2019; Little 2020; Moroney 2021),
given that Kipsigis nouns with a secondary suffix are like bare nouns in some ways. Cross-
linguistically, bare mass and plural nouns typically pattern together in terms of their possible
interpretations, while bare singular nouns show a more restricted range of interpretations. This
same patterning is found in Kipsigis, and so I describe the interpretation of mass and plural nouns
together in §2.3.2.1, then consider the interpretation of singular nouns in §2.3.2.2.

2.3.2.1 Interpretation of mass and plural nouns

Mass (19) and plural (20) nouns have kind-level readings in Kipsigis. Testing kind-level readings
is difficult in the language because many kind-level predicates like ‘common’, ‘widespread’, ‘rare’,
‘extinct’, etc. do not translate directly into Kipsigis. For this reason, my diagnostics for kind-level
readings rely on a small handful of predicates including tɑu ‘start, invent’ and it ‘arrive’.

(19) Kii-∅-it
pst3-3-arrive

sʊgarʊʊk
sugar

Amɛrɪka
America

keny.
long.ago

‘Sugar arrived in America long ago.’
(20) Ng’oo

who
ne
Rel.sg

kii-∅-tɑu
pst3-3-start

mʊnaɔɔk?
glasses

‘Who invented glasses?’ (Lit: ‘Who started glasses?’)

Mass and plural nouns also have definite readings—including both anaphoric and maximal
definites.2 The sentences in (21) - (22) show anaphoric definite uses of mass and plural nouns.
The first sentence introduces the referent, and the second sentence shows that the same noun can
be used to refer back to this referent.

(21) a. ∅-Tiny-e
3-have-ipfv

Kiproono
K.

cheegɑ
milk

ak
and

peek.
water

‘Kiprono has milk and water.’
b. I-yɑɑm-toos

3-mix-ipfv.pl
peek
water

ak
and

cheegɑ
milk

Kiproono.
K.

‘Kiprono is mixing the water with the milk.’
(22) a. ∅-Cheesɑn-toos

3-play-ipfv.pl
ng’eetiik
boys

ak
and

tiibiik
girls

ɛɛn
in

pii.
outside

‘Boys and girls are playing outside.’
2Following Chierchia (1998); Dayal (2004); Geist (2010); Schwarz (2013); and others, I treat maximal definites as

the plural and mass counterpart to uniqueness definites in the singular. Just as singular uniqueness definites pick
out the unique noun, maximal definites pick out the unique maximality of the relevant mass or plural noun.
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b. ∅-Pir-e
3-kick-ipfv

mbireet
ball

tiibiik
girls

ko-rwɑɑt-e
3.sbjv-run.around-ipfv

ng’eetiik.
boys

‘The girls are kicking a ball and the boys are running around.’

The sentences in (23) - (24) show maximal definite uses of mass and plural nouns.

(23) When Cherono went to the kitchen, she noticed sugar on the table. Her son Kibet loves
sugar, and Cherono knows that he often sneaks into the kitchen to eat sugar when she’s
not paying attention. Cherono went to go look for Kibet.
Ka-∅-manda
pst1-3-leave

Cheeroono
C.

ɛɛn
in

chigeet
kitchen

ko-pwɑɑt-e
3.sbjv-think-ipfv

kole
C

ka-∅-am
pst-3-eat

Kibeet
K.

sʊgarʊʊk.
sugar

‘Cherono left the kitchen, thinking that Kibet ate the sugar.’
(24) We have 4 dogs, and they’re all outside barking right now.

∅-Po-toos
3-bark-ipfv.pl

ng’oogik
dogs

ɛɛn
in

pii.
outside

‘The dogs are barking outside.’

Finally, mass (25) and plural (26) nouns can have existential readings. Note that the relevant
nouns in (25) - (26) are external arguments, which limits the possibility that these existential
interpretations are due to semantic incorporation, since semantic incorporation can generally
only apply to internal arguments like objects.

(25) a. Koo-∅-tum-chi-kɛɛ
pst2-3-spill-appl-Refl

cheegɑ
milk

shɪatɪ-ng’ʊʊng’-i?
shirt-2sg.poss.sg-Q

‘Did milk spill on your (sg) shirt?’
(context adapted from Deal & Nee 2018:ex. 23)

b. You notice a water leak.
∅-Peend-i
3-go.pl-ipfv

peek.
water

‘Water is spilling.’
(context adapted from Deal & Nee 2018:ex. 22)

(26) a. You hear some dogs barking.
∅-Po-toos
3-bark-ipfv.pl

ng’oogiik
dogs

ɛɛn
in

pii.
outside

‘Dogs are barking outside.’
b. You notice a pot boiling on the stove.

∅-Rur-toos
3-boil-ipfv.pl

piɑɑsiniik.
potatoes

‘Potatoes are boiling.’

Crucially, though, the existential quantification seen in (25) - (26) must take narrow scope
with respect to other operators in the sentence. This pattern is illustrated here with negation.
Only the narrow scope ¬ > ∃ reading is appropriate in response to the question in (25a); such a
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response would indicate that no milk spilled on the speaker’s shirt—not that some milk did not
spill on their shirt, even if some other milk did (i.e. the wide scope ∃ > ¬ reading). As seen in
(27), the mass noun subject is felicitous in response to the question in (25a).

(27) In response to (25a):
Aacha,
no

mɑ-∅-tum-chi-kɛɛ
neg-3-spill-appl-Refl

cheegɑ
milk

shɪatɪ-nyʊʊn.
shirt-1sg.poss.sg

‘No, milk didn’t spill on my shirt.’ ¬ > ∃
(context adapted from Deal & Nee 2018:ex. 24)

By contrast, only the wide scope ∃ > ¬ reading is appropriate given the context in (28). The
sentence in (28) states that water poured out of the truck, and the continuation in (29) is intended
to explain that not all of the water spilled—only some of it did. However, the mass noun subject
is not felicitous here (29).

(28) Koo-∅-lul
pst2-3-fall

loorit
truck

agɔ
then

tumndɑ-kɛɛ
pour-Refl

peek.
water

‘A truck fell over and water poured out.’
(context adapted from Deal & Nee 2018:ex. 25)

(29) #Lɑkini
but

mɑ-∅-tumndɑ-kɛɛ
neg-3-pour-Refl

peek.
water

Intended: ‘But some water didn’t pour out.’ *∃ > ¬

Speakers report that (29) sounds like a contradiction in light of (28). To express the wide scope
existential reading, speakers quantify the mass noun (30) or restructure the sentence altogether
(31).

(30) Lɑkini
but

mɑ-∅-tumndɑ-kɛɛ
neg-3-pour-Refl

peek
water

tʊgʊl.
all

‘But not all the water poured out.’
(31) Lɑkini

but
mii
cop

peek
water

che
Rel.pl

mɑ-∅-tumndɑ-kɛɛ.
neg-3-pour-Refl

‘But there’s some water that didn’t pour out.’

An identical pattern is seen with plural nouns, which are likewise restricted to narrow scope
existential readings. In contexts like (32a), which support a narrow scope ¬ > ∃ interpretation,
plural nouns are felicitous. However, in contexts like (32b), which require a wide scope ∃ > ¬
interpretation, these same nouns are no longer appropriate.

(32) Mɑ-∅-po-toos
neg-3-bark-ipfv.pl

ng’oogiik
dogs

ɛɛn
in

pii.
outside

‘Dogs aren’t barking outside.’
a. ✓ There are no dogs barking outside. ¬ > ∃
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b. # There are six dogs outside; four are barking, but two are not. *∃ > ¬
(context adapted from Deal & Nee 2018:ex. 27)

As with mass nouns, speakers paraphrase to get a wide scope existential reading, which involves
syntactic restructuring (33) or the addition of numerals (34).

(33) Mii
cop

ng’oogiik
dogs

che
Rel.pl

mɑ-∅-po-toos.
neg-3-bark-ipfv.pl

‘There are dogs that aren’t barking.’
(34) ∅-Po-toos

3-bark-ipfv.pl
ng’oogiik
dogs

ɑng’wɑn-u
four-nom

lɑkini
but

mɑ-po-toos
neg-bark-ipfv.pl

oeeng’-u.
two-nom

‘Four dogs are barking but two aren’t.’

In this way, mass and plural nouns in Kipsigis have the range of possible interpretations
summarized in Table 2.3. Interestingly, this is the same pattern of interpretations found in true
bare noun languages like Hindi, Russian, Mandarin, and many others (see e.g. Chierchia 1998;
Dayal 2004; Deal & Nee 2018; Collins 2019; Little 2020; Moroney 2021). Despite the syntactic
complexity of mass and plural nouns in Kipsigis (§2.3.1), they seem to behave semantically like
bare nouns in other languages. This fact differentiates them from singular nouns in Kipsigis,
which have a unique range of interpretations that is the focus of the following section.

Reading Mass noun Plural noun
a) Kind-level ✓ ✓
b) Definite ✓ ✓
c) Narrow scope existential ✓ ✓
d) Wide scope existential 7 7

Table 2.3: Interpretation of mass and plural nouns with a secondary suffix

2.3.2.2 Interpretation of singular nouns

Turning to singular nouns with a secondary suffix, in this section, I show that they have a range
of interpretations that is restricted differently than with mass and plural nouns. While kind-level
and definite interpretations are available for Kipsigis singular nouns, existential readings are pos-
sible but necessarily take wide scope. This pattern is the opposite of the one seen with existential
readings of mass and plural nouns, where only narrow scope interpretations are possible.

First, however, I consider kind-level and definite readings of these noun forms. Like mass and
plural nouns, Kipsigis singular nouns allow kind-level readings (35).

(35) Kii-∅-tɑu
pst3-3-start

ng’oo
who

karɪɪt?
car

‘Who invented the car?’ (Lit: ‘Who started the car?’)
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Likewise, singular nouns have anaphoric and unique definite readings. As discussed at the
beginning of this section, in the mini-discourse in (36), the sentence in (36a) introduces a number
of new discourse referents, and the following sentence in (36b) uses the same nouns to refer
anaphorically back to these individuals.

(36) a. ∅-Soomɑn-chiin
3-read-appl.ipfv

kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

laakwɛɛt
child

kɪtabʊʊt
book

agɔbɔ
about

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘A teacher is reading a book about a dog to a child.’
b. ∅-Tep-een

3-ask-inst
laakwɛɛt
child

kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

kole
C

tyan
how.much

oo
big

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘The child asks the teacher how big the dog is.’

Similarly, the singular noun in (37) has a unique definite reading, as it refers to the sun, which is
necessarily unique.

(37) ∅-Lool-e
3-shine-ipfv

asɪɪsta-i?
sun-Q

‘Is the sun shining?’

Finally, singular nouns can have existential readings, as seen above in (36a) and again in
(38). These examples illustrate that Kipsigis singular nouns can introduce new discourse referents
without the numeral agɛɛngɛ ‘one.’ This Kipsigis pattern differs from the general cross-linguistic
picture, in which bare singular nouns in many bare noun languages require the numeral ‘one’ in
order for existential readings of these nouns to be possible (see e.g. Dayal 2004; Deal & Nee 2018;
Collins 2019; Moroney 2021).

(38) There are six dogs outside. I hear lots of barking and see you come inside looking di-
sheveled. I ask what happened. You say:
Ka-∅-sʊs-an
pst1-3-bite-1sg.O

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘A dog bit me.’

The singular noun in (38) is an external argument, meaning that its existential reading is
unlikely to be due to semantic incorporation. Furthermore, it cannot be any standard kind of
definite; there is no previous mention of dogs in the discourse to license an anaphoric definite,
and there is no unique dog in the context to license a unique definite. Instead, it seems as though
the singular noun can truly introduce a new discourse referent—contrary to the cross-linguistic
pattern reported for bare noun languages in Dayal (2004). In fact, this use of singular nouns
is common in Kipsigis; stories often start with singular nouns, as in (39) - (40) taken from the
beginning of different Kipsigis texts.3

3These texts were written by Kipsigis speakers, then reviewed by me for morpheme identification and minor
phonetic editing based on the word list in Toweett (1975). As a result, it is likely that some of the phonological
properties represented here (e.g. the [ATR] value and length of vowels) are not completely accurate.
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(39) Kii-mii
pst3-cop

mooseet
monkey

ne
Rel.sg

kii-∅-ɑm-e
pst3-3-eat-ipfv

logoeek
fruits

ɛɛn
in

keetit
tree

parak
top

ne
Rel.sg

kii-mii
pst3-cop

taband-aap
bank-of

ɑineet.
river
‘There once was a monkey that ate fruits on top of a tree that was on a river bank.’

(40) Kii-∅-leen-j-eech
pst3-3-say.ipfv-appl-1pl.IO

ɑbule
uncle

kii-mii
pst3-cop

cheepkelelyɑɑt
young.lady

ne
Rel.sg

kii-ki-kuren
pst3-1pl-call

Tabutany
T.

ne
Rel.sg

kii-∅-meny-e
pst3-3-live-ipfv

kookweet
village

ne
Rel.sg

kii-negit
pst3-near

cheeplɑngeet.
leopard

‘The uncle told us that there was a young lady called Tabutany who lived in a village that
was close to a leopard.

However, when the sentence contains other scope-taking elements, the existential quantifi-
cation seen above must take wide scope with respect to these other operators. This pattern is
illustrated here with the attitude verb mɑch ‘want’ (41), the necessity modal nyɑɑlu (42), and
negation (43). Note that the singular nouns in (42) - (43) are the object of the verb. The unavail-
ability of narrow scope existential readings even with singular nouns in object position suggests
that semantic incorporation is unavailable in Kipsigis; if it were available, narrow scope existen-
tial readings should be possible in (42) - (43).4

(41) ∅-Mɑch-e
3-want-ipfv

Kibeet
K.

ko-nyoo
3.sbjv-come

cheeptɑ
girl

paartɪ.
party

‘Kibet wants a certain girl to come to the party.’
a. # There are many girls in Kibet’s class at school. He’d be happy if any of them come

to his party. *want > ∃
b. ✓ There are many girls in Kibet’s class at school. He dislikes most of these girls and

doesn’t want them to come to his party. There’s just one particular girl who he wants
to come: he wants Sharon to come because he has a crush on her. ∃ > want

(42) Nyɑɑl-u
mod-ipfv

ko-buch
3.sbjv-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊmɪɪt.
room

‘Kibet must sweep a certain room.’
a. # There are 5 rooms in the house. As part of his chores, Kibet has to sweep any one

of those rooms. It could be the kitchen or the bathroom or the living room. *□ > ∃
b. ✓ There are 5 rooms in the house. As part of his chores, Kibet has to sweep the

kitchen—the messiest room in the house. ∃ > □
4The unavailability of semantic incorporation of nouns in object position is typologically unusual in the space

of bare noun languages. However, Kipsigis nouns are more morphologically complex than those in most bare noun
languages (§2.3.1), which might offer an explanation for why they cannot undergo semantic incorporation. Further-
more, the general unavailability of semantic incorporation has no consequences for the discussion prior to this point,
since all data examples presented previously include nouns in subject position, which generally cannot semantically
incorporate even in languages where this is possible.
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(43) Mɑ-i-buch
neg-3-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊmɪɪt.
room

‘Kibet didn’t sweep a certain room.’
a. # Kibet didn’t do any of his chores—he didn’t sweep a single room! *¬ > ∃
b. ✓ Kibet did some of his chores but not all of them. There are 5 rooms that he needs

to sweep. Today, he swept 4 of them, but he didn’t sweep 1: he skipped the kitchen
because it’s the messiest room in the house and too much work to sweep. ∃ > ¬

Speaker comments in response to these kinds of sentences suggest that these singular nouns
are most natural when the speaker has a particular instance of the noun in mind (i.e. a particular
girl or room in the examples above). In this way, Kipsigis singular nouns appear to have specific
indefinite interpretations. For instance, in response to (42), speakers suggest that “you’re singling
out a room” and that an interlocutor might ask the speaker which particular room Kibet has to
sweep. In fact, a natural follow-up to the statement in (42) is shown in (44), where the speaker
provides more information about which room Kibet has to sweep.

(44) Following (42):
Nyɑɑl-u
mod-ipfv

ko-buch
3.sbjv-sweep

chiigeet
kitchen

amʊn
beacause

mur
dirty

nɪa.
very

‘He has to sweep the kitchen because it’s very dirty.’

To express narrow scope existential readings, speakers typically use a form of quantification
that translates to ‘any N at all’ (45).

(45) In context (41a):
∅-Mɑch-e
3-want-ipfv

Kibeet
K.

ko-nyoo
3.sbjv-come

cheeptɑ
girl

agɛ
any

tʊgʊl
all

paartɪ.
party

‘Kibet wants any girl to come to the party.’

In their indefinite use, then, Kipsigis singular nouns necessarily take wide scope and are most
natural when the speaker has a particular referent in mind. While I do not develop a full account
of these forms here, see Chapter 3 for more empirical discussion and an analysis.

To conclude this section, Table 2.4 builds upon Table 2.3 to summarize the range of inter-
pretations available for all nouns with a secondary suffix in Kipsigis. This distribution paral-
lels the cross-linguistic picture with true bare noun languages in many ways (see e.g. Dayal
2004). However, there are two key semantic properties that differentiate Kipsigis from bare noun
languages—both of which relate to the interpretation of singular nouns. First, Kipsigis speak-
ers can use singular nouns to introduce new discourse referents without a numeral and second,
singular nouns must take wide scope on their indefinite readings.
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Reading Mass noun Plural noun Singular noun
a) Kind-level ✓ ✓ ✓
b) Definite ✓ ✓ ✓
c) Narrow scope existential ✓ ✓ 7

d) Wide scope existential 7 7 ✓

Table 2.4: Interpretation of nouns with a secondary suffix

2.3.3 Dedicated indefinites

In addition to the noun forms discussed in §2.3.1 - 2.3.2, the suffix -yan can replace a noun’s
secondary suffix to form a dedicated indefinite, as in the b. examples in (46) - (47), which are both
built upon inherently singular nouns. While speakers translate nouns with a secondary suffix as
‘the N’ or ‘a N’ depending on the context, forms with -yan are consistently translated as ‘some
N’. In this section, I focus on the structure of these -yan forms and refer readers to Chapter 3 for
a full description of their interpretation and a semantic analysis.

(46) a. kar-ɪ-ɪt
car-th-sec

→ kàrɪɪ́t

‘the/a car’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 5c)
b. kar-ɪ-yan

car-th-yan
‘some car’

(47) a. laak-wa-ɪt
child-th-sec

→ làakwɛɛ́t

‘the/a child’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 5b)
b. laak-wa-yan

child-th-yan
‘some child’

Some evidence that these -yan forms are dedicated indefinites comes from the fact that they
cannot co-occur with expressions that often encode definiteness across languages, including
demonstrative suffixes (48) and possessive pronouns (49; §2.3.4).

(48) a. *kar-ɪ-yan-nɪ
car-th-yan-pRox

→ *karɪyanɪ

Intended: ‘this some car’
b. *kar-ɪ-nɪ-yan

car-th-pRox-yan
→ *karɪnɪyan

Intended: ‘this some car’
(49) *kar-ɪ-yan-ng’ʊʊng’

car-th-yan-2sg.poss.sg
→ *karɪyang’ʊʊng’

Intended: ‘some car of yours’

To express possession with -yan forms, speakers use an alternative possession structure that
includes a relative clause (for more discussion, see §2.3.4).
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(50) choor-wɑ-yɑn
friend-th-yan

ne
Rel.sg

po
belong.to

Kibeet
K.

‘some friend of Kibet’s’

Turning to the structure of -yan forms, the examples in (46) - (47) show that -yan replaces
a noun’s secondary suffix to create a dedicated indefinite. In a similar vein, the ungrammatical
examples in (51) show that it is impossible for -yan to surface alongside a noun’s typical secondary
suffix—be it before (51a) or after (51b) the secondary suffix.

(51) a. *laak-wɑ-yan-it
room-th-yan-sec

→ *laakwayanɪt

Intended: ‘some child’
b. *laak-wɑ-it-yan

room-th-sec-yan
→ *laakwɛɛ(t)yan

Intended: ‘some child’

Not all nouns can take the -yan suffix. First, only singular nouns have -yan forms. All nouns
with -yan are interpreted as singular, and it is impossible for -yan to replace the secondary suffix
on a plural noun. This restriction is particularly clear in (52), where -yan cannot surface alongside
the plural morpheme -oy; instead, it must surface after the thematic vowel in the singular form,
as seen in (47b).

(52) a. laak-oy-ɪk
child-pl-sec

→ lɑ̀ɑ̀góók

‘children’ (Kouneli 2019:49)

b. *laak-oy-yan
child-pl-yan
Intended: ‘some children’

Second, the set of nouns that -yan attaches to is lexically restricted. So far, I have found that
the forms in (53) can contain -yan. While this list is not exhaustive, it highlights the lexically
restricted nature of the -yan suffix. However, note that the addition of -yan applies to native
Kipsigis words but is also common with borrowed words, which speaks to its synchronic pro-
ductivity. For instance, the Kipsigis noun tagɪtarɪɪt ‘doctor’ is borrowed from English doctor and
has the -yan form tagɪtarɪyan. Similarly, the Kipsigis noun ndisiyɑɑt ‘banana’ is borrowed from
Swahili ndizi ‘banana’ and has the -yan form ndisiyɑn.
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(53) Non-exhaustive list of nouns with -yan forms5
tagɪtarɪyan* ‘doctor’ araawayan ‘month’ tɔrayan ‘boar’
kɑɑneetiindɑyɑn ‘teacher’ sɛgɛnɛnɪyan ‘stream’ ngɔkyayan ‘chicken’
poiyɑn ‘man’ pɔrɔstayan ‘forest’ ngurwɑyɑn ‘pig’
murenyɑn ‘man’ keetiyɑn ‘branch’ karɪyan* ‘car’
choorwɑyɑn ‘friend’ uyɑn ‘somewhere’ ndisiyɑn** ‘banana’
cheepkerichɑn ‘healer’ eetiyɑn ‘bridge’ kitunguyɑn ‘onion’
kirwɑɑgiindɑyɑn ‘chief’ marɪɪndayan ‘dress’ sʊgʊlɪyan* ‘school’
laakwayan ‘child’ artayan ‘goat/sheep’ rʊʊmɪyan* ‘room’
kɑɑndoiindɑyɑn ‘leader’ mɔɪyan ‘calf’
kɪplagɔtɪyan ‘hunter’ nyuumbuyɑn ‘mule’

In addition, -yan forms crosscut Kipsigis noun classes, applying to inherently singular nouns
and inherently plural nouns alike. Inherently singular nouns like laakwɛɛt ‘child’ and artɛɛt
‘goat/sheep’ have -yan forms, specifically laakwayan ‘some child’ and artayan ‘some goat/sheep’.
In these cases, -yan does not co-occur alongside number morphology, since inherently singular
nouns are not marked for number in the singular. The inherently plural nouns kɑɑneetiindeet
‘teacher’ and kirwɑɑgiindeet ‘chief’ also have -yan forms, where -yan co-occurs alongside the
singulative suffix -iin (54). In this way, -yan’s distribution suggests that it acts independently of
the Kipsigis noun class system.

(54) a. kɑɑneet-iin-dɑ-yan
teach-sg-th-yan

→ kɑɑneetiindɑyɑn

‘some teacher’
b. kirwɑɑk-iin-dɑ-yan

chief-sg-th-yan
→ kirwɑɑgiindɑyɑn

‘some chief’

An apparent exception to this generalization is that -yan cannot co-occur with singulative
-yaan; it can only co-occur with singulative -iin, which is the only other singulative morpheme
in the language. Compare for instance, the ungrammaticality of (55) to the grammaticality of the
examples in (54).

(55) * peel-yaan-yan
elephant-sg-yan

→ *peelyɑɑnyɑn

Intended: ‘some elephant’

Because indefinite -yan can surface alongside singulative -iin, I do not take the ungrammaticality
of (55) as evidence that -yan is a realization of Num. Instead, I assume that there is a dispreference
in Kipsigis for adjacent, phonologically similar morphemes (i.e. haplology). In fact, speakers
comment that peelyɑn—the form in (55) with -yaan ‘sg’ deleted—can mean ‘some elephant’ as
predicted for -yan forms.6

5Forms marked with * and ** are English and Swahili borrowings, respectively.
6See Chapter 3 for comments on the historical development of indefinite -yan from singulative -yaan.
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Given these empirical facts and building on the structure of Kipsigis nouns in (16), I suggest
that -yan is an alternative realization of D, such that -yan forms have the structure in (56). This
structural analysis captures the fact that -yan surfaces after numbermorphology (i.e. singulative -
iin) and is in complementary distribution with the secondary suffix, which is also realized in D. As
with nouns with a secondary suffix, I assume that the appropriate morpheme order is generated
via head movement of the nominal root to D through the intervening heads.

(56) Kipsigis -yan form structure
DP

D
yan

NumP

Num
sg

nP

n root

2.3.4 Possession

Possessive pronouns in Kipsigis are suffixes that attach to the nominal that they modify. These
pronouns are sensitive to the person and number of the possessor, as well as the number of
the possessum. Table 2.5 lists the possessive pronouns found in Kipsigis. As mentioned in §2.2.2,
these morphemes are not within the ATR harmony domain of the noun that they attach to, which
might suggest that they are phonological clitics rather than true affixes.

sgpossessum plpossessum
1sg -nyʊʊn -chʊʊk
2sg -ng’uung’ -kuuk
3sg -nyɪɪn -chɪɪk
1pl -nɑɑn -chɑɑk
2pl -ng’wɑɑng’ -kwɑɑk
3pl -nywaan -chwaak

Table 2.5: Kipsigis possessive morphemes (from Kouneli & Nie 2021:ex. 32)

To express possession by a non-pronominal possessor, two different structures can be used.
One construction involves attaching the morpheme -aap to the possessed nominal, followed by
the possessor (57). As with possessive pronouns, -aap is outside the ATR harmony domain of the
noun and remains [-ATR] even when attached to a [+ATR] noun, as seen in (57) with the [+ATR]
noun chuumbiik ‘salt’. An alternative construction uses the relative clause ne pɑ ‘that belongs to’
followed by the possessor (58). For more on the structure of relative clauses see §2.3.5.
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(57) ∅-Al-e
3-buy-ipfv

Tɑputɑny
T.

chuumbiik-aap
salt-of

tuugɑ.
cows

‘Taputany is buying cows’ salt.’
(58) choorwɑyɑn

friend
ne
Rel.sg

∅-pɑ
3-belong.to

Kibeet
K.

‘a friend of Kibet’s’

2.3.5 Relative clauses and adjectives

Kipsigis relative clauses are head-external, meaning that the noun that the relative clausemodifies
does not appear in its typical positionwithin the clause, but rather appears to the left of the clause.
These relative clauses are introduced by the relativizers ne (59), che (60), and ele (61). Ne and che
are used when the head of the relative clause is a core argument of the verb (e.g. subject, direct
object, indirect object), whereas ele is used when the head of the relative clause is an oblique. Ne
is used when the relative clause head is singular, while che is used when it is plural.

(59) kwɑɑndɑ
woman

ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅-keer
pst2-3-see

ng’ooktɑ
dog

‘the woman who saw a dog’
(60) ng’oogiik

dogs
tugul
all

che
Rel.pl

mii
cop

pii
outside

‘all the dogs that are outside’
(61) kiwɑɑnyjeet

field
ele
Rel.obl

koo-∅-keer-een
pst2-3-see-in

kwɑɑndɑ
woman

ng’ooktɑ
dog

‘the field where the woman saw the dog’

In addition to the relative clauses in (59) - (61), where the relative head is overt, Kipsigis
also has headless relative clauses, where the head is null. Headless relative clauses use the same
relativizers ne (62), che (63), and ele (64), but no overt material precedes the relativizer.

(62) ne
Rel.sg

∅-chɑm-e
3-like-ipfv

Kibeet
K.

‘the one that Kibet likes’
(63) che

Rel.pl
ka-∅-chap
pst1-3-make

Kibeet
K.

‘the ones that Kibet made (recently)’
(64) ele

Rel.obl
∅-weend-i
3-go.sg-ipfv

Kipchirchir
K.

‘where Kipchirchir is walking’

A possible structure for Kipsigis relative clauses is shown in (65), following Kouneli (2019).
The relative head begins the derivationwithin the relative clause andmoves to its surface position.
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Again following Kouneli (2019), I assume that the relativizer is a realization of D; for instance, it
agrees in number with the noun that it modifies, which is characteristic of D in Kipsigis (§2.3.1),
and it bears tonal case morphology (§2.5.2). In order to derive the correct word order in Kipsigis
relative clauses—in which the relative head is to the left of the relativizer—I assume that the
relative head moves to Spec,CP, then undergoes an additional movement step to Spec,DP above
the relativizer that is realized in D, as suggested in Kouneli (2019).

(65) DP

DPRel
D
Rel

CP

DPRel
CRel

[uRel]
TP

… DPRel …

Evidence in support of this style of raising analysis for Kipsigis relative clauses comes from
island sensitivity and reconstruction effects and is presented in §2.5.5 for headless relative clauses
in a particular type of focus construction in Kipsigis. However, I do not assume that this relative
clause structure is necessarily the only possible one found in Kipsigis; it remains an open question
whether Kipsigis also has matching relative clauses (Chomsky 1965; Sauerland 1998, 2000, 2003;
a.o.), in which the relative head is base-generated at the edge of the relative clause.

Relative clauses are extremely frequent in Kipsigis because all adjectival modification uses a
relative clause structure. Examples of adjectival modification via relative clauses are shown in
(66). It is impossible to modify nouns directly with adjectives without this sort of relative clause
structure.

(66) a. ng’ooktɑ
dog

*(ne)
Rel.sg

tʊʊy
black

‘a black dog’ (Kouneli 2019:127)
b. peeleek

elephants
somok
three

*(che)
Rel.pl

eecheen
big.pl

‘the three big elephants’ (Kouneli 2019:146)

Adjectives strongly resemble verbs in Kipsigis. For instance, tense morphology (§2.4.2) and
subject marking (§2.4.5) can directly attach to adjectives, which can serve as predicates without
an overt copula (67).

(67) Kii-ɑ-pɑypɑy.
pst3-1sg-happy
‘I was happy (long ago).’ (Kouneli 2019:107)
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Despite this similarity, Kouneli (2019) argues that adjectives represent a distinct lexical category
in Kipsigis because there are several properties that differentiate adjectives from verbs in Kipsigis.
I summarize three of her arguments here, but see Kouneli (2019: Chapter 4) for discussion of
additional empirical differences between adjectives and verbs. First, adjectives in Kipsigis relative
clauses must agree with the head noun in case, whereas verbs in relative clauses do not bear any
kind of case morphology (see §2.5.2 for more on the case system of Kipsigis). Second, Kipsigis
verbs display a productive system of reduplication, which indicates repeated action; however,
adjectives are unable to undergo this same type of reduplication. Third, Kipsigis adjectives are
compatible with the intensifier kot ‘very’ (68a), while verbs are not (68b).

(68) a. Cheeptɑ
girl

ko
top

karaaran
beautiful

kot.
very

‘The girl is very beautiful.’ (Kouneli 2019:119)
b. *Ru-e

sleep-ipfv
kot.
very

Intended: ‘He/she sleeps a lot.’

While this is only a sample of the empirical patterns discussed in Kouneli (2019), it suggests that
adjectives are morphosyntactically distinct from verbs in Kipsigis.

Kouneli (2019) also notes that all adjectives have different singular vs. plural realizations. The
suffix -een often marks plural adjectives, as seen in (69).

(69) (69) Piriir
red

ngɛchɛrɛɛt.
chair

‘The chair is red.’ (Kouneli 2019:114)
(70) Piriir-een

red-pl
ngecherook.
chairs

‘The chairs are red.’ (Kouneli 2019:118)

However, it is also possible for the number distinction on Kipsigis adjectives to be marked purely
in terms of the [ATR] specification of the vowels in the adjective. In (71a) for instance, the singular
form of the adjective is [-ATR], while the plural form of the adjective is [+ATR], as in (71b).

(71) a. laakwɛɛt
girl

ne
Rel.sg

karaaran
beautiful.sg

‘a beautiful girl’ (Kouneli 2019:108)
b. lɑɑg-oo-chu

girl-pl-pRox
somok
three

chu
pRox

kɑrɑɑrɑn
beautiful.pl

‘these three beautiful girls’ (Kouneli 2019:136)

2.3.6 Demonstratives

Kipsigis makes a three-way distinction in the demonstrative domain between proximal, medial,
and distal demonstratives. These forms—listed in Table 2.6—are suffixes that attach to nouns.
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The proximal demonstratives -nɪ and -chʊ are in the ATR harmony domain of the noun, while
the medial and distal demonstratives do not participate in ATR harmony (Kouneli 2019). In this
section, I summarize some key properties of the Kipsigis demonstrative system, but I refer readers
to Kouneli (2019) for more discussion.

sg pl
pRox -nɪ -chʊ
med -nɑɑn -chɑɑn
dist -nɪɪn -chʊʊn

Table 2.6: Kipsigis demonstrative suffixes

These demonstrative suffixes attach to different amounts of nominal structure. The singular
demonstrative suffixes replace the noun’s secondary suffix (§2.3.1), while the plural demonstra-
tive suffixes generally co-occur with it.7 This pattern can be seen in (72) for singular nouns and
in (73) for plural nouns.

(72) laak-waa-nɪ/-nɑɑn/-nɪɪn
child-th-pRox.sg/med.sg/dist.sg

→ laakwaanɪ/laakwaanɑɑn/laakwaanɪɪn

‘this/that child’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 4b)
(73) peel-a-ɪk-chʊ/-chɑɑn/-chʊʊn

elephant-th-sec-pRox.pl/med.pl/dist.pl
→ peeleechu/peeleechɑɑn/peeleechʊʊn

‘these/those elephants’

The [k] that is typically found in the plural secondary suffix deletes in the presence of a demon-
strative suffix. However, it is possible to diagnose the presence of the secondary suffix in (73)
because of the vowel quality and length in the noun’s second syllable; the second [ee] in forms
like peeleechu ‘these elephants’ arises due to regular vowel coalescence between [a] from the
thematic suffix and [i] from the secondary suffix (§2.2.2; see also Kouneli 2019:fn. 98).

Kipsigis also displays a pattern of determiner spreading, which applies to the demonstrative
suffixes in Table 2.6. While the full empirical picture is complicated and thoroughly described in
Kouneli (2019:Chap. 5), I outline the basic facts here. As discussed in §2.3.5, nouns can bemodified
by a relative clause introduced by the relativizers ne, che, or ele. However, a demonstrative suffix
can replace the relativizer, as seen in (74) with adjectival modification.

(74) pagaa-nɪ
cat-pRox.sg

(*ne)
Rel.sg

leel
white.sg

‘this white cat’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 28b)
7This is a slight simplification of the pattern. While most nouns display the type of co-occurrence in (73), the

plural demonstrative suffixes replace the secondary suffix in nouns that take the -kɑ allomorph of the secondary
suffix. See Kouneli (2019:fn. 98) for more information.
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When a demonstrative replaces the relativizer and there aremultiple adjectivesmodifying a single
noun, the demonstrative must be repeated before every adjective (75); this is the pattern known
as determiner spreading, since the demonstrative appears multiple times but only seems to be
interpreted once.

(75) pagaa-nɪ
cat-pRox.sg

tuuy
black.sg

*(nɪ)
pRox.sg

oo
big.sg

‘this big black cat’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 35a)

Finally, in addition to the demonstratives in Table 2.6, Kipsigis also has three temporal demon-
stratives, listed in Table 2.7. These suffixes can only attach to a noun that already bears a proximal
demonstrative suffix, in which case the proximal demonstrative serves as a definiteness marker
rather than a true demonstrative (Kouneli 2019:143).

sg pl
pst1 -kaan -kaan
pst2 -kɔɔnyɛ -kɔɔchɛ
pst3 -kɪɪnyɛ -kɪɪchɛ

Table 2.7: Kipsigis temporal demonstrative suffixes (from Kouneli 2019:exs. 15-17)

The temporal demonstratives in Table 2.7 are the nominal counterparts of the verbal graded tense
system found in Kipsigis (§2.4.2). In particular, they locate an individual in discourse time; for
instance, use of the suffix -kɪɪnyɛ in (76) indicates that the speaker is talking about the girl from
a long time ago, rather than yesterday or earlier today.

(76) laak-waa-nɪ-kɪɪnyɛ
girl-th-pRox.sg-pst3.sg
‘this girl from long ago’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 17a)

2.3.7 Pronouns

Kipsigis has two pronoun series for all person and number combinations, which are summarized
in Table 2.8. I refer to these pronoun types as short vs. long forms, since the long forms are
morphologically built upon the short forms. In general, speakers prefer to use the short forms
with first and second person referents and the long forms with third person referents.
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sg pl
1 anɛɛ(ndɛt) ɛɛchɛɛk(ɛt)
2 inyee(ndet) ookweek(et)
3 ɪnɛɛ(ndɛt) ɪchɛɛk(ɛt)

Table 2.8: Short and long pronouns in Kipsigis

The pronouns in Table 2.8 can only refer to animate referents. This restriction is difficult to
see with first and second person pronouns because these pronouns necessarily refer to discourse
participants, who are generally animate. However, this restriction becomes apparent with third
person pronouns, which cannot be anteceded by inanimate objects. This pattern is shown in (77)
where the pronoun ɪnɛɛndɛt ‘3sg’ is intended to refer to the speaker’s new jacket. Speakers deem
this sentence unnatural and suggest that it would be appropriate if ɪnɛɛndɛt referred to a human,
but is not felicitous as-is in (77).

(77) In response to a complement about my new jacket:
Koongoi!
thanks

Koo-ɑ-ɑl-e
pst2-1sg-buy-ipfv

(#ɪnɛɛndɛt)
3sg

ɛɛn
in

tʊʊgɛt.
store

‘Thanks! I bought it at the store.’

Full pronouns in Kipsigis have a relatively limited distribution. Full pronouns do not typically
appear in subject and object position; instead, they usually undergo pro-drop, and the subject and
object features are indexed on the verb (see §2.4 for more discussion). However, the pronouns in
Table 2.8 can appear in three main sorts of constructions. First, they can be used as stand-alone
responses to wh-questions, as seen in (78).

(78) a. Koo-∅-keer
pst2-3-see

ng’oo
who

Kiproono?
K.

‘Who did Kiprono see?’
b. Anɛɛ.

1sg
‘Me.’

They can also surface in cases where the standard subject or object marker on the verb is doubled,
as in (79), which shows object doubling. Kipsigis subject marking is discussed in §2.4.5, while
object marking and the contexts that allow the type of doubling seen in (79) are discussed in
§2.4.8.

(79) In response to Kootɑrɑɑch ng’oo Lidyɑ? ‘Who did Lydia hug?’:
Koo-∅-tɑrɑɑch-ɑn
pst2-3-hug-1sg.O

anɛɛ(ndɛt)
1sg

Lidyɑ
L.

ɑmut.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged me yesterday.’
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Finally, full pronouns can also appear in clause-initial position in constructions like the one in
(80), where non-verb-initial word order is possible (see §2.5.5 for more discussion).

(80) a. Eɛchɛɛk
1pl

che
Rel.pl

kɑ-∅-bɑ
pst1-3-go.pl

sʊgʊl.
school

‘It’s us who who went to school (recently).’
b. Anɛɛ

1sg
ko
top

koo-∅-tɑrɑɑch-ɑn
pst2-3-hug-1sg.O

Cheeptɑ.
C.

‘Cheptoo hugged me.’

2.4 Verbal structure

2.4.1 Overview of Kipsigis verbs

Kipsigis verbs are inflected with information about the tense, aspect, polarity, mood, subject,
object, and valence of the verb. In this section, I outline key properties of Kipsigis verbs, though
more work remains to develop a complete understanding of verbal inflection in Kipsigis.

Kipsigis and Kalenjin languages more broadly have two verbal inflection classes, which have
different morphological profiles in terms of aspect, subject marking, and tonal melody. Many
verbs alternate between the two classes with a semantic effect—specifically, anticausative vs.
causative interpretation—while many others appear exclusively in one class with no semantic
generalization predicting which class a verb is in. Throughout this section, I point out the empir-
ical differences that hold across inflection classes as they become relevant. For more discussion
of Kalenjin verb classes, see Toweett (1979); Creider & Creider (1989); Kouneli (2022). In fact,
Kouneli (2022) offers a unified analysis of Kipsigis verbal inflection, arguing that the appearance
of inflection classes is an epiphenomenon arising from the presence of additional functional struc-
ture with one class of verbs. Here, I describe the empirical patterns seen with verbal inflection
in terms of inflection class, while acknowledging that these differences do not necessarily reflect
underlying inflection classes as morphological primitives.

2.4.2 Tense

Kipsigis distinguishes between non-past (81) and past tense (82). The unmarked form in (81) is
appropriate in present and future contexts, while the tense morphemes in (82) are appropriate in
different past contexts. Specifically, ka- (82a) indicates recent past tense (i.e. events that happened
within the past few hours), kɔɔ- indicates intermediate past tense (i.e. events that happened
yesterday), and kɪɪ- (82c) indicates distant past tense (i.e. events that happened many years ago).

(81) ∅-Tyén-ì.
3-sing/dance-ipfv
‘He/she is singing/dancing.’
‘He/she will sing/dance.’
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(82) a. Kɑ̀-∅-tyén-ì.
pst1-3-sing/dance-ipfv
‘He/she was singing/dancing (recently).’

b. Kòo-∅-tyén-ì.
pst2-3-sing/dance-ipfv
‘He/she was singing/dancing.’

c. Kìi-∅-tyén-ì.
pst3-3-sing/dance-ipfv
‘He/she was singing/dancing (long ago).’

While kɔɔ- is most often used to describe events that happened during the previous day (83a),
it is also possible for verbs with kɔɔ- to describe events that happened more distantly in the past
(83b). For this reason, I consider kɔɔ- to be a default past tense within the Kipsigis graded tense
system and, as a result, I do not include a parenthetical adverbial indicating when in the past the
event occurred in translations of sentences with kɔɔ-.

(83) a. Kòo-mɑ̀-∅-mɑ́rɑ́r
pst2-neg-3-dance

Kíbéèt
K.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Kibet didn’t dance yesterday.’
b. Kòo-ɑ́-mɑ́rɑ́r-ì

pst2-1sg-dance-ipfv
ɑ́rɑ́wɑ̀
month

nè
Rel.sg

kɔ̀ɔ-∅-nyɛ.́
pst2-3-pass

‘I was dancing last month.’

2.4.3 Aspect

Turning to aspect, Kipsigis distinguishes between perfective, imperfective, and perfect aspect.
Perfective aspect is unmarked, as seen in (84).

(84) a. Kɑ̀-∅-tyén.
pst1-3-sing/dance
‘He/she sang/danced (recently).’

b. Kòo-∅-tyén.
pst2-3-sing/dance
‘He/she sang/danced.’

c. Kìi-∅-tyén.
pst3-3-sing/dance
‘He/she sang/danced (long ago).’

Imperfective aspect is typically realized as the suffix -e or -i depending on the number of
syllables in the verb root and the length of the last vowel in the verb root. Following Kouneli
(2022), I assume that the default realization of imperfective aspect is the suffix -e; however, in
verbs with two or more syllables and with a short vowel in the final syllable, the -i allomorph of
imperfective aspect is used. For instance, the monosyllabic verb chɑm ‘like’ uses the default -e
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allomorph of imperfective aspect (85). By contrast, the polysyllabic verb kɑnɑp ‘lift’ with a short
vowel in its final syllable requires the -i allomorph of imperfective aspect (86). Imperfective aspect
can be seen alongside all Kipsigis tenses in (81) - (82).8 Non-past tense requires imperfective
aspect, while past tenses are compatible with all aspectual distinctions.

(85) ∅-Chɑ́m-è.
3-like-ipfv
‘He/she likes.’ (Kouneli 2022:13)

(86) ∅-Kɑ́nɑ̀p-ì.
3-lift-ipfv
‘He/she lifts.’ (Kouneli 2022:13)

There are also several other ways to realize imperfective aspect, which appear in particular
contexts and replace the standard -e and -i imperfective suffixes. For instance, imperfective aspect
can also be realized as the suffix -u (87). In my data, the -u allomorph of imperfective aspect only
appears on a subset of verbalized adjectives with the suffix -iit, as in (87), or in the modal verb
nyɑɑlu, which is discussed in §2.5.7.

(87) Pɑ̀ypɑ̀y-íit-ù
happy-vblz-ipfv

Nàansɪ́
N.

kòt
if

kó-nyór
3.sbjv-meet

kɑ̀ɑnèetìindɑ́yɑ̀n.
teacher

‘Nancy will be happy if she meets a teacher.’

In a similar vein, the morpheme -toos realizes imperfective aspect alongside plural number of the
subject (88), while -chiin generally realizes the applicative plus imperfective aspect (89).

(88) ∅-Tyén-tóos
3-sing/dance-pl.ipfv

lɑ̀ɑgóok.
children

‘Children are singing/dancing.’
(89) Kòo-í-kòo-chíin

pst2-3-give-appl.ipfv
Kíbéèt
K.

Chɛ̀ɛpkɔ́ɛ̀ch
C.

kɪt̀àbʊ́ʊt.
book

‘Kibet was giving Chepkoech a book.’

Finally, imperfective aspect is suprasegmentally marked on object markers; while object markers
typically bear low tone and assimilate to the verb that they attach to in terms of [ATR] spec-
ification (90a), they are marked with high tone and necessarily make the verb [+ATR] in the
imperfective aspect (90b). For more on the various allomorphs of imperfective aspect found in
Kipsigis, see Toweett (1979:185-194).

(90) a. Kà-∅-sʊ́s-àn
pst1-3-bite-1sg.O

ng’òoktɑ̀.
dog

‘The dog bit me (recently).’
8Based on the discussion here, it is surprising that tyen ‘sing/dance’ in (81) - (82) takes the -i allomorph of

imperfective aspect; because it is monosyllabic, one would expect it to take -e. As noted in Toweett (1979:192), tyen
is simply an exception to the more general pattern, likely because the root is underlyingly polysyllabic tien with a
short vowel in the final syllable, which then undergoes gliding to tyen.
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b. ∅-Sús-ɑ́n
3-bite-1sg.O.ipfv

ng’òoktɑ̀.
dog

‘The dog is biting me.’

Unlike imperfective aspect, which is realized via a range of verbal suffixes, perfect aspect is
realized using a distinct set of subject markers (§2.4.5), which are summarized in Table 2.9. These
subject markers are identical to the subjunctive subject markers (§2.4.5), with an added r at the
beginning of those that would otherwise be verb-initial.9 Examples illustrating perfect aspect are
provided in (91). Note that—like all other subject markers—the perfect subject markers appear
after tense but before the verb root.

sg pl
1 raa- kɛɛ-
2 rɪɪ- rɔɔ-
3 kɔ-

Table 2.9: Perfect subject markers in Kipsigis

(91) a. Kòo-rɑ́ɑ̀-kéer
pst2-1sg.peRf-see

sʊ́gʊ̀l.
school

‘I had seen the school.’
b. Kòo-ríì-kéer

pst2-2sg.peRf-see
sʊ̀gʊ̀l-í?́
school-Q

‘Had you (sg) seen the school?’
c. Kòo-kó-kéèr

pst2-3.peRf-see
Kíbéèt
K.

sʊ̀gʊ̀l.
school

‘Kibet had seen the school.’
d. Kòo-kéè-kéer

pst2-1pl.peRf-see
sʊ̀gʊ̀l.
school

‘We had seen the school.’
e. Kòo-róò-kéer

pst2-2pl.peRf-see
sʊ̀gʊ̀l-í?́
school-Q

‘Had you (pl) seen the school?’
f. Kòo-kó-kéèr

pst2-3.peRf-see
Kíbéèt
K.

àk
and

Kípròonò
K.

sʊ̀gʊ̀l-í?́
school-Q

‘Had Kibet and Kiprono seen the school?’
9Kouneli (p.c.) notes that this r is optional for some of the speakers who she works with, though I have not

explored this optionality in my own work.
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2.4.4 Negation

Negation in Kipsigis is marked on the verb with the prefix ma- (92).

(92) a. Kɑ̀-mɑ-̀∅-tyén-ì
pst1-neg-3-sing/dance-ipfv

Làɪnás.
L.

‘Linus wasn’t singing/dancing (recently).’
b. Kòo-mɑ-̀∅-tyén-ì

pst2-neg-3-sing/dance-ipfv
Làɪnás.
L.

‘Linus wasn’t singing/dancing.’
c. Kìi-mɑ̀-∅-tyén-ì

pst3-neg-3-sing/dance-ipfv
Làɪnás.
L.

‘Linus wasn’t singing/dancing (long ago).’

Negation surfaces after tense but before subject marking on the verb (93).10

(93) Kìiméetyèní.
Kìi-mɑ-̀í-tyèn-í.
pst3-neg-2sg-sing/dance-ipfv
‘You (sg) weren’t singing/dancing (long ago).’

2.4.5 Subject marking

Subject markers in Kipsigis are obligatory and sensitive to the inflection class, aspect, and mood
of the verb. In the indicative mood, Class I subject markers contain short vowels for first and
second person subjects (i.e. local person subjects), and the third person subject is not indexed
on the verb. These markers are summarized in Table 2.10. Class II subject markers, on the other
hand, contain long vowels for local person subjects, and the third person subject marker is ɪ-.11
These markers are summarized in Table 2.11. Third person subject marking is not sensitive to
number in Class I or Class II.

sg pl
1 a- kɪ-
2 ɪ- ɔ-
3 ∅

Table 2.10: Class I indicative subject markers

10While I generally provide three-line glosses for data examples, I use four-line glosses when phonological pro-
cesses obscure the presence of all of the underlying morphemes. For instance, I use a four-line gloss in (93) because
coalescence of /ɑ/ and /i/ makes it impossible to see both the negation morpheme ma- and the subject marker i-.

11See Kouneli (2022) for arguments that ɪ- is not a subject marker, but rather an epenthetic vowel that is inserted
to realize additional functional structure that is present in Class II—but not Class I—verbs. Here, I call ɪ- a third
person subject marker in a purely descriptive sense, since Class II verbs with third person subjects bear the ɪ- prefix.
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sg pl
1 aa- kɪɪ-
2 ɪɪ- ɔɔ-
3 ɪ-

Table 2.11: Class II indicative subject markers

A sample indicative verb paradigm is provided in (94) for a Class I verb and in (95) for a Class
II verb. In (95), the verb put ‘fall’ bears an additional suffix -ye in the plural, which is a dedicated
plural suffix for intransitive verbs. As mentioned in §2.3.7 and seen in (94) - (96), Kipsigis is a
pro-drop language, meaning that subject pronouns do not generally co-occur alongside subject
markers.

(94) a. Kòo-ɑ-́tɑ́rɑ̀ɑch
pst2-1sg-hug

Lídyɑ̀
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘I hugged Lydia yesterday.’
b. Kòo-í-tɑ́rɑ̀ɑch

pst2-2sg-hug
Lídyɑ̀
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘You (sg) hugged Lydia yesterday.’
c. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch

pst2-3-hug
Lídyɑ̀
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘He/she hugged Lydia yesterday.’
d. Kòo-kí-tɑ́rɑ̀ɑch

pst2-1pl-hug
Lídyɑ̀
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘We hugged Lydia yesterday.’
e. Kòo-ó-tɑ́rɑ̀ɑch

pst2-2pl-hug
Lídyɑ̀
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘You (pl) hugged Lydia yesterday.’
f. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch

pst2-3-hug
Lídyɑ̀
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘They hugged Lydia yesterday.’

(95) a. Kòo-ɑ́ɑ-̀pùt
pst2-1sg-fall

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘I fell yesterday.’
b. Kòo-íì-pùt

pst2-2sg-fall
ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘You (sg) fell yesterday.’
c. Kòo-í-pút

pst2-3-fall
ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘He/she fell yesterday.’
d. Kòo-kíì-pùt-yè

pst2-1pl-fall-pl
ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘We fell yesterday.’
e. Kòo-óò-pùt-yè

pst2-2pl-fall-pl
ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘You (pl) fell yesterday.’
f. Kòo-í-pút-yé

pst2-3-fall-pl
ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘They fell yesterday.’

As seen in (94) - (95), verbs display a different tonal melody depending on the person value
of the subject; for both Class I and Class II verbs, local person subjects co-occur with one tonal
melody, while third person subjects co-occur with a different tonal melody. It is not entirely
clear how to characterize these two different tone patterns, and it is possible that different tonal
melodies appear across different tense and aspect combinations. In (94) - (95), for instance, all
verbs are in the default past tense with perfective aspect. In (94), the Class I verb tɑrɑɑch ‘hug’
bears a L.H melody with local person subjects and a L.L melody with third person subjects. In
(95), the Class II verb put ‘fall’ is L with local person subjects and H with third person subjects.
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On the other hand, according to Kouneli (2022), monosyllabic Class I verbs are uniformly H and
monosyllabic Class II verbs uniformly L in the present tense with imperfective aspect. Fleshing
out the tonal melodies that occur with different types of subjects and verb roots across tenses and
aspects remains an important area for future research.

In the subjunctive mood, whose distribution is discussed in §2.5.6, subject markers are largely
the same across verb classes. Subjunctive Class I and Class II subject markers only differ in the
length of the vowel of the third person subject marker: kɔ- for Class I verbs and kɔɔ- for Class
II verbs. In the remaining cells of the paradigm, the subjunctive subject markers are identical to
the Class II indicative subject markers. These markers are summarized in Table 2.12 for Class I
and in Table 2.13 for Class II.

sg pl
1 a(a)- kɛɛ-
2 ɪɪ- ɔɔ-
3 kɔ-

Table 2.12: Class I subjunctive subject markers

sg pl
1 a(a)- kɛɛ-
2 ɪɪ- ɔɔ-
3 kɔɔ-

Table 2.13: Class II subjunctive subject markers

Additionally, according to Driemel & Kouneli (2022a), there are two types of subjunctive mood
in the language, which differ only in the length of the first person singular subject marker. In the
most common type of subjunctive (termed “Type II” by Driemel & Kouneli 2022a), this morpheme
is a-, whereas in the other type of subjunctive (termed “Type I”), this morpheme is aa-. The
distribution of these two different types of subjunctive mood is discussed in §2.5.6.

A sample subjunctive verb paradigm is provided in (96), where the relevant subjunctive verb
is embedded under the matrix verb mɑch ‘want’. This construction uses the Type II subjunctive
and, as a result, the subjunctive subject marker in (96a) is a- with a short vowel. Note also the
presence of the suffix -i in several sentences in (96); this suffix can attach to verbs with local
person subjects, hence its glossing as ‘l(ocal) p(eRson)’.12

12What conditions the distribution of -i ‘lp’ is an open question. In some cases (e.g. with certain verbs and
aspects), this morpheme seems truly optional. Yet in other cases (e.g. after morphemes like iisye ‘ap.ipfv’), -i is
preferred if not obligatory. Likewise, after other suffixal verbal morphemes, it seems as though -i is dispreferred if
not impossible.
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(96) a. Mɑ́chè Kíbéèt ɑ́wèe sɪp̀ɪt́áàlɪ.̀
∅-Mɑ́ch-è
3-want-ipfv

Kíbéèt
K.

ɑ-́wɑ̀-ì
1sg.sbjv-go.sg-lp

sɪp̀ɪt́áàlɪ.̀
hospital

‘Kibet wants me to go to the hospital.’
b. Mɑ́chè Kíbéèt íìwèe sɪp̀ɪt́áàlɪ.̀

∅-Mɑ́ch-è
3-want-ipfv

Kíbéèt
K.

íì-wɑ̀-ì
2sg.sbjv-go.sg-lp

sɪp̀ɪt́áàlɪ.̀
hospital

‘Kibet wants you (sg) to go to the hospital.’
c. ∅-Mɑ́ch-è

3-want-ipfv
Kíbéèt
K.

kó-pèl-íis
3.sbjv-win-ap

chòorwé-nyʊ́ʊn
friend-1sg.poss.sg

ɛ̀ɛn
in

làbàtɛɛ́t.
race

‘Kibet wants my friend to win the race.’
d. Mɑ́chè Kíbéèt kéèbèe sɪp̀ɪt́áàlɪ.̀

∅-Mɑ́ch-è
3-want-ipfv

Kíbéèt
K.

kéè-bɑ̀-ì
1pl.sbjv-go.pl-lp

sɪp̀ɪt́áàlɪ.̀
hospital

‘Kibet wants us to go to the hospital.’
e. Mɑ́chè Kíbéèt óòbèe sɪp̀ɪt́áàlɪ.̀

∅-Mɑ́ch-è
3-want-ipfv

Kíbéèt
K.

óò-bɑ̀-ì
2pl.sbjv-go.pl-lp

sɪp̀ɪt́áàlɪ.̀
hospital

‘Kibet wants you (pl) to go to the hospital.’
f. ∅-Mɑ́ch-è

3-want-ipfv
Kíbéèt
K.

kó-pèl-íis
3.sbjv-win-ap

chòorònòo-kyʊ́ʊk
friends-1sg.poss.pl

ɛ̀ɛn
in

làbàtɛɛ́t.
race

‘Kibet wants my friends to win the race.’

2.4.6 Object marking

Like subject markers, object markers are also obligatory in Kipsigis. Here I outline the object
marking pattern seen in basic transitive sentences, but see §2.4.8 for discussion of object marking
in ditransitives. Kipsigis object markers are not sensitive to the inflection class of the verb. Table
2.14 outlines the object markers found in Kipsigis. As with Class I subject marking, third person
objects are not overtly indexed on the verb.

sg pl
1 -an -ɛɛch
2 -ɪn -aak
3 ∅

Table 2.14: Object markers

A sample verb paradigm showing object marking is provided in (97). Note that sentences with
third person objects can have an independent object pronoun, though it is typically pro-dropped.
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(97) a. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ɑ̀n
pst2-3-hug-1sg.O

Lìdyɑ́
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged me yesterday.’
b. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ìn

pst2-3-hug-2sg.O
Lìdyɑ́
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged you (sg) yesterday.’
c. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch

pst2-3-hug
Lìdyɑ́
L.

({ɪńɛɛ̀́
3sg

/ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t})
3sg

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged him/her yesterday.’
d. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-èech

pst2-3-hug-1pl.O
Lìdyɑ́
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged us yesterday.’
e. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ɑ̀ɑk

pst2-3-hug-2pl.O
Lìdyɑ́
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged you (pl) yesterday.’
f. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch

pst2-3-hug
Lìdyɑ́
L.

({ɪćhɛɛ̀́k
3pl

/ ɪćhɛɛ̀́gɛ̀t})
3pl

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged them yesterday.’

Local person (i.e. first and second person) object markers are obligatory; local person pro-
nouns cannot be used as postverbal objects in lieu of object markers, even when focused. Exam-
ples (98) - (99) show this generalization with new information and corrective focus, respectively.
Here, it is impossible to use full local person pronouns instead of object markers, as shown in the
b. examples. Instead, in these contexts, speakers use the standard object marker (the a. examples)
or invoke an alternative focus construction (the c. examples; see §2.5.5 for more discussion).

(98) In response to Kɑtɑrɑɑch ng’oo Kibeet? ‘Who did Kibet hug?’:
a. Kɑ̀-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ɑ̀n.

pst3-3-hug-1sg.O
‘He hugged me.’

b. *Kɑ̀-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch
pst3-3-hug

{ánɛ́ɛ̀
1sg

/ ánɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}.
1sg

Intended: ‘He hugged me.’
c. {Ánɛ́ɛ̀

1sg
/ ánɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}
1sg

né
Rel.sg

kɑ̀-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch.
pst3-3-hug

‘It’s me who he hugged.’
(99) I want to correct Linus, who mistakenly thinks that Kibet hugged Nancy. I say Aacha,

mɑtɑrɑɑch Kibeet Naansɪ… ‘No, Kibet didn’t hug Nancy…’ and continue:
a. Kɑ̀-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ɑ̀n.

pst3-3-hug-1sg.O
‘He hugged me.’
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b. *Kɑ̀-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch
pst3-3-hug

{ánɛ́ɛ̀
1sg

/ ánɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}.
1sg

Intended: ‘He hugged me.’
c. {Ánɛ́ɛ̀

1sg
/ ánɛ̀ɛndɛ̀t}
1sg

né
Rel.sg

kɑ̀-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch
pst3-3-hug

Kíbéèt.
Kibet

‘It’s me who Kibet hugged.’

By contrast, as seen in (97c) and (97f), third person pronouns can serve as postverbal objects,
even in the absence of focus or any other clear discourse considerations.

In addition, local person object markers cannot generally co-occur alongside full pronouns.
Doubling of this sort is disallowed in out-of-the-blue contexts and those in which the object is not
focused. For instance, the context in (100) establishes the first person object as an aboutness topic
(Frey 2004), which is incompatiblewith focus. In such a context, doubling of the first person object
marker with a full pronoun is infelicitous (100b). Speakers report that doubling the object marker
with the long form of the pronoun is highly unnatural, while the short form of the pronoun is
slightly more natural but still dispreferred to (100a).

(100) Kipkoech says to me Mwɑwɑn agɔba inyee! ‘Tell me about yourself!’ so I reply:
a. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ɑ̀n

pst2-3-hug-1sg.O
Lìdyɑ́
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged me yesterday.’
b. #Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ɑ̀n

pst2-3-hug-1sg.O
{ánɛ́ɛ̀
1sg

/ ánɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}
1sg

Lìdyɑ́
Lydia

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged me yesterday.’

On the other hand, when the object is focused, doubling of the local person object marker
with a full pronoun is possible, though it is still dispreferred to the version of the sentence with
just the object marker. Speakers accept sentences like (101b) when prompted, but consistently
offer sentences like (101a) first and express a preference for this type of construction over the one
with doubling.

(101) In response to Kootɑrɑɑch ng’oo Lidyɑ? ‘Who did Lydia hug?’:
a. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ɑ̀n

pst2-3-hug-1sg.O
Lìdyɑ́
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged me yesterday.’
b. Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch-ɑ̀n

pst2-3-hug-1sg.O
{ánɛ́ɛ̀
1sg

/ ánɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}
1sg

Lìdyɑ́
Lydia

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged me yesterday.’

When a third person object is focused, there is no possible doubling, given that third person
objects are never marked on the verb. Instead, speakers use full third person pronouns in these
contexts (102), and pro-drop is dispreferred. Both types of third person pronouns are possible in
these focus contexts.
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(102) In response to Kootɑrɑɑch ng’oo Lidyɑ? ‘Who did Lydia hug?’:
Kòo-∅-tɑ̀rɑ̀ɑch
pst2-3-hug

{ɪńɛ́ɛ̀
3sg

/ ɪńɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}
3sg

Lìdyɑ́
L.

ɑ́mùt.
yesterday

‘Lydia hugged him/heR yesterday.’

Taken together, the data in (97) - (102) show that local person objects are necessarily marked
on the verb (optionally alongside full pronouns in some contexts), while third person objects are
never marked on the verb and can freely be realized as full pronouns.

The facts presented so far in this section suggest the general verbal template in (103). Tense,
negation, and subject marking precede the verb root, while imperfective aspect and object mark-
ing follow the verb root. Imperfective aspect and object marking, however, are never both re-
alized segmentally after the verb root. When imperfective aspect and object marking co-occur,
imperfective aspect is realized tonally, as seen in (90) in §2.4.3.

(103) Tense - Negation - Subject marker - Root - {Imperfective, Object marker}

2.4.7 Valence-altering morphology

Kipsigis has a number of processes that alter the valence of the verb. Impersonal constructions
remove the subject of a transitive verb (104). The morphological realization of the impersonal
involves the addition of first person plural subject marking and the third person tonal melody to
the verb. A baseline active example with a first person plural subject and local person tone on
the verb is shown in (104a), while the corresponding impersonal is shown in (104b). The main
difference between these two examples is the change in the verb’s tonal melody, as well as the
presence of the local person suffix in (104a).

(104) a. Kɔ̀ɔkyáldɛ̀ɛ àrtɛɛ́t. 
Kɔ̀ɔ-kɪ-́ál-dà-ɪ̀
pst2-1pl-buy-it-lp

àrtɛ̀ɛt.
goat/sheep

‘We sold a goat/sheep.’
b. Kɔ̀ɔkyàldà àrtɛɛ́t.

Kɔ̀ɔ-kɪ̀-àl-dà
pst2-1pl-buy-it

àrtɛɛ́t.
cow

‘The sheep/goat was sold.’

I classify this construction as an impersonal—rather than a passive—because the notional object
remains an object syntactically (105), and it is impossible to represent the notional agent within
any kind of prepositional phrase (106).

(105) Kí-chɑ́m-ɑ́n.
1pl-love-1sg.O
‘I’m loved.’
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(106) *Kí-chɑ́m-ɑ́n
1pl-love-1sg.O

{àk
with

/ ɛ̀ɛn}
in

Chéeróonò.
C.

Intended: ‘I’m loved by Cherono.’

In a similar vein, the antipassive -ɪɪs and its allomorphs remove the object of a transitive verb
(107). While the verb am ‘eat’ can generally take an object (108), the addition of the imperfective
allomorph of -ɪɪs in (109) rules out the presence of an overt object.

(107) ∅-Ám-ìisyé
3-eat-ap.ipfv

Kɪp̀kɔ̀ɛ̀ch.
K.

‘Kipkoech is eating.’
(108) ∅-Ám-è

3-eat-ipfv
Kɪp̀kɔ̀ɛ̀ch
K.

bàandɛɛ́k.
maize

‘Kipkoech is eating maize.’
(109) *∅-Ám-ìisyé

3-eat-ap.ipfv
Kɪp̀kɔ̀ɛ̀ch
K.

bàandɛɛ́k.
maize

Intended: ‘Kipkoech is eating maize.’

Reflexive constructions as well as reciprocals can be built using the suffix -kɛɛ. Objects of basic
transitive verbs can be reflexivized (110), as can IOs (111a) and DOs (111b) in ditransitives. To
my knowledge, Kipsigis reflexives with -kɛɛ are subject-oriented (i.e. the subject of the sentence
is the antecedent to the reflexive argument).

(110) Kɔ̀ɔ-∅-máas-kɛ̀ɛ
pst2-3-hit-Refl

Chéebéèt.
C.

‘Chebet hit herself.’
(111) a. Kòo-ɑ́ɑ̀-kóo-chì-kɛ̀ɛ

pst2-1sg-give-appl-Refl
kɪt̀àbʊ́ʊt.
book

‘I gave myself a book.’
b. Kòo-ɑ́ɑ̀-mùt-í-kɛ̀ɛ

pst2-1sg-bring-appl-Refl
Kìbéèt.
K.

‘I brought myself to Kibet.’

Now, I turn to a process that increases the verb’s number of arguments. The applicative
morpheme -chi introduces a second object to create a ditransitive structure. (112) illustrates an
applied recipient, while (113) shows an applied beneficiary. Both objects in (112) - (113) receive
the same unmarked case, which differentiates them from the tonally-marked subject (§2.5.2).

(112) Kòo-í-kòo-chì
pst2-3-give-appl

Kíbéèt
K.

Chéeróonò
C.

kɪt̀àbʊ́ʊt.
book

‘Kibet gave Cherono a book.’
(113) Tóos

mod
íì-chèeng’-chì
2sg.sbjv-look.for-appl

Chèeptɑ́
C.

màrɪɪ́ǹdáyán-í?́
dress-Q

‘Could you look for a dress for Cheptoo?’
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The suffix -chi disappears when there is no applied argument (114).

(114) Á-chéeng’-è
1sg-look.for-ipfv

chóorwɑ́yɑ́n.
friend

‘I’m looking for a friend.’

Alternations like the one in (113) - (114) suggest the existence of additional functional struc-
ture in ditransitives that houses -chi and is absent in basic transitives. I identify this structure as
ApplP following Pylkkänen (2008) and suggest that Kipsigis ditransitives have the basic structure
in (115). The DO is base-generated as the complement of the verb, while the IO is base-generated
in Spec,ApplP.

(115) vP

DP

subj
v ApplP

DP

io
Appl
-chi

VP

V
veRb

DP

do

Evidence in support of the Kipsigis ditransitive structure in (115) comes from quantifier-
variable binding. In applicative sentences with IO-DO word order, IO quantifiers can bind DO
variables (116a), but DO quantifiers cannot bind IO variables (116b). In (116a), the quantified IO
laakwɛɛt agɛ tʊgʊl ‘every child’ can bind the pronoun within the DO kɪtabʊnyɪɪn ‘their book’.
However, in (116b), the quantified DO kɪtabʊʊt agɛ tʊgʊl ‘every book’ cannot bind the pronoun
within the IO siiriindenyɪɪn ‘its author’.

(116) a. Kòo-ɑ́ɑ̀-kóo-chì
pst2-1sg-give-appl

làakwɛɛ́t
child

àgɛ́ tʊ́gʊ̀l
every

kɪt̀àbʊ́-nyɪɪ̀n.
book-3sg.poss.sg

‘I gave [every child]i theiri book.’
b. *Kòo-ɑ́ɑ̀-kóo-chì

pst2-1sg-give-appl
sìiríìndé-nyɪɪ̀n
author-3sg.poss.sg

kɪt̀àbʊ́ʊt
book

àgɛ́ tʊ́gʊ̀l.
every

Intended: ‘I gave [every book]i to itsi author.’

The pattern in (116) follows if the IO asymmetrically c-commands the DO as in (115).
However, the binding pattern reverses in applicative sentences with DO-IO word order. With

this object order, IO quantifiers cannot bind DO variables (117a), but DO quantifiers can bind
IO variables (117b). In (117a), the quantified IO laakwɛɛt agɛ tʊgʊl ‘every child’ cannot bind the
pronoun within the DO kɪtabʊnyɪn ‘his book’. Likewise, in (117b), the quantified DO kɪtabʊʊt agɛ
tʊgʊl ‘every book’ can bind the pronoun within the IO siiriindenyɪn ‘its author’.
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(117) a. *Kòo-ɑ́ɑ̀-kóo-chì
pst2-1sg-give-appl

kɪt̀àbʊ́-nyɪɪ̀n
book-3sg.poss.sg

làakwɛɛ́t
child

àgɛ́ tʊ́gʊ̀l.
every

Intended: ‘I gave [every child]i theiri book.’
b. Kòo-ɑ́ɑ̀-kóo-chì

pst2-1sg-give-appl
kɪt̀àbʊ́ʊt
book

àgɛ́ tʊ́gʊ̀l
every

sìríìndé-nyɪɪ̀n.
author-3sg.poss.sg

‘I gave [every book]i to itsi author.’

In this way, the binding pattern in (117) is the reverse of that in (116). Importantly, this binding
pattern does not arise simply to avoid cataphora because there is no general ban on cataphora in
Kipsigis; pronouns can precede R-expressions that antecede them, as seen in (118).

(118) Kán
when

kòo-∅i-kèer
pst2-3-see

káamɛɛ́-nyɪɪ̀ni,
mother-3sg.poss.sg

kòo-∅-wɑ̀
pst2-3-go.sg

ndòonyó
market

Kípróònòi.
K.

‘When hei saw hisi mother, Kipronoi went to the market.’

In light of these facts, to derive DO-IO order, I assume short scrambling of the DO to a position
above the IO, as illustrated in (119).

(119) vP

DP

subj
v XP

DP

do
X ApplP

DP

io
Appl
-chi

VP

V
veRb

DP

do

In (117b), the DO is interpreted in its derived position where it c-commands the IO. A DO quanti-
fier is, then, able to bind an IO variable in this—and only this—configuration. For more on Kipsigis
word order flexibility and scrambling, see §2.5.1.

2.4.8 Object marking in ditransitives

In ditransitives, when both objects are third person, neither object is indexed on the verb (120).
This pattern parallels the one seen in §2.4.6 for monotransitives. In most examples in this sec-
tion, the applicative -chi is realized as -i, which is an instance of phonologically-conditioned allo-
morphy; -chi surfaces as -i after alveolar obstruents and triggers palatalization of the preceding
consonant, if it is a stop.
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(120) a. Kòo-∅-mɑ́ɑs-í
pst2-3-hit-appl

Nàansɪ́
N.

(ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t)
3sg

Kìbéèt.
K.

‘Nancy hit Kibet for him/her.’
b. Kòo-í-mútj-í

pst2-3-bring-appl
Nàansɪ́
N.

Kìbéèt
K.

(ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t).
3sg

‘Nancy brought him/her to Kibet.’

By contrast, when one of either the IO or the DO is a local person (i.e. first or second per-
son), it surfaces as an object marker on the verb alongside the applicative suffix, regardless of its
grammatical function. In these cases, the applicative surfaces as one of two allomorphs: -i or -u.
In configurations with a third person IO and a local person DO—notated 3 > local—the object
marker tracks the DO and the applicative is realized as -i (121).

(121) 3 > local → DO marked on verb
a. Kòoímútyɑ̀n Nàansɪ́ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.

Kòo-í-mút-í-ɑ̀n
pst2-3-bring-appl-1sg.DO

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

‘Nancy brought me to him/her.’
b. Kòoímútyìn Nàansɪ́ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.

Kòo-í-mút-í-ìn
pst2-3-bring-appl-2sg.DO

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

‘Nancy brought you (sg) to him/her.’
c. Kòoímútyèech Nàansɪ́ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.

Kòo-í-mút-í-èech
pst2-3-bring-appl-1pl.DO

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

‘Nancy brought us to him/her.’
d. Kòoímútyɑ̀ɑk Nàansɪ́ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.

Kòo-í-mút-í-ɑ̀ɑk
pst2-3-bring-appl-2pl.DO

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

‘Nancy brought you (pl) to him/her.’

On the other hand, in configurations with a local person IO and a third person DO—notated
local > 3—the object marker tracks the IO and the applicative is realized as -u (122), which is the
venitive morpheme in Kipsigis.13

(122) Local > 3 → IO marked on verb
a. Kòoímútwɑ̀n Nàansɪ́ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.

Kòo-í-mút-ú-ɑ̀n
pst2-3-bring-ven-1sg.IO

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

‘Nancy brought him/her to me.’
13Directional morphology like the venitive is used in ditransitives in a wide range of languages; in fact, Driemel

et al. (2020) incorporate these morphemes into an analysis of ditransitive person restrictions across languages.
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b. Kòoímútùun Nàansɪ́ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
Kòo-í-mút-ú-ìn
pst2-3-bring-ven-2sg.IO

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

‘Nancy brought him/her to you (sg).’
c. Kòoímútwèech Nàansɪ́ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.

Kòo-í-mút-ú-èech
pst2-3-bring-ven-1pl.IO

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

‘Nancy brought him/her to us.’
d. Kòoímútwɑ̀ɑk Nàansɪ́ ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.

Kòo-í-mút-ú-ɑ̀ɑk
pst2-3-bring-ven-2pl.IO

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

‘Nancy brought him/her to you (pl).’

Just as with basic transitives, these local person object markers are obligatory in ditransitives;
full local person pronouns cannot be postverbal IOs or DOs in lieu of object markers (123).

(123) a. *Kòo-í-mútj-í
pst2-3-bring-appl

Chéebéèt
C.

{ánɛ́ɛ̀
1sg

/ ánɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}
1sg

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

Intended: ‘Chebet brought me to him / him to me.’
b. *Kòo-í-mútj-í

pst2-3-bring-appl
Chéebéèt
C.

{ínyéè
2sg

/ ínyéèndèt}
2sg

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

Intended: ‘Chebet brought you (sg) to him / him to you (sg).’
c. *Kòo-í-mútj-í

pst2-3-bring-appl
Chéebéèt
C.

{ɛ́ɛchɛ́ɛ̀k
1pl

/ ɛ́ɛchɛ́ɛ̀gɛ̀t}
1pl

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

Intended: ‘Chebet brought us to him / him to us.’
d. *Kòo-í-mútj-í

pst2-3-bring-appl
Chéebéèt
C.

{óokwéèk
2pl

/ óokwéègèt}
2pl

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

Intended: ‘Chebet brought you (pl) to him / him to you (pl).’

Finally, local person object markers in ditransitives cannot be doubled by full pronouns. While
speakers simply disprefer this type of doubling in basic transitives (100) - (101), they consistently
deem sentences like those in (124) ungrammatical, even in focus contexts.

(124) a. In response to Kɑ́imútí ng’óò Làɪnás? ‘Who did Linus bring to him/her?’:
*Kɑ̀-í-mút-í-ɑ̀n
pst3-3-bring-appl-1sg.DO

Làɪnás
L.

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t
3sg

{ánɛ́ɛ̀
1sg

/ ánɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}.
1sg

Intended: ‘Linus brought me to him/her.’
b. In response to Kɑ́imútí ng’óò Làɪnás? ‘Who did Linus bring him/her to?’:

*Kɑ̀-í-mút-ú-ɑ̀n
pst3-3-bring-appl-1sg.IO

Làɪnás
L.

{ánɛ́ɛ̀
1sg

/ ánɛ́ɛ̀ndɛ̀t}
1sg

ɪńɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t.
3sg

Intended: ‘Linus brought him/her to me.’
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An additional empirical complication arises when there are two local person objects in a di-
transitive; local > local object configurations are ungrammatical in Kipsigis (Bossi 2021). (125) -
(126) illustrate this pattern for singular local > local contexts, though the same is true for plural
ones and ones with a combination of singular and plural objects. Regardless of which object is
realized as an object marker—be it the IO (a) or the DO (b)—local > local structures are ungram-
matical. As before, I use IO > DO notation to label the data examples.

(125) *1 > 2
a. *Kòo-í-mút-ú-ɑ̀n

pst2-3-bring-ven-1sg.IO
Kíbéèt
K.

{ínyéè
2sg

/ ínyéèndèt}.
2sg

Intended: ‘Kibet brought you (sg) to me.’
b. *Kòo-í-mút-í-ìn

pst2-3-bring-appl-2sg.DO
Kíbéèt
K.

{ánɛɛ̀́
1sg

/ ánɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t}.
1sg

Intended: ‘Kibet brought you (sg) to me.’
(126) *2 > 1

a. *Kòo-í-mút-ú-ìn
pst2-3-bring-ven-2sg.IO

Kíbéèt
K.

{ánɛɛ̀́
1sg

/ ánɛɛ̀́ndɛ̀t}.
1sg

Intended: ‘Kibet brought me to you (sg).’
b. *Kòo-í-mút-í-ɑ̀n

pst2-3-bring-appl-1sg.DO
Kíbéèt
K.

{ínyéè
2sg

/ ínyéèndèt}.
2sg

Intended: ‘Kibet brought me to you (sg).’

Stacking of local person object markers is likewise impossible, regardless of their order (127).

(127) a. *Kòo-í-mút-ú-ìn-ɑ̀n
pst2-3-bring-ven-2sg.IO-1sg.DO

Kíbéèt.
K.

Intended: ‘Kibet brought me to you (sg).’
b. *Kòo-í-mút-í-ɑ̀n-ìn

pst2-3-bring-appl-1sg.DO-2sg.IO
Kíbéèt.
K.

Intended: ‘Kibet brought me to you (sg).’

As seen previously, there are no such restrictions on 3 > local or local > 3 configurations; these
object combinations are entirely grammatical. In this way, the restriction only arises in local >
local contexts.

To express these local > local object combinations—as in ‘Nancy called me for you (sg)’—
speakers offer basic transitive sentences with contextually recoverable beneficiaries (128) or para-
phrase to avoid the ditransitive construction altogether (129).

(128) Kòo-∅-kúr-ɑ̀n
pst2-3-call-1sg.O

Nàansɪ.́
N.

‘Nancy called me (for you (sg)).’
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(129) Kòo-∅-kúr-ɑ̀n
pst2-3-call-1sg.O

Nàansɪ́
N.

ɑ́ɑ̀-nyòon
1sg.sbjv-come

ɑ́ɑ̀-tɑ̀ɑrèt-ìn.
1sg.sbjv-help-2sg.O

‘Nancy called me to come help you (sg).’

The restriction on the co-occurrence of local person objects is also obviated when either object
surfaces clause-initially for focus, in which case the object that is not clause-initial is realized as
an object marker on the verb. This empirical pattern is discussed in more detail in §2.5.5.1 and in
Bossi (2021).

2.5 Clausal structure

2.5.1 Word order

This section summarizes key properties of Kipsigis word order, drawing heavily on Bossi & Dier-
cks (2019). While I discuss the main empirical patterns and provide the relevant data examples
here, I refer readers to Bossi & Diercks (2019) for more detailed discussion and an analysis of
Kipsigis clause structure. As seen throughout this grammar sketch, Kipsigis is a verb-initial lan-
guage that allows significant postverbal word order flexibility; VSO and VOS word orders are
both possible in the language, and speakers translate these sentences in the same way (130).14

(130) a. Kii-∅-keer
pst3-3-see

chiitɑ
person

tɛɛta.
cow

VSO

‘A person saw a cow (long ago).’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 2)

b. Kii-∅-keer
pst3-3-see

tɛɛta
cow

chiitɑ.
person

VOS

‘A person saw a cow (long ago).’

Non-verb-initial word orders, on the other hand, are ungrammatical (131), though see §2.5.5 for
discussion of two constructions that allow a constituent to surface pre-verbally. The sentences in
(131) have the same intended meaning as those in (130).

(131) a. *Chiitɑ kii-∅-keer tɛɛta. SVO
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 3)

b. *Tɛɛta kii-∅-keer chiitɑ. OVS
c. *Chiitɑ tɛɛta kii-∅-keer. SOV
d. *Tɛɛta chiitɑ kii-∅-keer. OSV

Similarly, non-verbal predicates like predicate nominals (132) and adjectives (133) also appear
in clause-initial position. In this way, Kipsigis is more accurately classified as a predicate-initial
language—rather than just a verb-initial one.

14Transcription of the data examples from Bossi & Diercks (2019) has been updated here to reflect the phonetic
properties of Kipsigis more accurately, given my deepened understanding of the language since 2019.
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(132) Kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

ne
Rel.sg

myɛ
good

Kiproono.
K.

‘Kiprono is a good teacher.’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 8)

(133) Eecheen
big.pl

ɑrto-chu.
goats-those

‘Those goats are big.’

Theword order flexibility seen in (130) is widespread in the language. In ditransitive sentences
with three arguments, all six possible verb-initial word orders are permitted (134).

(134) a. Koo-∅-koo-chi
pst2-3-give-appl

laakwɛɛt
child

tɛɛta
cow

baandɛɛk.
maize

V-S-IO-DO

‘The child gave the cow some maize.’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 5)

b. Koo-∅-koo-chi
pst2-3-give-appl

laakwɛɛt
child

baandɛɛk
maize

tɛɛta.
cow

V-S-DO-IO

‘The child gave the cow some maize.’
c. Koo-∅-koo-chi

pst2-3-give-appl
baandɛɛk
maize

laakwɛɛt
child

tɛɛta.
cow

V-DO-S-IO

‘The child gave the cow some maize.’
d. Koo-∅-koo-chi

pst2-3-give-appl
baandɛɛk
maize

tɛɛta
cow

laakwɛɛt.
child

V-DO-IO-S

‘The child gave the cow some maize.’
e. Koo-∅-koo-chi

pst2-3-give-appl
tɛɛta
cow

laakwɛɛt
child

baandɛɛk.
maize

V-IO-S-DO

‘The child gave the cow some maize.’
f. Koo-∅-koo-chi

pst2-3-give-appl
tɛɛta
cow

baandɛɛk
maize

laakwɛɛt.
child

V-IO-DO-S

‘The child gave the cow some maize.’

The same pattern is seen with transitive sentences that contain an adverb, where the six verb-
initial word orders are also all possible (Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 6).

Despite this word order flexibility, VSO is the pragmatically neutral word order in the lan-
guage, as evidenced by “out-of-the-blue” diagnostics. In contexts like the one in (135), the as-
sumption is that the newscaster does not know the audience’s familiarity with the current topic,
so they cannot assume any shared knowledge. In these situations, VSO word order is preferred,
and all other word order permutations are deemed less appropriate.

(135) A newscaster for a Kipsigis broadcast gets on the air and wants to announce new infor-
mation to the audience.
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a. Koo-∅-min
pst2-3-plant

lɑɑgook
child

baandɛɛk
maize

kɔmyɛ.
well

VSO-Adv

‘The children planted the maize well.’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 7)

b. #Koo-∅-min lɑɑgook kɔmyɛ baandɛɛk. #VS-Adv-O
c. #?Koo-∅-min baandɛɛk lɑɑgook kɔmyɛ. #?VOS-Adv
d. #?Koo-∅-min baandɛɛk kɔmyɛ lɑɑgook. #?VO-Adv-S
e. #Koo-∅-min kɔmyɛ lɑɑgook baandɛɛk. #V-Adv-SO
f. #Koo-∅-min kɔmyɛ baandɛɛk lɑɑgook. #V-Adv-OS

This word order flexibility does not appear constrained by the phonological weight of ar-
guments or their other morphological features like definiteness or animacy (Bossi & Diercks
2019:4-5). Instead, the VSO/VOS alternation is sensitive to information structure; constituents
bearing any kind of information structural designation—including focus, contrast, and topic—
surface most naturally in the position immediately after the verb. For instance, wh-words, which
bear inherent focus, appear most naturally directly after the verb (136). For more on constituent
questions like those in (136), see §2.5.4.2.

(136) a. Kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

ng’oo
who

artɛɛt
goat

ɑmut?
yesterday

‘Who bought a goat yesterday?’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 21)

b. Kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

nee
what

kiirwɑɑgiindet
chief

ɑmut?
yesterday

‘What did the chief buy yesterday?’
c. Kɔɔ-∅-al

pst2-3-buy
ɑu
when

kiirwɑɑgiindet
chief

artɛɛt?
goat

‘When did the chief buy a goat?’

Likewise, the constituent targeted by awh-question bears new information focus and surfaces
most naturally immediately after the verb. The question in (137) targets the object of the verb;
as a result, VOS word orders are deemed natural in response to the wh-question (137b) - (137c).
VSO word order is also possible here because it is pragmatically neutral (137a). All other word
orders are considered less natural in response to the wh-question.

(137) In response to Koomin nee lɑɑgook kɔmyɛ? ‘What did the children plant well?’:
a. Koo-∅-min

pst2-3-plant
lɑɑgook
children

baandɛɛk
maize

kɔmyɛ.
well

VSO-Adv

‘The children planted the maize well.’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 23)

b. Koo-∅-min
pst2-3-plant

baandɛɛk
maize

lɑɑgook
children

kɔmyɛ.
well

VOS-Adv

‘The children planted the maize well.’
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c. Koo-∅-min
pst2-3-plant

baandɛɛk
maize

kɔmyɛ
well

lɑɑgook.
children

VO-Adv-S

‘The children planted the maize well.’

Beyond wh-words and target constituents of wh-questions, which are both focused, con-
stituents with other information structural designations are also preferred in the immediately
postverbal position. These include contrastive constituents (138) as well as aboutness topics
(139). As previously, word orders in which the contrastive or topical constituent is not immedi-
ately postverbal are dispreferred (see Bossi & Diercks 2019:exs. 57, 40 for the other word order
judgements).

(138) In response to Kɔɔam mcheeleek Kiproono? ‘Did Kiprono eat the rice?’:
Aachɪcha,
no

kɔɔ-∅-am
pst2-3-eat

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

mcheeleek.
rice

‘No, Chepkoech ate the rice.’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 57)

(139) In response to Mwɑwɑn kiit agɔbɔ baandɛɛk. ‘Tell me something about the maize.’:
Kii-∅-min
pst3-3-plant

baandɛɛk
maize

Kiproono.
K.

‘Kiprono planted the maize.’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 40)

Given the wide range of constituents that can appear in the immediately postverbal position,
Bossi & Diercks (2019) conclude that this position is reserved for “discourse differentiated” con-
stituents, which is a categorization that crosscuts many different information structural notions.

However, an additional empirical complication is the fact that constituents that are not nomi-
nal are dispreferred in the immediately postverbal position, even when they are discourse differ-
entiated. For instance, in response to the manner wh-question in (140), VS-Adv-O word order is
preferred (140a) over word orders in which the adverb is immediately postverbal (140b) - (140c).
In this context, then, the constituent with new information focus is in the second position after
the verb—rather than immediately postverbal.

(140) In response to Koomindɑ ɑno lɑɑgook baandɛɛk? ‘How did the children plant the maize?’:
a. Koo-∅-min

pst2-3-plant
lɑɑgook
children

kɔmyɛ
well

baandɛɛk.
maize

VS-Adv-O

‘The children planted the maize well.’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 54a)

b. #Koo-∅-min
pst2-3-plant

kɔmyɛ
well

lɑɑgook
children

baandɛɛk.
maize

V-Adv-SO

‘The children planted the maize well.’
(Bossi & Diercks 2019:ex. 33)
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c. #Koo-∅-min
pst2-3-plant

kɔmyɛ
well

baandɛɛk
maize

lɑɑgook.
children

V-Adv-OS

‘The children planted the maize well.’

Based on these observations, Bossi & Diercks (2019) conclude that the immediately postverbal
position houses constituents that are discourse differentiated and that have nominal properties.
When the discourse differentiated constituent is not nominal, it surfaces in the second position
after the verb and the subject appears immediately postverbally. In order to account for these
word order patterns, Bossi & Diercks (2019) propose the structure in (141).

(141) XP

X+T+v+V TP

DP

δ, D
T+v+V
[uδ, uD]

vP

subj … veRb … obj

The verb undergoes headmovement to a functional projection above TP but belowCP—labeled XP
in (141). Constituent movement to the immediately postverbal position is driven by a discourse
feature [δ], as well as a nominal feature [D]. When the discourse differentiated constituent has
a [δ] feature and a [D] feature, it alone moves to the immediately postverbal position. However,
when the discourse differentiated constituent only has a [δ] feature, it moves to Spec,TP, and the
closest nominal with a [D] feature (i.e. the subject) moves to an outer specifier of Spec,TP. In this
way, movement to the immediately postverbal position in Kipsigis can be viewed as an instance
of mixed A/Ā-movement, in that it is triggered by both A and Ā features (see e.g. Van Urk 2015;
Colley & Privoznov 2020; Scott 2021; Branan & Erlewine 2022; Drummond 2023).

2.5.2 Case marking

Kipsigis displays a typologically rare marked nominative case system (Kouneli 2019; Kouneli &
Nie 2021), in which subjects of intransitive and transitive verbs are both marked with nominative
case, while nominals with any other grammatical role are unmarked, surfacing in what is called
the “oblique” case. The morphological realization of case in Kipsigis is tonal; nominative case
marking on nominals generally involves the replacement of the noun’s typical tonal melody with
a L-H*-L melody. Some examples are provided in Table 2.15, from Kouneli & Nie (2021:ex. 14).
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Oblique Nominative Gloss
làakwɛɛ́t L.H làakwɛ̀ɛt L.L ‘child’
ng’óoktɑ́ H.H ng’òoktɑ̀ L.L ‘dog’
sʊ̀gàrʊ́ʊk L.L.H sʊ̀gárʊ̀ʊk L.H.L ‘sugar’
mágásɛɛ́t H.H.H màgásɛ̀ɛt L.H.L ‘skin’
múgúùlèldɑ́ H.HL.L.H mùgúuléldɑ̀ L.H.H.L ‘heart’
kóòkwɑ̀ɑtìnwéèk HL.L.L.HL kòokwɑ́ɑtínwèek L.H.H.L ‘villages’

Table 2.15: Nominative L-H*-L tonal melody on nouns

Nominal modifiers like adjectives, possessive pronouns, and demonstratives also have dif-
ferent nominative vs. oblique case forms. In particular, as shown in Kouneli & Nie (2021), the
nominative forms of these modifiers are segmentally identical to their oblique forms but have the
opposite tonal pattern across-the-board; that is, nominative and oblique modifiers are opposite in
every tonal specification. This pattern is shown in (142) with the plural proximal demonstrative
suffix -chu (§2.3.6), the adjective mur ‘dirty’, and the plural suffix -een. In the oblique case, -chu
‘pRox.pl bears a low tone, while in the nominative case, it bears a high tone. Likewise, the ad-
jective mur ‘dirty’ and its plural suffix -een bear high and low tones, respectively, in the oblique
case, which become low and high tones, respectively, in the nominative case.

(142) a. Á-kéer-é
1sg-see-ipfv

pèelée(k)-chù
elephants-pRox.pl.obl

múr-èen.
dirty-pl.obl

obl: L H.L

‘I see these dirty elephants.’ (Kouneli & Nie 2021:ex. 15)
b. ∅-Rúɑ̀y

3-run.pl
pèelèe(k)-chú
elephants-pRox.pl.nom

mùr-éen.
dirty-pl.nom

nom: H L.H

‘These dirty elephants are running.’ (Kouneli & Nie 2021:ex. 16)

This across-the-board switch in tonal polarity is the first of its kind to be described in the linguistic
literature and raises theoretical questions about how this type of morphological process can be
analyzed (for possible approaches, see Kouneli & Nie 2021; Jolin 2023; Sande To Appear).

All postverbal subjects bear nominative case, regardless of the order of the postverbal con-
stituents. As discussed in §2.5.1, Kipsigis allows for a significant degree of postverbal word order
flexibility, although this flexibility does not impact nominative case marking. This pattern can
be seen in (143a) - (143b), where the subject Kibeet ‘Kibet’ bears the same H.LH nominative
tonal melody whether the sentence displays VSO or VOS word order. However, there are two
constructions in Kipsigis—discussed at length in §2.5.5—which allow nominals to surface pre-
verbally. When the subject of the sentence appears in clause-initial position, nominative case
marking is lost, as evidenced by the L.HL oblique tonal melody on Kibeet ‘Kibet’ in (143c).

(143) a. ∅-Chɑ́m-è
3-like-ipfv

Kíbéèt
K.nom

tɛ̀ɛtá
cow

né
Rel.sg

òo.
big.sg

nom: H.HL

‘Kibet likes the big cow.’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 22a)
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b. ∅-Chɑ́m-è
3-like-ipfv

tɛ̀ɛtá
cow

né
Rel.sg

òo
big.sg

Kíbéèt.
K.nom

nom: H.HL

‘Kibet likes the big cow.’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 22b)
c. Kìbéèt

K.obl
kò
top

∅-chɑ́m-è
3-like-ipfv

tɛ̀ɛtá
cow

né
Rel.sg

òo.
big.sg

obl: L.HL

‘Kibet likes the big cow.’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 22c)

2.5.3 Coordination

In this section, I describe some of the coordination strategies found in Kipsigis. This section is not
intended to be an exhaustive discussion of coordination in the language, and there are certainly
many more Kipsigis coordinators that I do not discuss here.

2.5.3.1 Conjunction

The conjunction ak or akɔ can be used to coordinate nouns (144), verbs (145), and clauses (146).

(144) Meny-e
live-ipfv

Tɑputɑny
T.

ak
and

Koilong’eet
K.

kokweet
village

agɛɛngɛ.
one

‘Taputany and Koilong’eet live in the same village.’
(145) Kɔɔ-∅-nam

pst2-3-catch
ak
and

kɔɔ-∅-tyar
3.sbjv-throw

mbiireet
ball

Kiproono.
K.

‘Kiprono caught and threw the ball.’
(146) I-pwɑɑt-e

3-think-ipfv
piik
people

kole
C

mogoriot
rich.person

Lidyɑ
L.

akɔ
and

ɛɛn
in

ɪman
truth

ko-mogoriot.
3.sbjv-rich.person

‘People think that Lydia is rich and, in truth, she is rich.’

When ak or akɔ is used to coordinate clauses, the verb in the second clause appears in the sub-
junctive mood, evidenced by the subjunctive subject marker on mogoriot ‘rich person’ in (146).

Kipsigis also has two adversative coordinators that translate to ‘but’ in English: lɑkini, which
is a borrowing from Swahili, and ngandan. In my data, these words only coordinate two full
clauses, as seen in (147) - (148), but further research is necessary to understand if this is the only
way that they can be used.

(147) ∅-Poot-e
3-bark-ipfv

ng’ooktɑ
dog

lɑkini
but

∅-ru-e
3-sleep-ipfv

pagɛɛt.
cat

‘The dog is barking, but the cat is sleeping.’
(148) Ng’ɑm

smart
Cheerop
C.

ngandan
but

mɪng’ɪn.
small

‘Cherop is smart, but she is young.’
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2.5.3.2 Disjunction

The disjunction anan can be used to coordinate nouns (149), verbs (150), or clauses (151).

(149) Koo-ɑ-keer
pst2-1sg-see

Kibeet
K.

anan
or

Kiproono.
K.

‘I saw Kibet or Kiprono.’
(150) Kɪɪcham anan mɛɛcham kɪtabʊʊt?

Kɪɪ-ɪ-cham
pst3-2sg-like

anan
or

ma-ɪ-cham
neg-2sg-like

kɪtabʊʊt?
book

‘Did you like or not like the book?’
(151) Kɑ-ko-wɑ

pst1-3.peRf-go.sg
Kibeet
K.

anan
or

kɑ-ko-it
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

Cheeroono.
C.

‘Kibet left or Cherono arrived.’

Unlike with the conjunction ak or akɔ, when the disjunction anan is used to coordinate clauses,
the verb in the second clause is in the indicative mood and bears the full range of tense and aspect
inflection; this can be seen in (151), where the verb in the second disjunct bears the recent past
tense morpheme ka- and the 3rd person perfect aspect subject marker kɔ-.

2.5.4 Questions

2.5.4.1 Polar questions

Polar question formation in Kipsigis involves two morphophonological effects: the addition of
the vowel -i at the end of the clause and the addition of a super high tone to the final syllable
of the clause. When the clause ends in a consonant, addition of -i is obligatory and it bears the
super high tone (152). However, when the clause ends in a vowel, addition of -i is optional; if -i
is added, then it bears the super high tone (153a), but if -i is not added, then the existing clause-
final vowel is lengthened and bears the super high tone (153b). In vowel-final clauses, the more
common polar question formation strategy is the one seen in (153b), which involves lengthening
the clause-final vowel and adding a super high tone to it.

(152) Koo-i-pel-iis
pst2-3-win-ap

Kipchirchir
K.

ɛɛn
in

urerieet-í?́
race-Q

‘Did Kipchirchir win the race?’
(153) a. Keemutjɑɑn mamaí?́

Kɑ-ii-mut-j-ɑɑn
pst1-2sg-bring-appl-1sg.O

mama-í?́
mom-Q

‘Did you (sg) bring me to mom?’
b. Kɔɔ-∅-al

pst2-3-buy
Kibeet
K.

tɛɛtá́a?
cow.Q

‘Did Kibet buy a cow?’
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Note that the addition of -í́ in (153a) to the clause ending in the word mama does not trigger
the typical process of vowel coalescence of a and i to ee, as described in §2.2.2. Likewise, addition
of the necessarily [+ATR] particle -í́ does not change the ATR specification of the [-ATR] word
mama, as would be expected given the Kipsigis ATR harmony system (§2.2.2). These patterns
suggest that the clause-final polar question particle -í́ is outside the domain that phonological
processes apply to.

Besides the addition of -í́ or the super high tone, no structural changes are required for polar
question formation (e.g. word order remains the same as in declarative sentences). However, it is
possible to add the modal particle toos to the beginning of a polar question alongside its canonical
polar question marking. The semantic contribution of toos is not clear at present; speakers report
that there is a slight difference between polar questionswith andwithout toos and suggest that the
version with toos is perhaps “more polite” than the one without it. However, I leave determining
the exact interpretation of polar questions with toos to future research.

(154) (Toos)
mod

koo-∅-wɑ
pst2-3-go.sg

chi
person

sʊgʊl
school

ɑmut-í́?
yesterday-Q

‘Did anyone go to school yesterday?’

Biased polar questions are used when the speaker expects a particular answer—either affir-
mative or negative—to the polar question. Kipsigis uses the clause-final particle -í́s to form biased
polar questions. When the speaker expects an affirmative response to their biased polar question,
-í́s attaches to an affirmative sentence (155). By contrast, when the speaker expects a negative
response to their biased polar question, -í́s attaches to a negated sentence (156).

(155) Kiprono, Kibet, and Kipchirchir all played Kipchirchir’s favorite game last night. Because
Kipchirchir is so good at this game, he always wins. I assume that Kipchirchir won the
game, but for confirmation, I ask Kiprono:
Koo-i-pel-iis
pst2-3-win-ap

Kipchirchir
K.

ɛɛn
in

urerieet-í́s?
game-Q.bias

‘Kipchirchir won the game, right?’
(156) Kiprono, Kibet, and Kipchirchir all played Kipchirchir’s least favorite game last night.

Because Kipchirchir is terrible at this game, he always loses. I assume that Kipchirchir
lost the game, but for confirmation, I ask Kiprono:
Moo-i-pel-iis
pst2.neg-3-win-ap

Kipchirchir
K.

ɛɛn
in

urerieet-í́s?
game-Q.bias

‘Kipchirchir didn’t win the game, right?’

It is an open question whether the particle -í́s can be decomposed into the standard polar question
particle -í́ plus an additional suffix -s. However, to my knowledge, there is no other context in
the language where one finds the suffix -s.

It is impossible to add the modal particle toos to a biased polar question with -í́s (157).

(157) Yesterday was Tuesday, which is a school day for you. Your mother believes that you went
to school yesterday, but she heard a rumor that a group of students skipped and wants to
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confirm that you weren’t in that group. She asks:
*Toos
mod

koo-kɑ-i-wɑ-i
pst2-?-2sg-go.sg-lp

sʊgʊl
school

ɑmut-í́s?
yesterday-Q.bias

Intended: ‘You (sg) went to school yesterday, right?’

2.5.4.2 Constituent questions

Constituent questionswith thewh-words ng’oo ‘who’, nee ‘what’, (ɛɛn) ɑno ‘where’, and ɑu ‘when’
can be formed using two different strategies. It is possible for the wh-words to remain postver-
bal, as seen in the a. examples in (158) - (161), or to surface clause-initially with a form of the
relativizer, as seen in the b. examples in (158) - (161).15 As mentioned in §2.5.1, wh-words surface
most naturally immediately after the verb.

(158) a. Koo-i-le
pst2-2sg-say

kɔɔ-∅-lany
pst2-3-climb

ng’oo
who

keetit?
tree

‘Who did you (sg) say climbed the tree?’
b. Ng’oo

who
ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅-le
pst2-3-say

Kibeet
K.

∅-chɑm-e
3-like-ipfv

laakwɛɛt
child

agɛ tʊgʊl?
every

‘Who did Kibet say that every child likes?’
(159) a. Keegeer nee?

Kɑ-i-keer
pst1-2sg-see

nee?
what

‘What did you (sg) see?’
b. Nee

what
ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅-keer?
pst2-3-see

‘What did he/she see?’
(160) a. I-pwɑɑt-e

3-think-ipfv
Kibeet
K.

ko-le
3.sbjv-le

koo-ɑɑ-put
pst2-1sg-fall

ɛɛn
in

ɑno?
where

‘Where does Kibet think that I fell?’
b. Ano

where
ele
Rel.obl

koo-i-keer-chi
pst2-2sg-see-appl

Kɪpchʊmba?
K.

‘Where did you (sg) see Kipchumba?’
(161) a. Kɪɪ-∅-chap

pst3-3-make
ɑu
when

kɛɛgɪt
cake

Kipchirchir?
K.

‘When did Kipchirchir make the cake (long ago)?’
b. Au

when
ele
Rel.obl

koo-i-keer
pst2-2sg-see

Kɪpchʊmba?
K.

‘When did you (sg) see Kipchumba?’
15For more on the structure and interpretation of the types of sentences in the b. examples, see §2.5.5.
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Questions targeting why and how an event happened differ from the constituent questions
described above and from each other. Why-questions make use of the word kalɪyan, which speak-
ers translate as ‘why’ or ‘what happened.’ In why-questions, kalɪyan appears clause-initially and
introduces a purpose clause, marked with the prefix si- (162). In this way, Kipsigis why-questions
literally translate to ‘What happened such that X.’

(162) Kalɪyan si meeɑmiisyei?
Kalɪyan
what.happened

si
puRp

mɑ-i-ɑm-iisye-i?
neg-2sg-eat-ap.ipfv-lp

‘Why aren’t you (sg) eating?’

Given its position in the clause, its ability to introduce an embedded clause, and the potential
tense prefix ka-, kalɪyan might appear to be a verb. However, there are two reasons to doubt this
analysis. First, there do not seem to be forms of kalɪyanwith any other tense prefixs (e.g. kɔɔlɪyan
or kɪɪlɪyan), which suggests that this form is not a productive verb synchonrically. Second, the
remainder of the word kalɪyan does not display decomposable verbal morphology.

How-questions, on the other hand, make use of an interesting combination of independently
attested morphemes. More specifically, the formation of how-questions involves the addition of
the andative directional suffix -ta to the verb and the use of the locative wh-word ɑno ‘where’.
This method for forming how-questions is highly productive, as evidenced by the range of data
examples in (163) - (165).

(163) Kɔɔɪchaptɛɛ ɑno chɑiik ɑmut?
Kɔɔ-ɪ-chap-ta-ɪ
pst2-2sg-make-and-lp

ɑno
where

chɑiik
chai

ɑmut?
yesterday

‘How did you (sg) make chai yesterday?’
(164) Koo-∅-ip-tɑ

pst2-3-win-and
ɑno
where

Kipchirchir
K.

urerieet?
game

‘How did Kipchirchir win the game?’
(165) Koo-∅-sik-tɑ

pst2-3-find-and
ɑno
where

Kipchirchir
K.

tɛɛta-nyɪɪn?
cow-3sg.poss.sg

‘How did Kipchirchir find his cow?’

Understanding how this particular combination of directional and locative morphemes generates
a how-question is an open avenue for future research. Perhaps, for instance, the andative mor-
pheme -ta adds some type of semantic “slot” for a directional argument, which can then be filled
by an adjunct. In this way, a sentence like (165) would literally mean ‘To where did Kipchirchir
find his cow?’, which would simply be an idiomatic way to say ‘how’.

Interestingly, there are a number of verbs whose basic meaning is derived via addition of the
andative suffix -ta. When how-questions are built using these verbs, there is apparent doubling of
-ta. For instance, the verb ‘buy’ is al in Kipsigis (166a), while the verb ‘sell’ is alda (166b), which
is simply al plus the andative suffix -ta with regular phonological processes applied (§2.2.1).
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(166) a. Kaa-al
pst1.1sg-buy

tɛɛta-nyʊʊn.
cow-1sg.poss.sg

‘I bought my cow (recently).’
b. Kaa-al-ta

pst1.1sg-buy-and
tɛɛta-nyʊʊn.
cow-1sg.poss.sg

‘I sold my cow (recently).’

The formation of a how-questionwith al ‘sell’ involves the standard procedure: the andative suffix
-ta is added to the verb, and the locative wh-word ɑno is used (167a). By contrast, the formation
of a how-question with alda ‘buy’ involves apparent doubling of the andative suffix -ta with an
epenthetic linker vowel -i (167b).16

(167) a. Ka-al-ta
pst1-3-buy-and

ɑno
where

Kiproono
K.

tɛɛta-nyɪɪn?
cow-3sg.poss.sg

‘How did Kiprono buy his cow (recently)?’
b. Kɔɔ-al-ta-ɪ-ta

pst2-buy-and-ep-it
ɑno
where

Kiproono
K.

tɛɛta-nyɪɪn?
cow-3sg.poss.sg

‘How did Kiprono sell his cow?’

In this way, it is possible that the how-question in (167b) involves two instances of the andative
suffix -ta or that the suffix -ta that appears in how-questions is simply homophonous with the
standard andative suffix in Kipsigis.

2.5.5 Preverbal constituents

While Kipsigis is generally verb-initial (§2.5.1), there are two types of elements that allowmaterial
to surface before the verb: the relativizers ne, che, or ele (168) and the particle ko (169).

(168) a. In response to Kooikoochi ng’oo kɪtabʊʊt? ‘Who did he give the book to?’:
Kaamɛɛt-aap
mother-of

Kiproono
K.

ne
Rel.sg

koo-i-koo-chi
pst2-3-give-appl

kɪtabʊʊt.
book

‘It’s Kiprono’s mother who he gave the book to.’
b. In response to Nee ne koochɑpe mʊrɛnɪɪk? ‘What were the men making?’:

Ngeendeek
beans

che
Rel.pl

koo-∅-chɑp-e
pst2-3-make-ipfv

mʊrɛnɪɪk.
men

‘It’s beans that the men were making.’
c. In response to Mwɑwɑn ele koowɑ Kiproono! ‘Tell me where Kiprono went!’:

Sʊgʊl
school

ele
Rel.obl

koo-∅-wɑ
pst2-go.sg

Kiproono.
K.

‘It’s school where Kiprono went.’
16See Kouneli 2022 for arguments that i is the default epenthetic vowel in Kipsigis.
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(169) In response to Mwɑwɑn agɔbɔ Cheerop! ‘Tell me about Cherop!’:
Cheerop
C.

ko
top

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst-3-buy

ɑmut
yesterday

maarɪɪndɛt-aap
dress-of

pɔgɔl
hundred

somok
three

ɛɛn
in

ndoonyo.
market

‘Cherop bought a dress for 300 shillings at the market yesterday.’

This section describes the structure and interpretation of these constructions. While they appear
similar on the surface—at least in terms of their effects on word order—I show that constructions
with the relativizers ne, che, or ele are biclausal pseudoclefts, while constructions with ko are
monoclausal and involve constituent movement to a clause-initial topic position.

2.5.5.1 Pseudoclefts with the relativizers ne,che, or ele

Many different types of constituents can appear in clause-initial position alongside a form of
the relativizer. Nominals can surface here, regardless of whether they are core arguments like
subjects (168a) and objects (168b), or obliques (168c). Just as number and the core argument vs.
oblique status of the head of a Kipsigis relative clause dictates the form of the relativizer (§2.3.5),
these same facts about the clause-initial constituent determine the form of the relativizer here;
singular core arguments in clause-initial position trigger ne, plural core arguments in clause-
initial position trigger che, and obliques in clause-initial position trigger ele.

In addition to nominal obliques like sʊgʊl ‘school’ in (168c), PPs (170) and temporal adverbs
(171) can appear clause-initially alongside the relativizer ele. While it is possible for the entire
PP to surface in clause-initial position (170a), it is also possible for the preposition ɛɛn to be in-
corporated into the verb, in which case only the object of the preposition appears clause-initially
(170b).

(170) In response to Kɔɔal ɛɛn ɑno Cheerop maarɪɪndɛt ɑmut? ‘Where did Cherop buy a dress
yesterday?’:
a. Eɛn

in
ndoonyo
market

ele
Rel.obl

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

maarɪɪndɛt.
dress

‘It’s in the market where she bought a dress.’
b. Ndoonyo

market
ele
Rel.obl

kɔɔ-∅-al-ɛɛn
pst2-3-buy-in

maarɪɪndɛt.
dress

‘It’s in the market where she bought a dress.’
(171) In response to Kɔɔal aʊ Cheerop maarɪɪndɛtaap pɔgɔl somok ɛɛn ndoonyo? ‘When did

Cherop buy a dress for 300 shillings in the market?’:
Amut
yesterday

ele
Rel.obl

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

Cheerop
C.

maarɪɪndɛt-aap
dress-of

pɔgɔl
hundred

somok
three

ɛɛn
in

ndoonyo.
market

‘It was yesterday when Cherop bought a dress for 300 shillings in the market.’

Unlike temporal adverbs, manner adverbs are ungrammatical in clause-initial position with
any form of the relativizer (172). In this way, clause-initial position with a form of the relativizer
appears restricted to constituents with nominal properties, where nouns, nominal obliques, PPs,
and temporal adverbs are sufficiently nominal to surface in this position, while manner adverbs
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are not. In fact, this cutoff in terms of what counts as sufficiently nominal parallels that reported
in Bossi & Diercks (2019) for the immediately postverbal position.

(172) In response to Kɑmindɑ ɑno lɑɑgook baandɛɛk? ‘How did the children plant the maize?’:
*Kɔmyɛ
well

{ele
Rel.obl

/ ne
Rel.sg

/ che}
Rel.pl

kɑ-∅-min.
pst1-3-plant

Intended: ‘They planted it well (recently).’

When a constituent appears in clause-initial position in this construction, it receives a focus
interpretation. For instance, sentences like those in (168) are appropriate in response to a wh-
question that targets the clause-initial constituent. These types of sentences are also felicitous in
contrastive focus contexts like (173), where the speaker wants to clarify who Kibet hugged.

(173) Aacha,
no

mɑ-∅-tɑrɑɑch
neg-3-hug

Kibeet
K.

Naansɪ.
N.

Anɛɛ
1sg

ne
Rel.sg

kɑ-∅-tɑrɑɑch
pst1-3-hug

Kibeet.
K.

‘No, Kibet didn’t hug Nancy. It’s me who Kibet hugged (recently).’

By contrast, this construction is ruled out in contexts that force a topic interpretation for the
clause-initial constituent. One such context is found in (174), where the prompt Mwɑwɑn agɔbɔ
Cheerop! ‘Tell me about Cherop!’ establishes Cherop as an aboutness topic (Frey 2004). In this
context, the aboutness topic Cheerop cannot appear clause-initially with the relativizer ne.

(174) In response to Mwɑwɑn agɔbɔ Cheerop! ‘Tell me about Cherop!’:
#Cheerop
C.

ne
Rel.sg

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

ɑmut
yesterday

maarɪɪndɛt-aap
dress-of

pɔgɔl
hundred

somok
three

ɛɛn
in

ndoonyo.
market

‘It’s Cherop who bought a dress in the market yesterday for 300 shillings.’

Turning to the structure of these types of sentences, I suggest that they are biclausal pseudo-
clefts (Potsdam & Polinsky 2011), where the clause-initial constituent is a non-verbal predicate
and the relativizer introduces a headless relative clause with the relative clause structure intro-
duced in §2.3.5. This pseudo-cleft structure is schematized in (175). The ∅ symbol represents
the null nominal head of the relative clause that moves from its base position within the relative
clause to Spec,DP above the relativizer in D. Following Bossi & Diercks (2019), I assume that non-
verbal predicates in Kipsigis undergo head movement rather than phrasal movement, although
nothing crucial in (175) hinges on this distinction; the general pseudocleft structure in (175) is
also compatible with an analysis in which the entire PredP moves to a specifier position above
the position of the headless relative clause subject.
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(175) TP

T+v+Pred

pRedicate

vP

DP
v+Pred PredP

pRedicate
∅Rel

D
Rel

CP

∅Rel
CRel

[uRel]
TP

… ∅Rel …

(177) provides a schematized version of the pseudocleft in (176)—repeated from (173)—to help
map the structure in (175) to the data examples seen in this section.

(176) Anɛɛ
1sg

ne
Rel.sg

kɑ-∅-tɑrɑɑch
pst1-3-hug

Kibeet.
K.

‘It’s me who hugged Kibet.’
(177) [Pred Anɛɛ] [RCsubj ∅ ne kɑtɑrɑɑch Kibeet].

Evidence for this pseudocleft structure comes from five sources. First, the clause-initial con-
stituent cannot originate within an island for syntactic movement. Focus constructions with a
form of the relativizer are sensitive to adjunct (178a), relative clause (178b), and coordination
islands (178c).

(178) a. *Ngeendeek
beans

che
Rel.pl

koo-∅-wɑ
pst2-3-go.sg

Kiproono
K.

kotoomwɑ
before

kɔɔ-∅-chap
pst2-3-make

Chɛɛpkɔɛch.
C.

Intended: ‘It’s the beans that Kiprono left before Chepkoech made.’
b. *Kiproono

K.
ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅-keer
pst2-3-see

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ng’ooktɑ
dog

ne
Rel.sg

kɔɔ-∅-sʊs.
pst2-3-bite

Intended: ‘It’s Kiprono who Chepkoech saw the dog that bit.’
c. *Pagɛɛt

cat
ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅-keer
pst2-3-see

Kibeet
K.

ng’ookta
dog

(ak).
and

Intended: ‘It’s a cat that Kiprono saw a dog and.’

In a structure like (175), this type of island sensitivity is predicted because the null head of the
relative clausewould start out within the island andwould need tomove from this position during
relative clause formation, which is predicted to be impossible.
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Second, focus constructions with a form of the relativizer can display multiple instances of
tense marking (179a). This possibility is predicted given the structure in (175) because there are
two separate instances of T. Yet note that if there are two tense markers present, they must match
(179b), which I assume has a semantic explanation. It is possible, though, to have tense marking
in the relative clause but not in the matrix clause (168).

(179) a. Kii anɛɛ ne kiimutyin Kibeet.
Kii
pst3

anɛɛ
1sg

ne
Rel.sg

kii-i-mut-i-in
pst3-3-bring-appl-2sg.DO

Kibeet.
K.

‘(Long ago) it was me who Kibet brought you (sg) to.’
b. *Kii

pst3
anɛɛ
1sg

ne
Rel.sg

koo-i-mut-i-in
pst2-3-bring-appl-2sg.DO

Kibeet.
K.

Intended: ‘(Long ago) it was me who Kibet brought you (sg) to.’

The third piece of evidence in support of the analysis in (175) comes from patterns of case
marking (§2.5.2). In particular, the relativizer in focus constructions always shows nominative
case, which is marked via a high tone on the relativizer (180), which is argued to be a realization
of D (§2.3.5; Kouneli 2019). I take this case marking pattern to suggest that the entire headless
relative clause DP is the subject of the matrix predicate, whose case marking is realized on the rel-
ativizer in D. The pseudocleft structure in (175) predicts this behavior, since the headless relative
clause introduced by the relativizer is in Spec,vP, where subjects are canonically base-generated.

(180) a. Ng’óò
who

né
Rel.sg.nom

∅-chɑ́m-è
3-like-ipfv

làakwɛ̀ɛt
child

ágɛ̀ tʊ̀gʊ́l?
every

‘Who does every child love?’
b. [Pred Ng’óò] [RCsubj ∅ né chɑ́mè làakwɛ̀ɛt ágɛ̀ tʊ̀gʊ́l].
c. *Ng’óò

who
nè
Rel.sg.obl

∅-chɑ́m-è
3-like-ipfv

làakwɛ̀ɛt
child

ágɛ̀ tʊ̀gʊ́l?
every

Intended: ‘Who does every child love?’

Fourth, headless relative clauses and predicate fronting are independently attested in the lan-
guage; in this way, there is no special machinery required to derive a structure like (175). In
particular, relative clauses that look just like the constituent with ne, che, or ele in focus con-
structions exist independently in the language, as seen in (181) and discussed in §2.3.5. Likewise,
Kipsigis is generally predicate-initial, as discussed in §2.5.1. Given the existence of headless rel-
ative clauses and predicate fronting in the language, there is no novel machinery required to
generate the pseudocleft structure in (175).

(181) a. In response to Kooitɑrɑɑch ng’ooktɑ ɑinon? ‘Which dog did you hug?’:
Koo-ɑ-tɑrɑɑch
pst-1sg-hug

ne
Rel.sg

∅-chɑm-e
3-like-ipfv

Kibeet.
K.

‘I hugged the one that Kibet loves.’
b. [TP Kooɑtɑrɑɑch [RCobj ∅ ne chɑme Kibeet]].
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The fifth piece of evidence in support of this pseudocleft analysis comes from the fact that it
is impossible to have object marking on the verb in the relative clause that tracks the features of
the clause-initial constituent, even when this object marking is obligatory in basic monoclausal
sentences. Such a pattern suggests that the clause-initial constituent is never syntactically the
object of the verb—a fact that is captured given the pseudocleft structure in (175). For instance,
as discussed in §2.4.6, local person (i.e. first and second person) objects are obligatorily marked
on the verb. However, this same type of object marking is impossible when the notional local
person object surfaces clause-initially (182). This pattern is expected given a biclausal pseudocleft
structure because the clause-initial constituent is never the object of the verb in the relative clause;
instead, it is a non-verbal predicate that exists outside of the relative clause.17

(182) a. Anɛɛ
1sg

ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅-keer
pst2-3-see

Kiproono.
K.

‘It’s me who Kiprono saw.’
b. *Anɛɛ

1sg
ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅-keer-ɑn
pst2-3-see-1sg.O

Kiproono.
K.

Intended: ‘It’s me who Kiprono saw.’

In fact, these focus constructions obviate the restriction discussed in §2.4.8; when either no-
tional local person object in a ditransitive appears clause-initially with a form of the relativizer,
the *local > local restriction disappears (183) - (184). The disappearance of this restriction falls
out of a pseudocleft structure because the clause-initial constituent is never actually within the
relative clause to trigger object marking.

(183) Obviating *1 > 2
a. Inyee ne kooimutwɑn Kibeet.

Inyee
2sg

ne
Rel.sg

koo-i-mut-u-ɑn
pst-3-bring-appl-1sg.IO

Kibeet.
K.

‘It’s you (sg) who Kibeet brought to me.’
b. Anɛɛ ne kooimutyin Kibeet.

Anɛɛ
1sg

ne
Rel.sg

koo-i-mut-i-in
pst-3-bring-appl-2sg.DO

Kibeet.
K.

‘It’s me who Kibeet brought you (sg) to.’
(184) Obviating *2 > 1

17Exactly how to derive the lack of object marking that tracks the clause-initial constituent in pseudoclefts de-
pends on the analysis of object marking. If object marking is agreement, its disappearance in a pseudocleft rests
on the assumption that the null nominal head of the relative clause lacks person features that correspond to those
of the clause-initial constituent. If object marking is cliticization (i.e. morphological incorporation of a pronoun;
Harizanov 2014), its disappearance in a pseudocleft is predicted because this pronoun is never within the relative
clause.
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a. Anɛɛ ne kooimutuun Kibeet.
Anɛɛ
1sg

ne
Rel.sg

koo-i-mut-u-in
pst-3-bring-appl-2sg.IO

Kibeet.
K.

‘It’s me who Kibeet brought to you (sg).’
b. Inyee ne kooimutyɑn Kibeet.

Inyee
2sg

ne
Rel.sg

koo-i-mut-i-ɑn
pst-3-bring-appl-1sg.DO

Kibeet.
K.

‘It’s you (sg) who Kibeet brought me to.’
In previous work (Bossi 2021), I argued that the obviation of the *local > local restriction

in these focus constructions supported a morphological—rather than syntactic—account of the
restriction. However, this work treated these focus constructions as monoclausal, involving focus
movement of the clause-initial constituent. Given this structure, local> local configurations with
andwithout object fronting have a shared syntax at the relevant point in the sentence’s derivation,
and so the ungrammaticality of local > local ditransitives without focus fronting cannot be due
to syntactic malformation. Yet given the updated understanding of the syntax of these focus
constructions presented here, the argument in Bossi (2021) no longer holds. This is because local
> local ditransitive sentences without focus have a fundamentally different syntax than biclausal
pseudoclefts, in which one notional object surfaces clause-initially as a non-verbal predicate.

Returning to evidence for the biclausal pseudocleft structure in (175), an apparent challenge
comes from patterns of reconstruction. In particular, the clause-initial constituent can be inter-
preted in a position within the relative clause with respect to binding and wh-scope. Starting
with binding, (185) shows a baseline Principle C effect in Kipsigis; the null pronominal subject
cannot be co-referential with the R-expression Kɪplang’at ‘Kiplangat’ in the object, presumably
because this configuration would lead to illicit binding of the R-expression.
(185) Koo-∅i/*j-keer

pst2-3-see
pɪchaaɪt-aap
picture-of

Kɪplang’atj.
K.

‘Hei/*j saw a picture of Kiplangatj.’
When the clause-initial constituent in a focus construction contains an R-expression, it still

cannot be co-referential with the subject of the relative clause (186), which suggests that the
clause-initial constituent must be interpreted below the subject in the relative clause. If the
clause-initial constituent were in such a position at some point, the unavailability of the co-
referential reading in (186) would be explained as in (185). Yet if the clause-initial constituent
were never in the relative clause as in (175), it is unclear why the co-referential reading would be
ruled out here.
(186) Pɪchaaɪt-aap

picture-of
Kɪplang’atj
Kiplang’at

ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅i/*j-keer.
pst2-3-see

‘It’s a picture of Kiplang’atj that hei/*j saw.’
In addition, when quantified constituents occur clause-initially in focus constructions, they

can scope in their surface position or below the subject of the relative clause. In (187), the quanti-
fier ng’oo ‘who’ appears in clause-initial position alongside a relative clause whose subject is the
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quantified expression laakwɛɛt agɛ tʊgʊl ‘every child’. Crucially, both the surface and inverse
scope readings are available. While the surface scope reading is expected given the structure
in (175), it is less clear how to derive the inverse scope reading; the clause-initial wh-word is
base-generated in PredP below the entire relative clause, though even in this position, it is not
obviously within the scope of the subject of the relative clause.

(187) Ng’oo
who

ne
Rel.sg

∅-chɑm-e
3-like-ipfv

laakwɛɛt
child

agɛ tʊgʊl?
every

‘Who does every child love?’
✓ Answer: Kibet. wh > ∀
✓ Answer: Chepkoech loves Nancy, Kiplangat loves Linus, Kiprotich loves Nick. ∀ > wh

Furthermore, the availability of the surface and inverse scope readings in (187) cannot be due
to quantifier raising of the subject of the relative clause to a position above the wh-word ng’oo
‘who’ because embedded quantifiers cannot typically scope out of their finite clause. (188) illus-
trates this point; the ∀> two reading is unavailable, as it would require the embedded quantified
expression cheeptɑ agɛ tʊgʊl ‘every girl’ to undergo quantifier raising to a position above the
matrix quantified expression ng’eetiik oeeng’u ‘two boys’.

(188) Koo-∅-le
pst2-3-say

ng’eetiik
boys

oeeng’-u
two-nom

ka-∅-kal
pst1-3-mess.with

Kibeet
K.

cheeptɑ
girl

agɛ tʊgʊl.
every

‘Two boys said that Kibet messed with every girl.’
✓ Kiprotich and Kiprono said that Kibet messed with every girl. two > ∀
# Kiprotich and Linus said that Kibet messed with Cheptoo, Kipkorir and Victor said that
Kibet messed with Sharon. *∀ > two

These reconstruction effects cast some doubt on the biclausal pseudocleft structure in (175).
However, pseudoclefts often showunexpected connectivity effects across languages, though there
is no consensus on the source of this behavior (see e.g. Heycock & Kroch 1999). Given my earlier
arguments in favor of a pseudocleft structure, I maintain this structure but acknowledge the
challenge that the reconstruction effects pose.

One possible way to integrate these sets of facts is to allow the features of the clause-initial
predicate to be inherited by the null head of the relative clause, as schematized in (189). In this
way, the clause-initial constituent is never actually within the relative clause but is still able
to be interpreted within it. Such a configuration could potentially generate the appearance of
reconstruction effects without requiring actual syntactic reconstruction.
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(189) TP

T+v+Pred

pRedicate

vP

DP
v+Pred PredP

pRedicate
∅Rel

D
Rel

CP

∅Rel
CRel

[uRel]
TP

… ∅Rel …

In fact, a possible piece of evidence for the feature inheritance analysis in (189) comes from
subject marking in these focus constructions. As discussed previously, the clause-initial con-
stituent cannot trigger object marking on the verb within the relative clause. However, subject
marking shows a different pattern; the clause-initial constituent can optionally trigger subject
marking on the verb within the relative clause (190); here, the verb put ‘fall’ can show 1sg sub-
ject agreement (190a) or can take default third person subject agreement (190b).

(190) a. Anɛɛ
1sg

ne
Rel.sg

koo-ɑɑ-putj-i
pst-1sg-fall-appl

keeriingeet.
hole

‘It’s me who fell in a hole.’
b. Anɛɛ

1sg
ne
Rel.sg

koo-i-putj-i
pst-3-fall-appl

keeriingeet.
hole

‘It’s me who fell in a hole.’

While I do not develop a full argument in support of this approach here, I suggest that this differ-
ence stems from the fact that subject marking in Kipsigis is agreement, while object marking is
cliticization, as is common cross-linguistically (see e.g. Woolford 2008; Preminger 2009; Nevins
2011; Kramer 2014; Anagnostopoulou 2016; Yuan 2021). Subject agreement on the verb in the
relative clause only requires that the subject ϕ-features be present within the relative clause,
which can be achieved through the type of feature inheritance in (189). Yet object cliticization
requires the object pronoun to be syntactically present within the relative clause, which feature
inheritance alone cannot achieve.

2.5.5.2 Topic fronting with ko

As with focus constructions, many different types of constituents can appear in clause-initial po-
sition with ko. Nominals, including subjects (191a) and objects (191b), can surface in this position,
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as can some PPs (192) and adverbs with nominal properties (193).

(191) a. Kiproono
K.

ko
top

koo-∅-wɑ
pst2-3-go.sg

sʊgʊl.
school

‘As for Kiprono, he went to school.’
b. Susweek

grass
ko
top

∅-ɑm-e
3-eat-ipfv

tuugɑ.
cows

‘Cows eat grass.’
(192) Eɛn

in
ndoonyo
market

ko
top

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

Cheerop
C.

ɑmut
yesterday

maarɪɪndɛt-aap
dress-of

pɔgɔl
hundred

somok.
three

‘In the market, Cherop bought a dress for 300 shillings yesterday.’
(193) Amut

yesterday
ko
top

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

Cheerop
C.

maarɪɪndɛt-aap
dress-of

pɔgɔl
hundred

somok
three

ɛɛn
in

ndoonyo.
market

‘Yesterday, Cherop bought a dress for 300 shillings at the market.’

Regarding sentences like (192), Driemel & Kouneli (2022b:6) observe variation across speakers
and across prepositions as to whether PPs can be in this position; in particular, Kouneli (p.c.)
notes that most speakers allow PPs with ɛɛn ‘in’ to be in this position, while PPs with ak ‘with’
are consistently ungrammatical here. While I only have data examples with the preposition ɛɛn
‘in’, these PPs are consistently accepted in clause-initial position with ko across the speakers who
I work with. By contrast, oblique nouns (194) and manner adverbs (195) are unable to appear in
this position. In this way, the types of constituents that can surface clause-initially with ko are
slightly more restricted than those that can be clause-initial with a form of the relativizer.

(194) *Sʊgʊl
school

ko
top

koo-∅-wɑ
pst2-3-go.sg

Kiproono.
K.

Intended: ‘Kiprono went to school.’
(195) *Mùutyɑ̀

slowly
kó
top

∅-kèet-é
3-drive-ipfv

Kíbéèt.
K.

Intended: ‘Slowly, Kibet drives.’ (Driemel & Kouneli 2022b:ex. 15)

When a constituent appears in clause-initial position with ko, it receives a topic interpretation
(Driemel & Kouneli 2022b). Here, I summarize a few key observations from Driemel & Kouneli
(2022b), but I refer readers to their work for a full account. When the context establishes particular
constituents as contrastive topics, as with Kibeet ‘Kibet’ and Cheebeet ‘Chebet’ in (196), these
constituents surface very naturally in clause-initial position with ko. The diagnostic in (196)
comes from Büring (2003), who argues that contrastive topics are answers to sub-questions (e.g.
what did Kibet eat?) that get at larger discourse questions (e.g. who ate what?).

(196) We were at an event with Kibet, Chebet, and many other people attending, and multiple
dishes were available. We want to ask who ate what. What did Kibet eat? What did
Chebet eat? (Driemel & Kouneli 2022b:ex. 18)
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a. Kìbéèt
K.

kó
top

kà-∅-ám
pst1-3-eat

ng’éendéek.
beans

‘Kibet ate beans.’
b. Chèebéèt

C.
kó
top

kà-∅-ám
pst1-3-eat

pèendɑ́.
meat

‘Chebet ate meat.’

On the other hand, focused elements likewh-words (197) and expressions with ɪnɛɛkɛɛn ‘only’
(198) cannot appear in clause-initial position with ko. This pattern suggests that this position is
a dedicated topic position, rather than a more general position for constituents with any sort of
information structural effect.

(197) *Ng’ɑ́ɑ̀
who

kó
top

kà-∅-ám
pst1-3-eat

pèendɑ́?
meat

Intended: ‘Who ate meat?’ (Driemel & Kouneli 2022b:ex. 34)
(198) *Kìbéèt

K.
ɪńɛɛ́kɛɛ́n
only

kó
top

kà-∅-sɔ́ɔmàn
pst1-3-read

kɪt̀àbʊ́ʊt.
book

Intended: ‘Only Kibet read a book.’ (Driemel & Kouneli 2022b:ex. 35)

I propose that constructions with ko involve constituent movement to a clause-initial topic
position, as outlined in (199).

(199) CP

DPtop
CKo

[utop]
TP

… DPtop …

Evidence for the structure in (199) comes from four sources. First, topic constructions with
ko are sensitive to adjunct (200a), relative clause (200b), and coordination islands (200c). This
behavior falls out of the structure in (199) because the topical constituent moves from its base
position to clause-initial position; this type of movement would not be possible if the topical
constituent originated within an island.

(200) a. *Ng’ooktɑ
dog

ko
top

koo-∅-rɑɑri
pst-3-laugh

Cheerop
Cheerop

kɑn
when

kɑ-∅-wɑn
pst1-3-chase

paagɛɛt.
cat

Intended: ‘Cheerop laughed when the dog chased the cat.’
b. *Paagɛɛt

cat
ko
top

kɑ-∅-tɑrɑch
pst-3-hug

Cheerop
Cheerop

ng’ooktɑ
dog

ne
Rel.sg

kɑ-∅-wɑn.
pst1-3-chase

Intended: ‘Cheerop hugged the dog that chased the cat.’
c. *Paagɛɛt

cat
ko
top

kɑ-∅-tɑrɑch
pst-3-hug

Cheerop
Cheerop

ng’ooktɑ
dog

ak.
and

Intended: ‘Cheerop hugged the dog and the cat.’
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Next, unlike in focus constructions with a form of the relativizer, constructions with ko only
allow one instance of tense marking (201). This behavior follows from the monoclausal structure
in (199), but contrasts with the type of biclausal pseudocleft structure proposed for Kipsigis focus
constructions in §2.5.5.1.

(201) We’re talking about all the places that different people were born. Who was born where?
Where was Kibet born? Where was Chepkoech born?
a. Chɛɛpkɔɛch

C.
ko
top

kii-ki-sik-chiin
pst3-1pl-give.birth-appl.ipfv

Keericho.
Kericho

‘Chepkoech was born in Kericho (long ago).’
b. *Kii

pst3
Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ko
top

kii-ki-sik-chiin
pst3-1pl-give.birth-appl.ipfv

Keericho.
Kericho

Intended: ‘Chepkoech was born in Kericho (long ago).’

Third, object marking that tracks the features of the clause-initial constituent is obligatory
on the verb in topic constructions with ko. As described in §2.4.6, local person objects must be
marked on the verb when present. This same type of object marking continues to be obligatory
when the notional local person object surfaces clause-initially with ko (202). This pattern can
be captured on the analysis in (199) because the topical constituent begins the derivation as the
object of the verb, where it triggers object marking.

(202) a. Anɛɛ
1sg

ko
top

koo-∅-tɑrɑɑch-ɑn
pst2-3-hug-1sg.O

Cheeptɑ.
C.

‘Cheptoo hugged me.’
b. *Anɛɛ

1sg
ko
top

koo-∅-tɑrɑɑch
pst2-3-hug

Cheeptɑ.
C.

Intended: ‘Cheptoo hugged me.’

Fourth, topic constructions with ko display reconstruction for Principle C, which suggests
that it is the topical constituent—rather than any other element in the sentence—that undergoes
movement. In (203b), the reading in which Lɪnas ‘Linus’ is co-referential with the subject of
the verb keer ‘see’ is ruled out. Given the structure in (199), this behavior arises because the
clause-initial constituent begins the derivation in canonical object position below the null sub-
ject pronoun; in this position, the null subject pronoun would bind the R-expression, violating
Principle C.

(203) Linus is looking through a big box of pictures. There’s a picture of Chebet, one of Kiplan-
gat, one of Lydia, even one of himself. Some of the pictures were stuck together, though,
so Linus saw some of them, but didn’t see others. I’m explaining which pictures he saw
and which pictures he didn’t see. I say:
a. Pɪchaaɪt-aap

picture-of
Cheebet
C.

ko
top

koo-∅-keer.
pst2-3-see

‘As the the picture of Chebet, he saw it.’
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b. Lɑkini
but

pɪchaaɪt-aap
picture-of

Lɪnasj
L.

ko
top

mɑ-∅i/*j-keer.
neg-3-see

‘But as for the picture of Linusj, hei/*j didn’t see it.’

2.5.6 Clausal subordination

In Kipsigis, there are three main strategies for clausal subordination. These include using a sub-
junctive subordinate clause (204), embedding an indicative clause with no overt complementizer,
and embedding an indicative clause with the element kole (206). To this point in the dissertation,
I have glossed kole as C; however, it is actually bi-morphemic, containing the prefix ko- ‘3.sbjv’
and le, which is discussed in more detail in §2.5.6.3.

(204) ∅-Mɑch-e
3-want-ipfv

ko-wɑ
3.sbjv-go.sg

Nɑirobi
Nairobi

Koilong’eet.
K.

‘Koilong’eet wants to go to Nairobi.’
(205) ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
Kiproono
K.

koo-ɑ-keer
pst2-1sg-see

Chɛɛpkɔɛch.
C.

‘Kiproono is under the impression that I saw Chepkoech.’
(206) I-ngen

3-know
Cheebet
C.

ko-le
3.sbjv-C

∅-ru-e
3-sleep-ipfv

Cheeruyot. 
C.

‘Chebet knows that Cheruyot is sleeping.’

Verbs that take clausal complements display some degree of flexibility in the embedding strat-
egy that they use—typically with a semantic effect. While it is not the case that any verb can
embed a clause using any of the three strategies above, many embedding verbs allow both of the
strategies in (204) and (206). In these cases, there is a semantic difference between the two types
of constructions. With matrix speech verbs, use of the indicative strategy with kole leads to an
embedded proposition reading (207a), while use of the subjunctive strategy leads to an embed-
ded command reading (207b), where the matrix attitude holder is instructing that the embedded
action be completed.

(207) a. Ka-∅-chaam
pst1-3-whisper

Kibeet
K.

ko-le
3.sbjv-C

ka-∅-chap
pst1-3-make

kimnyeet.
ugali

‘Kibet whispered that he made ugali (recently).’ (Driemel & Kouneli 2022a:ex. 56a)
b. Ka-∅-chaam-u-an

pst1-3-whisper-ven-1sg.O
Kibeet
K.

a-chap
1sg.sbjv-make

kimnyeet.
ugali

‘Kibet whispered to me to make ugali (recently).’ (Driemel & Kouneli 2022a:ex. 56b)

In a similar vein, with perception verbs, use of the indicative strategy with kole generates an
embedded proposition reading (208a), while use of the subjunctive strategy leads to a control-
like reading, where the embedded subject is necessarily co-referential with the matrix subject
(208b).
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(208) a. Koo-i-ruɑɑtit
pst2-3-dream

paagɛɛt
cat

ko-le
3.sbjv-C

ka-∅-nam
pst1-3-catch

mʊrɪyaat. 
mouse

‘The cat dreamed that it caught a mouse.’
b. Koo-i-ruɑɑtit

pst2-3-dream
paagɛɛt
cat

ko-nɑm-e
3.sbjv-catch-ipfv

mʊrɪyaat. 
mouse

‘The cat dreamed of catching a mouse.’

Against this backdrop, in the following subsections, I describe each of the strategies in (204)
- (206) in turn, then conclude with a brief discussion of embedded questions.

2.5.6.1 Subjunctive embedded clauses

First, I consider the subjunctive subordination strategy. As noted in Driemel & Kouneli (2022a),
there are two types of subjunctive in Kipsigis, which differ in the length of the first person singular
subject marker and occur in different contexts. The first person singular subject marker for the
Type I subjunctive is ɑɑ-with a long vowel (§2.4.5). This type of subjunctive appears in conditional
clauses (209) and in some temporal adjunct clauses (210), but is generally less common in the
language.

(209) Aɑ-pɑypɑy-iit-u
1sg-happy-vblz-ipfv

kot
if

ɑɑ-sich
1sg.sbjv-receive

karɪɪt.
car

‘I will be happy if I get a car.’
(210) Kooimutyɑn Chɛɛpkɔɛch Kibeet koon ɑɑputi.

Koo-i-mut-i-ɑn
pst2-3-bring-appl-1sg.O

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

Kibeet
K.

koon
when

ɑɑ-put-i.
1sg.sbjv-fall-ipfv

‘Chepkoech was bringing me to Kibet when I fell.’

On the other hand, the first person singular subject marker in the Type II subjunctive is ɑ- with
a short vowel (§2.4.5) and occurs with volitional predicates (211), in purpose clauses (212), and
after modal verbs (213; see also §2.5.7). This type of subjunctive is more common in the language
than the Type I subjunctive.

(211) A-mɑch-e
1sg-want-ipfv

ɑ-tun
1sg.sbjv-marry

kɑɑneetiindet.
teacher

‘I want to marry a teacher.’
(212) I-mu-ɑn

2sg-scare-1sg.O
ii-le
2sg.sbjv-le

si
puRp

a-labat-í?́
1sg.sbjv-run-Q

‘Are you scaring me so that I run?’
(213) Nyɑɑl-u

mod-ipfv
a-laach
1sg.sbjv-wear

ɛlmɛtɪt.
helmet

‘I should wear a helmet.’
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In subjunctive clauses, it appears that nominative case marking on subjects is preserved
(§2.5.2), as evidenced by the H.HL nominative tonal melody on Kíbéèt in (214). However, I leave
a full exploration of case assignment in subjunctive clauses for future work.

(214) Á-mɑ́ch-é
1sg-want-ipfv

kɔ̀-ál
3.sbjv-buy

Kíbéèt
K.nom

tɛ̀ɛtá. 
cow

‘I want Kibet to buy a cow.’

2.5.6.2 Indicative embedded clauses with no overt complementizer

The second embedding strategy found in Kipsigis involves embedding an indicative clause with
no overt complementizer. This type of clausal embedding is quite restricted in the language and,
to my knowledge, only occurs with the speech verb le ‘say’ (215) and the biased belief verb pɑr,
as seen above in (205).18 In examples like (205) and (215), it is clear that the verb in the embedded
clause is in the indicative mood because only verbs in the indicative mood can inflect for tense; in
(205), the embedded verb keer ‘see’ bears the tense prefix ka- ‘pst1’, while in (215), the embedded
verb al ‘buy’ bears the tense prefix kɔɔ- ‘pst2’.

(215) Koo-∅-le
pst2-3-say

Cheeroono
C.

ɛɛn
in

tuugeet
voice

ne
Rel.sg

mii
cop

parak
loud

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

Kibeet
K.

tɛɛta. 
cow

‘Cherono said in a loud voice that Kibet bought a cow.’

2.5.6.3 Indicative embedded clauses with the element kole

The third embedding strategy—embedding an indicative clause with the element kole—is highly
productive in the language. A wide range of verbs use this embedding strategy, including ngen
‘know’ (206), pwɑɑt ‘think’ (216), kas ‘hear’ (217), ruɑɑtit ‘dream’ (218), mwɑ ‘tell’ (219), among
many others.

(216) I-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ipfv

Cheeroono
C.

ko-le
3.sbjv-C

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

Kibeet
K.

tɛɛta.
cow

‘Cherono thinks that Kibet bought a cow.’
(217) Kɪɪ-a-kas-ɛɛn-ɪɪn

pst3-1sg-hear-in-2sg.O
ko-le
3.sbjv-C

kɪɪ-∅-al
pst3-3-buy

Kibeet
K.

tɛɛta. 
cow

‘I heard from you (long ago) that Kibet bought a cow.’
(218) Koo-ɑɑ-ruɑɑtit

pst2-1sg-dream
ko-le
3.sbjv-C

koo-∅-tyen
pst2-3-sing/dance

Kibeet. 
K.

‘I dreamed that Kibet sang/danced.’
(219) Kɑɑ-mwɑ-chi

pst1.1sg-tell-appl
Cheebeet
C.

ko-le
3.sbjv-C

∅-ru-e
3-sleep-ipfv

Cheeruyot. 
C.

‘I told Chebet (recently) that Cheruyot is sleeping.’
18For more on the structure and interpretation of constructions with pɑr, see Chapter 4.
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These verbs come from a range of lexical classes and include factive verbs like ngen ‘know’ and
non-factive verbs like pwɑɑt ‘think’ and mwɑ ‘tell’.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, here I include additional discussion of the
element kole, seen above in (216) - (219). As is common across languages, what appears to be the
verb meaning ‘say’—le in Kipsigis (215)—can also be used alongside another verb in an attitude
report (220).

(220) Aɑ-ngen
1sg-know

*({ko-le
3.sbjv-le

/ ɑɑ-le})
1sg.sbjv-le

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst-3-buy

Kibeet
K.

tɛɛta.
cow

‘I know that Kibet bought a cow.’

While Kipsigis is highly understudied in general, kole has received some attention in the the-
oretical literature because, in its complementation use, le shows a typologically unique pattern
of upward-oriented agreement. In particular, it bears subjunctive subject marking that is default
third person or that tracks the matrix argument construed as the information source of the atti-
tude report—both of which are illustrated in (220). In addition to the subject marking in (220), le
can bear extra verbal morphology like imperfective aspect (221a), as well as the applicative suffix
and object markers that also track matrix arguments (221b).

(221) a. Kɑ-ɑ-mwɑ-e
pst1-1sg-tell-ipfv

ɑɑ-leelen
1sg.sbjv-le.ipfv

ka-∅-chɔɔr
pst1-3-steal

Kibeet
K.

rabɪɪnɪk.
money

‘I was saying that Kibet stole the money.’
(Driemel & Kouneli 2022a:ex. 16)

b. Kii-i-mwɑ-w-ɑɑn
pst3-2sg-tell-appl-1sg.O

ii-leen-j-ɑɑn
2sg.sbjv-le-appl-1sg

kɪɪ-∅-al
pst3-3-buy

Kibeet
K.

tɛɛta.
cow

‘You told me that Kibet bought a cow.’

In light of these subject and object marking patterns, Diercks & Rao (2019) treat Kipsigis kole
as a unique upward-agreeing complementizer (hence, the glossing of le as C to this point). While
upward-oriented subject marking on complementizers is relatively common across Bantu lan-
guages, Kipsigis is (to my knowledge) the only language proposed to display upward-oriented
object marking, as seen in (221b). However, in more recent work, Driemel & Kouneli (2022a) use
the morphological patterns in (220) - (221) to motivate the claim that le—even in its complemen-
tation use—is uniformly the lexical verb ‘say’. This uniformly verbal analysis captures the full
range of morphological patterns seen in (220) - (221) via standard processes of verbal inflection.

However, as observed in Bossi (2023), there are systematic differences across instances of
complementation with le that pose challenges for the uniformly verbal analysis in Driemel &
Kouneli (2022a). First, the extensive inflection on le in (221) is only possible when it co-occurs
with a matrix speech predicate. While all instances of le allow prefixal marking, inflected forms
of le like those in (221) with imperfective aspect and suffixal marking are ungrammatical with
matrix predicates like keer ‘see’ (222) and pɑr ‘show’ (223), which do not involve speech. When
co-occurring alongside these matrix predicates, le can only bear prefixal marking, even if the
matrix verb shows imperfective aspect (222) or object marking (223).
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(222) I notice that you’re dancing, but I don’t say anything.
A-keer-e
1sg-see-ipfv

{ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-le

/ ko-le
3.sbjv-le

/ *ɑɑ-leelen
1sg.sbjv-le.ipfv

/ *ko-leelen}
3.sbjv-le.ipfv

i-tyen-i.
2sg-dance-ipfv

‘I see that you’re dancing.’
(223) We’re hiding under the bed in a game of hide-and-seek. We can’t speak—otherwise, the

seeker will find us—but I point to a pair of shoes under the bed.
Kɑ-ɑ-pɑr-u-iin
pst1-1sg-show-appl-2sg.O

{ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-le

/ ko-le
3.sbjv-le

/ *ɑɑ-leen-j-iin
1sg.sbjv-le-appl-2sg.O

/

*ko-leen-j-iin}
3.sbjv-le-appl-2sg.O

koo-mii
pst2-cop

kwoosiek
shoes

kɪtanda
bed

arɪt.
under

‘I showed you that there were shoes under the bed.’

Second, in its complementation use, le can only be modified by adverbs or PPs when it bears
extensive verbal inflection (e.g. suffixal marking) and co-occurs with a matrix speech predicate.
As seen in (224), the PP ɛɛn aragɛɛnɛɛt ‘with surprise’ can modify an inflected form of le in its
complementation use.

(224) Koo-i-mwɑ-w-ɑɑn
pst2-2sg-tell-appl-1sg.O

ii-leen-j-ɑɑn
2sg.sbjv-le-appl-1sg.O

ɛɛn
in

aragɛɛnɛɛt
surprise

kɔɔ-∅-al
pst2-3-buy

Kibeet
K.

tɛɛta.
cow

‘You told me with surprise that Kibet bought a cow.’

However, this same type of PP modification is impossible when le co-occurs with a matrix predi-
cate like ngen ‘know’ (225), which does not involve speech and is incompatible with imperfective
or object-marked forms of le. Note that this ungrammaticality is due to the placement of the PP
modifier and not the meaning of the sentence (226).

(225) *Koo-ɑ-nɑi
pst2-1sg-know

ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-le

ɛɛn
in

aragɛɛnɛɛt
surprise

kɔɔ-∅-chɔɔr
pst2-3-steal

Kibeet
K.

pɪasɪnɪɪk.
potatoes

Intended: ‘I knew with surprise that Kibet stole the potatoes.’
(226) Koo-ɑ-nɑi

pst2-1sg-know
ɛɛn
in

aragɛɛnɛɛt
surprise

ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-le

kɔɔ-∅-chɔɔr
pst2-3-steal

Kibeet
K.

pɪasɪnɪɪk.
potatoes

‘I knew with surprise that Kibet stole the potatoes.’

Given this split in le’s behavior, in Bossi (2023), I propose that le represents two distinct
syntactic atoms: in some cases, it is the lexical verb meaning ‘say’, but in others, it is a true com-
plementizer devoid of speech semantics and only linked to the verb ‘say’ diachronically. As an
attitude predicate (215) and in complementation structures with speech semantics where le can
bear extensive verbal inflection (221) and take PP modifiers (224), it is the lexical verb meaning
‘say’, following Driemel & Kouneli (2022a). On the other hand, when le occurs in complementa-
tion structures without speech semantics where extensive verbal inflection (222) - (223) and PP
modifiers (225) are impossible, it is a semantically-bleached complementizer. On this analysis, le
is restricted to only prefixal agreement when it is a complementizer. Given this restriction, exist-
ing accounts of upward-oriented complementizer agreement can extend to capture the Kipsigis
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pattern without requiring Agree to probe upwards (e.g. Diercks 2013; Carstens 2016). For more
details on this analysis, see Bossi (2023).

2.5.6.4 Embedded questions

Both polar questions and constituent questions can be embedded in Kipsigis. Embedded polar
questions are introduced by the complementizer koto (227) or ngot (228). These two elements
seem to be in free variation with no clear semantic difference between embedded questions with
koto and those with ngot.

(227) Koomɑche Kiproono konɑi koto kooiwee sʊgʊl ɑmut.
Koo-∅-mɑch-e
pst2-3-want-ipfv

Kiproono
K.

ko-nɑi
3.sbjv-know

koto
if

koo-i-wɑ-i
pst2-2sg-go.sg-lp

sʊgʊl
school

ɑmut.
yesterday

‘Kiprono wanted to know if you (sg) went to school yesterday.’
(228) Mɑɑ-ngen

neg.1sg-know
ngot
if

koo-i-pel-iis
pst2-3-win-ap

Kipchirchir
K.

ɛɛn
in

urerieet. 
game

‘I don’t know if Kipchirchir won the game.’

Unlike with matrix polar questions (§2.5.4.1), there is no clause-final epenthetic vowel or super
high tone in embedded polar questions (229).

(229) *Mɑɑ-ngen
neg.1sg-know

ngot
if

koo-i-pel-iis
pst2-3-win-ap

Kipchirchir
K.

ɛɛn
in

urerieet-í.́ 
game-Q

Intended: ‘I don’t know if Kipchirchir won the game.’

Embedded constituent questions use whichever embedding strategy the matrix verb requires
and display standard constituent question syntax (§2.5.4.2). For instance, the matrix verb ngen
‘know’ embeds an indicative clause with the element kole when the embedded clause is a declar-
ative (206). This same pattern is observed when the embedded clause is a question (230); a form
of kole is obligatory here, and the embedded question is in the indicative mood and shows the
typical word order found in Kipsigis constituent questions.

(230) Aɑ-ngen
1sg-know

*(ɑɑ-le)
1sg.sbjv-le

∅-ru-e
3-sleep-ipfv

ng’oo.
who

‘I know who’s sleeping.’

(231) - (234) offer additional examples of embedded constituent questions in Kipsigis. Note
that word orders in which the wh-word is immediately postverbal, as well as those where it
is clause-initial with a form of the relativizer are both possible, even in embedded questions.
Following the discussion in §2.5.5.1, I assume that questions like the one in (231) contain an
embedded pseudocleft.

(231) Aɑ-ngen
1sg-know

ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-le

ng’oo
who

ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅-keer
pst2-3-see

Kiproono. 
K.

‘I know who Kiprono saw.’
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(232) Ii-ngen
2sg-know

ii-le
2sg.sbjv-le

∅-ɑm-e
3-eat-ipfv

nee
what

Kipchirchir.
K.

‘You (sg) know what Kipchirchir is eating.’
(233) Aɑ-ngen

1sg-know
ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-le

koo-∅-ip-tɑ
pst2-3-win-it

ɑno
where

Kipchirchir
K.

urerieet.
game

‘I know how Kipchirchir won the game.’
(234) Oo-ngen

2pl-know
oo-le
2pl.sbjv-le

kɔɔ-∅-chap
pst2-3-make

ɑu
when

Kipchirchir
K.

kɛɛgɪɪt.
cake

‘You (pl) know when Kipchirchir made the cake.’

2.5.7 Modal verbs

Kipsigis has a large inventory of modal verbs, which are summarized in Table 2.16 and classified
in terms of modal flavor and force. Modal flavor describes the basis that the speaker is making
their claim on—for instance, what the speaker knows about the world, or what the law or other
authority says. Modal force describes the strength of the modal claim: whether the world must
be a particular way or simply could be a particular way. Some Kipsigis modal verbs are borrowed
from Swahili, which is notated in Table 2.16 using italics.

Modal force
Modal flavor Necessity Possibility

Epistemic lazɪma, nyɑɑlu, rɑisi rɑisi, toot
Circumstantial yɑɑche toot

Deontic lazɪma, nyɑɑlu toot

Table 2.16: Modal verbs in Kipsigis

Syntactically, Kipsigis modal verbs differ from other verbs because they do not inflect for
tense (235), and they do not display subject agreement (236).

(235) *Koo-rɑisi
pst2-mod

ko
3.sbjv

kaɪtɪt
cold

ɑmut.
yesterday

Intended: ‘It might have been cold yesterday.’
(236) Eɛn

in
Kɛnya
K.

ko
top

mwɑ-e
say-ipfv

ng’otuutiik
laws

kole
C

lazɪma
mod

ɪɪ-laach
2sg.sbjv-wear

ɛlmɛtɪt
helmet

yɑn
when

ii-keet-e
2sg.sbjv-ride-ipfv

pikipiki.
motorcycle

‘In Kenya, the law states that you (sg)must wear a helmetwhen you (sg) ride amotorcycle.’

Yet like other verbs, they are compatible with negation (237) and display aspect marking in some
cases (238). However, this aspect marking is invariant and does not appear on every modal verb;
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for instance, yɑɑche and nyɑɑlu plausibly contain the imperfective aspect suffixes -e and -u, re-
spectively, while toot does not contain any aspectual morphology.

(237) a. Mɑ-rɑisi
neg-mod

ko
3.sbjv

kaɪtɪt
cold

ra.
today

‘It might not be cold today.’
b. Ma-lazɪma

neg-mod
ko
3.sbjv

kaɪtɪt
cold

ra.
today

‘It’s not necessarily cold today.’
(238) Yɑɑch-e

mod-ipfv
ɑ-riony.
1sg.sbjv-sneeze

‘I have to sneeze.’

Finally, Kipsigis modal verbs embed Type II subjunctive clauses, as evidenced by the subjunctive
agreement prefixes in the clauses embedded under the modal verbs in (236) - (238).

The rest of this section provides examples of each of the modal verbs in Table 2.16. First, the
sentences in (239) - (240) show the use of lazɪma, nyɑlu, and rɑisi to indicate epistemic necessity.
Here, the contexts establish that, according to what the speaker knows, it must be the case that
the world is a particular way: in (239), that the ballmust be in Box 3, and in (240), that Kipchirchir
must be at Chepchirchir’s house.

(239) The math teacher tells you that the ball is in one of three boxes. You look into Box 1 and
Box 2 and discover that it’s not in either of those boxes. [epistemic necessity]
a. Lazɪma

mod
ko-miit-een
3.sbjv-cop-in

mbireet
ball

pogisit
box

nʊmba
number

somok.
three

‘The ball must be in Box 3.’
b. Nyɑɑl-u

mod-ipfv
ko-miit-een
3.sbjv-cop-in

mbiret
ball

pogisit
box

nʊmba
number

somok.
three

‘The ball must be in Box 3.’
c. Rɑisi

mod
ko-miit-een
3.sbjv-cop-in

mbiret
ball

pogisit
box

nʊmba
number

somok.
three

‘The ball must be in Box 3.’
(240) Kipchirchir has coffee at Chepchirchir’s house everyday. Even if he’s sick, he doesn’t miss

a day! It’s not obligatory for Kipchirchir; he just goes for coffee there all the time. It’s
coffee time now, so: [epistemic necessity]
a. Lazɪma

mod
ko-mii
3.sbjv-cop

Kipchirchir
K.

kɑɑt-aap
house-of

Chepchirchir.
C.

‘Kipchirchir must be at Chepchirchir’s house.’
b. Nyɑɑl-u

mod-ipfv
ko-mii
3.sbjv-cop

Kipchirchir
K.

kɑɑt-aap
house-of

Chepchirchir.
C.

‘Kipchirchir must be at Chepchirchir’s house.’
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c. Rɑisi
mod

ko-mii
3.sbjv-cop

Kipchirchir
K.

kɑɑt-aap
house-of

Chepchirchir.
C.

‘Kipchirchir must be at Chepchirchir’s house.’

While lazɪma, nyɑɑlu, and rɑisi are interchangeable in most epistemic necessity contexts,
there are cases where nyɑɑlu is infelicitous, even though lazɪma and rɑisi are acceptable. In
(241), for instance, the doctor concludes that their patient’s headache must be due to stress, since
no tests are giving positive results. However, speakers find nyɑɑlu inappropriate here because
the doctor’s conclusion is not sufficiently motivated; as they put it, nyɑɑlu “comes with the ex-
pectation of surety” and the context in (241) does not establish enough certainty.

(241) You have a headache that won’t go away, so you go to the doctor. All the tests show
negative. So the doctor concludes that: [epistemic necessity]
a. Lazɪma

mod
ko-yɑb-u
3.sbjv-come-ven

kɑbuɑtuutik.
stress

‘It must be from stress.’
b. #Nyɑɑl-u

mod-ipfv
ko-yɑb-u
3.sbjv-come-ven

kɑbuɑtuutik.
stress

‘It must be from stress.’
c. Rɑisi

mod
ko-yɑb-u
3.sbjv-come-ven

kɑbuɑtuutik.
stress

‘It must be from stress.’

Epistemic possibility—rather than necessity—is found in (242). Here, according to what the
speaker knows, it is possible that Cherono will go to Nairobi, but it is not certain that this will
happen. In this type of context, both toot and rɑisi are acceptable.

(242) Cherono’s parents told her that she isn’t allowed to go to see her friend in Nairobi because
it’s too far away. You heard that Cherono is leaving Bomet next week, but you don’t know
where she’s going. Cherono is a daring type of person who usually does things that she
isn’t permitted to do. You think: [epistemic possibility]
a. Toot

mod
ko-wɑ
3.sbjv-go.sg

Cheerono
C.

Nɑirobi.
N.

‘Cherono might go to Nairobi.’
b. Rɑisi

mod
ko-wɑ
3.sbjv-go.sg

Cheerono
C.

Nɑirobi.
N.

‘Cherono might go to Nairobi.’

Additionally, an inflected form of the verb le ‘say’ can take on a modal function in epistemic
possibility contexts. While the modal verb rɑisi is acceptable in (243), the first person present
imperfective form of the verb le ‘say’ is also felicitous. As with standard cases of embedding
under le, le agrees with the subject, inflects for aspect, and takes an indicative complement clause.
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(243) You’re playing hide-and-seek with Kipkoech. He’s allowed to hide in the kitchen, living
room, or bedroom. You haven’t started looking for him yet, but you know that he might
be in any one of those three rooms. [epistemic possibility]
a. Rɑisi

mod
ko-miit-een
3.sbjv-cop-in

Kɪpkɔɛch
K.

chigeet.
kitchen

‘Kipkoech might be in the kitchen.’
b. A-leen

1sg-say.ipfv
miit-een
cop-in

Kɪpkɔɛch
K.

chigeet.
kitchen

‘Kipkoech might be in the kitchen.’
(Lit: ‘I’m saying that Kipkoech is in the kitchen.’)

It is also worth highlighting that the modal verb rɑisi displays what is called “force flexibility”
(Matthewson et al. 2007; Rullmann et al. 2008; Davis et al. 2009): it is compatible with epistemic
necessity and possibility claims, as seen in (239) - (243). A further example of this modal force
flexibility is provided in (244). Here, themodal statement with rɑisi is compatible with the speaker
knowing that it must have been Ed who arrived (epistemic necessity) or that it might have been
Ed who arrived (epistemic possibility).

(244) Rɑisi
mod

Ed
E.

ne
Rel.sg

kɑ-∅-it.
pst1-3-arrive

‘It might/must be Ed who just arrived.’
a. ✓ You have one housemate named Ed. He’s the only other person with keys to your

apartment. You hear someone open the door using a set of keys, so you conclude that
it must be your housemate Ed getting home. [epistemic necessity]

b. ✓ You have two housemates: Ed and Kyalo. They’re the only other people with keys to
your apartment. You hear someone open the door using a set of keys, so you conclude
that it might be Ed getting home. [epistemic possibility]

This type of modal force flexibility is thought to be rare cross-linguistically and is most widely
documented in indigenous languages of the Americas (Matthewson et al. 2007; Rullmann et al.
2008; Davis et al. 2009 for St’át’imcets, Peterson 2010; Matthewson 2016 for Gitksan, Bochnak
2015 for Washo, Deal 2011 for Nez Perce, Menzies 2013 for Nsyilxcen, Jeretič 2021 for Ecuadorian
Siona). However, recent work by Newkirk (2022) describes and analyzes force flexible epistemic
modals in the Bantu language Kinande. Alongside the Kipsigis facts here, this suggests that modal
force flexibility is perhaps more widespread than assumed.

Circumstantial modals are used when physical circumstances make it such that the world
must or might be a particular way. (245) illustrates circumstantial necessity: because the speaker
has been stuck on the bus, they are now in the position of needing to use the bathroom. Circum-
stantial necessity is typically conveyed in Kipsigis using the modal verb yɑɑche (245a). However,
it is also possible to use a first person present imperfective form of the verb mɑch ‘want’ in these
contexts (245b). As with standard cases of embedding under mɑch, mɑch agrees with the subject,
inflects for aspect, and takes a subjunctive complement clause.
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(245) You’re on the bus to Nairobi. You haven’t had a chance to go to the toilet for 6 hours, and
your bladder is full. You say: [circumstantial necessity]
a. Yɑɑch-e

mod-ipfv
a-yaɪ
1sg.sbjv-make

peek
water

nɪa.
so.much

‘I have to pee so badly.’
b. A-mɑch-e

1sg-want-ipfv
aa-yaɪ
1sg.sbjv-make

peek
water

nɪa.
so.much

‘I have to pee so badly.’
(Lit: ‘I want to pee so badly.’)

(246) illustrates circumstantial possibility. Here, the physical environment makes it possible
for sunflowers to grow in the area. As with epistemic possibility contexts, these situations use
the modal verb toot.

(246) Claire visited Bomet. She noticed that the climate and many of the plants are similar to
places she visited in Tanzania; the temperature is the same, the rainfall is the same, the
types of rocks and the soil are the same. But when she looked around, she didn’t find any
sunflowers anywhere, which she saw all over Tanzania. But because the temperature,
rainfall, and soil are the same, she thinks that: [circumstantial possibility]
Toot
mod

ko-rut
3.sbjv-grow

maʊwɛɛk
flowers

ɛɛn
in

yu.
here

‘Sunflowers could grow here.’

Finally, deontic modals are used to express what is required or allowed according to the law or
some other authority. The modal verbs nyɑɑlu and lazɪma are used to express deontic necessity,
as seen in (247). Here, the context establishes that, according to the rules of the hospital, visitors
must leave by a particular time.

(247) You’re going to visit your friend in the hospital. When you enter the hospital, you stop
at the information desk to inquire what room your friend is in. But the woman at the
information desk tells you that you can’t visit your friend now because it’s already 8pm!
She says, “I’m sorry, the hospital regulations say that…”: [deontic necessity]
a. Nyɑɑl-u

mod-ipfv
ko-bɑ
3.sbjv-go.pl

tɑyeek
visitors

ye
when

kɑ-∅-it
pst1-3-arrive

saɪt
time

taman
ten

ak
and

ɑeeng’.
two

‘Visitors must leave by 6pm.’
b. Lazɪma

mod
ko-bɑ
3.sbjv-go.pl

tɑyeek
visitors

ye
when

kɑ-∅-it
pst1-3-arrive

saɪt
time

taman
ten

ak
and

oeeng’.
two

‘Visitors must leave by 6pm.’

Deontic possibility, on the other hand, is seen in (248) - (249) with themodal verb toot. In these
contexts, the rules of the hotel or the authority of the speaker on who stays with them makes
it possible for the world to be a particular way. In this way, toot is an underspecified possibility
modal that is compatible with the three modal flavors in Table 2.16.
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(248) We’re at a hotel that only allows guests over 18 years old. Kiplangat is 24 years old. He
doesn’t have to stay at the hotel, but he can if he wants to. [deontic possibility]
Toot
mod

ko-pur
3.sbjv-stay

Kɪplang’at.
K.

‘Kiplangat may stay.’
(249) You’re making plans for tomorrow night to get together with your friend and potentially

stay at their house. Your friend says: [deontic possibility]
Toot
mod

ii-pur
2sg.sbjv-stay

lang’atʊʊnɪ
overnight

anan
or

(toot)
mod

ii-wɑ-i
2sg.sbjv-go.sg-lp

kaa.
home

‘You (sg) can stay overnight or you (sg) can go home.’

2.6 Summary
In this chapter, I have outlined several key properties of Kipsigis grammar with a focus on the
morphosyntax and semantics of the language. While there are many aspects of Kipsigis grammar
that warrant further exploration and description, it is my hope that this grammar sketch lays the
foundation for future research in these areas. In addition, the information provided in this chapter
offers important background and context for the remaining chapters of this dissertation, which
address epistemic modality in two different syntactic domains in Kipsigis—namely, in nominals
and in biased attitude reports.
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Chapter 3

Higher order ignorance in Kipsigis epistemic
indefinites

3.1 Introduction
Epistemic indefinites are indefinite pronouns or determiners that convey speaker ignorance with
respect to the witness to the indefinite. For instance, the Spanish sentence in (250a) expresses
an existential claim: ∃x[x is a student in the linguistics department & María married x]. Use
of algún additionally indicates that the speaker does not know which linguistics student María
married—in contrast to the basic Spanish indefinite un (250b), which triggers no such inference.

(250) Spanish (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010:ex. 1, 3)
a. María

M.
se
se

casó
married

con
with

algún
algun

estudiante
student

del
of.the

departamento
department

de
of

lingüística.
linguistics

‘María married a linguistics student.’
b. María

M.
se
se

casó
married

con
with

un
un

estudiante
student

del
of.the

departamento
department

de
of

lingüística.
linguistics

‘María married a linguistics student.’

A wide range of epistemic indefinites across languages are discussed in the literature, in-
cluding: German irgendein (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002), Italian un qualsiasi (Aloni & van Rooij
2004; Chierchia 2006) and un qualche (Zamparelli 2007), French quelque and un quelconque (Jayez
& Tovena 2006, 2007), the Russian to series (Geist & Onea 2007; Kagan 2011), Romanian vreun
(Farkas 2002; Fălăuş 2014), the Japanese -ka series (Alonso-Ovalle & Shimoyama 2014), the Czech
-si series (Šimík 2015), the Tiwa -pha and -khi series (Dawson 2018, 2020), and Akan bi (Owusu
2019). While these epistemic indefinites all convey some form of ignorance, their empirical pro-
files differ on a number of dimensions and a range of analyses have been put forth to capture
these unique behaviors.

One such parameter of cross-linguistic variation concerns the type of ignorance effects trig-
gered by these different epistemic indefinites. First order ignorance, like that seen in (250a) with
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Spanish algún, conveys that the speaker does not know which individual witnesses the indefi-
nite. Higher order ignorance, on the other hand, conveys that the speaker is ignorant about some
relevant property of the witness to the indefinite, even if they know exactly which individual it
is. An example of this type of higher order ignorance can be seen with the -khi indefinite in (251)
from Tiwa (Tibeto-Burman; India).

(251) Tiwa (Dawson 2018:ex. 36)
Ang
1sg

shar-khí
who-Khi

India-ne
India-gen

PM-go
PM-acc

lak mán-a
meet-inf

lí-do.
go-ipfv

‘I’m going to meet some Indian Prime Minister.’

In contexts where (251) is appropriate, there is no question on the speaker’s part about who the
Indian Prime Minister is; they know that he is Narendra Modi. However, to felicitously utter
(251), the speaker must be ignorant about some contextually relevant property of this individual,
ranging from his hair color to what he is wearing to something else entirely.

Dawson (2020) suggests that these different types of ignorance correlate with other empirical
properties of the indefinites, like their scope profiles and, by extension, the semantic analyses
that they warrant. In particular, she correlates first order ignorance with scopal flexibility and
domain-widening semantics, and higher order ignorance with indefinites that display exceptional
wide scope and so warrant a choice functional analysis. Here, however, I draw on original field
data to show that epistemic indefinites in Kipsigis can convey higher order ignorance but do
not show exceptional wide scope. I also show that Kipsigis epistemic indefinites have properties
that pose challenges for both domain widening and choice functional analyses of such indefinites.
This constellation of facts calls into question the proposed link between ignorance type and scope
from Dawson (2020).

Instead, I offer a new account for Kipsigis, according to which the epistemic indefinite in-
troduces basic existential quantification and only triggers ignorance effects due to competition
with another type of Kipsigis nominal, which is a choice functional indefinite that conveys some
amount of speaker knowledge. In doing so, I propose a re-framing of the correlation between
ignorance type and scope in Dawson (2020): namely that, if an epistemic indefinite displays ex-
ceptional wide scope, then pragmatically derived ignorance must be higher order. Additionally,
I suggest that epistemic effects—both ignorance and knowledge—might offer an additional tool
for diagnosing whether there is existential closure of a choice function variable, thus adding to a
discussion of this issue in Kratzer (1998) and Matthewson (1999).

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. §3.2 overviews the Kipsigis nominal
inventory. Then, in §3.3, I characterize the ignorance effects seen with Kipsigis epistemic indef-
inites. In §3.4, I provide evidence that these ignorance effects are pragmatically derived. §3.5
describes the semantic properties of Kipsigis epistemic indefinites and compares the predictions
of existing accounts to the Kipsigis pattern. §3.6 explores the interpretation of Kipsigis nouns
with a so-called “secondary suffix”, which I argue to be the relevant competitor to epistemic in-
definites in the language. I propose that these forms introduce a free choice function variable
that is contextually resolved. Against this backdrop, I offer a new analysis for Kipsigis epistemic
indefinites in §3.7, according to which they are basic existential quantifiers and ignorance effects
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arise pragmatically due to competition with these choice functional Kipsigis nouns. In §3.8, I
discuss the cross-linguistic typology of epistemic indefinites and highlight some key parameters
of variation in their behavior and analysis. §3.9 concludes.

3.2 The Kipsigis nominal inventory
To understand how epistemic indefinites fit into the Kipsigis nominal inventory, it is important
to recall some key properties of Kipsigis and its nominal inventory from Chapter 2 §2.3.1 - 2.3.3.
Kipsigis has been described as a bare noun language (Kouneli 2019) because nouns can have both
indefinite (252) and definite interpretations (253) without the need for articles.1 In the following
mini-discourse, the nouns kɑɑneetiindet ‘teacher’, laakwɛɛt ‘child’, and ng’ooktɑ ‘dog’ in (252) are
all indefinites that introduce new discourse referents. In (253), these same nouns act as anaphoric
definites, referring back to the referents introduced in the previous sentence.

(252) ∅-Soomɑn-chiin
3-read-appl.ipfv

kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

laakwɛɛt
child

kɪtabʊʊt
book

agɔbɔ
about

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘A teacher is reading a book about a dog to a child.’
(253) ∅-Tep-een

3-ask-inst
laakwɛɛt
child

kɑɑneetiindet
teacher

kole
C

tyan
how.much

oo
big

ng’ooktɑ.
dog

‘The child asks the teacher how big the dog is.’

Despite lacking overt articles, Kipsigis nouns are morphologically complex and fall into three
number-based noun classes, as described in Chapter 2 §2.3.1 from Kouneli (2019, 2021). Kipsigis
nouns contain a root followed by a number suffix (depending on the noun’s class and plurality),
then a thematic vowel, then a secondary suffix (254). Nouns do not necessarily contain all of these
morphemes—in particular, not all nouns contain a thematic vowel or a number morpheme—but
when they co-occur, they surface in the order listed above and seen in (254).

(254) sigis-yɑɑn-tɑ-it
sock-sg-th-sec

→ sìgìsyɑ́ɑt

‘sock’
(Kouneli 2021:ex. 5c)

In light of this morphological complexity, Kouneli (2019, 2021) proposes that Kipsigis nouns
have the structure in (255). Number morphology like singulative -yɑɑn in (254) is realized in
Num, while the secondary suffix is realized in D.

1This is a slight simplification of the empirical pattern; noun interpretation in Kipsigis is restricted in a way
reminiscent of the pattern seen in other bare noun languages (e.g. Dayal 2004; Deal & Nee 2018), though it is not
exactly the same. In particular, existential interpretations are more widely available in Kipsigis than in other bare
noun languages. See §3.6 and Chapter 2 §2.3.2 for more discussion.
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(255) Kipsigis noun structure (Kouneli 2021:24)

DP

D
sec

NumP

Num
sg/pl

nP

n root

In this way, while nouns like those in (252) - (254) have been described as bare nouns, I refer
to them as “nouns with a secondary suffix” here, since they are not syntactically bare in the
canonical sense, as first discussed in Chapter 2 §2.3.1.

In addition to these noun forms, recall from Chapter 2 §2.3.3 that the suffix -yan can replace
a noun’s secondary suffix to form a dedicated indefinite, as in the b. examples in (256) - (257).
While speakers translate nouns with a secondary suffix as ‘the N’ or ‘a N’ depending on the
context, forms with -yan are consistently translated as ‘some N’, which hints at their function as
indefinites that signal some kind of speaker ignorance.

(256) a. kar-ɪ-ɪt
car-th-sec

→ kàrɪɪ́t

‘the/a car’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 5c)

b. kar-ɪ-yan
car-th-yan
‘some car’

(257) a. laak-wa-ɪt
child-th-sec

→ làakwɛɛ́t

‘the/a child’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 5b)

b. laak-wa-yan
child-th-yan
‘some child’

Before turning to the interpretation of -yan forms, it is important to recall that not all nouns
can take the -yan suffix, as described in Chapter 2 §2.3.3. First, only singular nouns have -yan
forms.2 All nouns with -yan are interpreted as singular, and it is impossible for -yan to replace
the secondary suffix on a plural noun. This restriction can be seen in (258), where -yan cannot
surface alongside the plural morpheme -oy; instead, it must surface after the thematic vowel in
the singular form, as seen in (257b).

(258) a. laak-oy-ɪk
child-pl-sec

→ lɑ̀ɑ̀góók

‘children’ (Kouneli 2019:ex. 12b)

b. * laak-oy-yan
child-pl-yan
Intended: ‘some children’

Second, the set of nouns that -yan attaches to is lexically restricted (see (53) in Chapter 2
§2.3.3 for a list of all -yan forms that I have found in Kipsigis so far). As a result, the diagnostics

2See §3.7.1 for some discussion of the source of this restriction. In particular, I suggest that indefinite -yan arose
historically from singulative -yaan, which aligns nicely with the fact that -yan attaches only to singular nouns.
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described in this chapter cannot be applied to every nominal in the language; the examples here
make use of a relatively small set of nouns, but the reported patterns are found with other -yan
forms. Importantly, as shown in Chapter 2 §2.3.3, the addition of -yan applies to both native
Kipsigis words as well as borrowings, which speaks to its synchronic productivity. Likewise, -
yan forms crosscut Kipsigis noun classes, applying to nouns from all number-based noun classes,
as seen in Chapter 2 §2.3.3. In this way, -yan’s distribution suggests that it is synchronically
productive and acts independently of the Kipsigis noun class system.

3.3 Characterizing the ignorance effects triggered by -yan
With this background in mind, this section justifies the claim that -yan forms are epistemic in-
definites that signal speaker ignorance—both first order and higher order ignorance. First, it is
infelicitous for a speaker to follow a -yan form with explicit identification of the witness to the
indefinite (259); in using the -yan form, the speaker conveys ignorance.

(259) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek—Kibet is the seeker and Chepkoech could
be hiding in any room in the house. Kibet says:
∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

#Miit-een
cop-in

chigeet.
kitchen

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room. #She’s in the kitchen.’
(contexted adapted from Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010)

In this respect, Kipsigis -yan forms pattern with other epistemic indefinites across languages, like
Spanish algún (260) and Tiwa -khí (261).

(260) Spanish (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010:ex. 2)
María
M.

se
se

casó
married

con
with

algún
algun

estudiante
student

del
of.the

departamento
department

de
of

lingüística:
linguistics

#en concreto
namely

con
with

Pedro.
P.

‘María married a linguistics student, #namely Pedro.’
(261) Tiwa (Dawson 2018:ex. 2)

Shar-khí
who-Khi

phi-dom.
come-pst

#Pe-do
3sg-top

Mukton.
M.

‘Someone came. #Namely, Mukton.’

Second, it is infelicitous to ask for identification of the witness to the indefinite in subsequent
discourse after use of a -yan form. It is unnatural for a speaker to ask (262b) as a truly information-
seeking question; if they do ask this question, speakers report that they should expect the answer
mɑɑngen ‘I don’t know’.

(262) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek—Kibet is the seeker and Chepkoech could
be hiding in any room in the house. Kibet says a. and his interlocutor asks b.
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a. ∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room.’
b. # Ainon?

which
‘Which one?’
(context adapted from Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010)

Here -yan forms contrast with Kipsigis nouns with a secondary suffix; in these contexts, inter-
locutors can ask about the witness to the indefinite in subsequent discourse without any infelicity
(263b).

(263) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek—Kibeet is the seeker and Chepkoech
could be hiding in any room in the house. Kibet says a. and his interlocutor asks b.
a. ∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ

3-hide-ipfv-Refl
Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-ɪt.
room-th-sec

‘Chepkoech is hiding in a room.’
b. Ainon?

which
‘Which one?’

As before, this pattern parallels that found with other epistemic indefinites; (264) - (265) provide
examples of the question-and-answer diagnostic for Spanish algún and un, respectively.

(264) Spanish (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010: ex. 8)
a. Juan

J.
tiene
has

que
to

estar
be

en
in

alguna
algun

habitación
room

de
of

la
the

casa.
house

‘Juan must be in a room of the house.’
b. #¿En

in
cuál?
which

‘In which one?’
(265) Spanish (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010: ex. 10)

a. Juan
J.

tiene
has

que
to

estar
be

en
in

una
una

habitación
room

de
of

la
the

casa.
house

‘Juan must be in a room of the house.’
b. ¿En

in
cuál?
which

‘In which one?’

Last, -yan forms are unnatural when it is assumed that the speaker should not be ignorant
about the witness to the indefinite or their salient properties. This effect is particularly clear
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in sentences with past tense verbs like tun ‘marry’ and first person subjects, given the assump-
tion that the speaker should be quite familiar with their spouse. In these cases, -yan forms are
infelicitous, since they convey ignorance (266).

(266) # Kii-ɑ-tun
pst3-1sg-marry

kɑɑneet-iin-dɑ-yɑn.
teacher-sg-th-yan

‘I married some teacher.’

However, changing the person value of the subject (267) or swapping the -yan form for a noun
with a secondary suffix (268) renders the sentence felicitous. This is because it is perfectly rea-
sonable for the speaker to be ignorant about someone else’s spouse, as in (267), or there simply
are no more ignorance effects because there is no -yan form, as in (268).

(267) Kii-∅-tun
pst3-3-marry

Kiproono
K.

kɑɑneet-iin-dɑ-yɑn.
teacher-sg-th-yan

‘Kiprono married some teacher.’
(268) Kii-ɑ-tun

pst3-1sg-marry
kɑɑneet-iin-dɑ-it
teacher-sg-th-sec

(kɑɑneetiindet).

‘I married a teacher.’

In this way, Kipsigis -yan forms can be diagnosed as epistemic indefinites that signal speaker
ignorance. Notably, though, these forms can convey both first order and higher order ignorance,
meaning that a speaker can use a -yan form when they are ignorant about either: 1) the individ-
ual who witnesses the existential claim (269a), or 2) some salient property of the witness to the
existential claim (269b). Use of the -yan form is only ruled out when the speaker can identify the
witness and knows its salient properties (269c).

(269) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek—Kibet is the seeker and Chepkoech is
hiding. Kibet says to his babysitter:
∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room.’
(context adapted from Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010)
a. ✓ Kibet knows that Chepkoech is in the house, but he doesn’t knowwhich room she’s

in, so he can’t find her.
b. ✓ Kibet knows that Chepkoech is in the living room, but he doesn’t know where in

the house the living room is, so he can’t find her.
c. # Kibet cheated, so he knows that Chepkoech is in the living room. He also knows

where in the house the living room is, so he can find her.

Another example illustrating this higher order ignorance is found in (270). In this context, the
speaker knows who witnesses the indefinite choorwɑyɑn ‘friend’ but is ignorant about what they
are wearing, which is a key property that would enable them to find their friend in the crowded
restaurant.
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(270) I’m looking for my good friend in a crowded restaurant. I know exactly which friend I’m
looking for, but I don’t know what they’re wearing today, so it’s hard to find them in the
restaurant. I say:
a. A-cheeng’-e

1sg-search-ipfv
choor-wɑ-yɑn…
friend-th-yan

‘I’m looking for a friend…’
b. lɑkini

but
tomɑ-nyoor-u
not.yet.1sg-find-ipfv

ngamʊn
because

mɑɑ-ngen
neg.1sg-know

kiy
thing

ne
Rel.sg

i-lɑɑch-e.
3-wear-ipfv

‘but I can’t find them because I don’t know what they’re wearing.’
(context adapted from Dawson 2018)

In conveying both first order and higher order ignorance, Kipsigis -yan forms pattern with
epistemic indefinites like Tiwa -khí indefinites, but they differ from other epistemic indefinites
like those with Spanish algún. In particular, Tiwa -khí indefinites are compatible with higher
order ignorance; in (271), the speaker knows that the Indian Prime Minister is Narendra Modi
but is ignorant about at least one other salient property of this individual. On the other hand,
indefinites with Spanish algún cannot generally convey higher order ignorance; in (272), the in-
definite with algún is infelicitous, even though the speaker is ignorant about at least one property
of the unknown professor dancing on the table.

(271) Tiwa (Dawson 2018:ex. 36)
Ang
1sg

shar-khí
who-Khi

India-ne
India-gen

PM-go
PM-acc

lak mán-a
meet-inf

lí-do.
go-ipfv

‘I’m going to meet some Indian Prime Minister.’
(272) Spanish (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2017:ex. 4b)

L. and P. are visiting the Math department.They don’t know anything about the people
working there, and they haven’t seen any of them before. They suddenly see an individual,
who can be inferred to be a professor, frantically dancing on his desk.
# ¡Mira!
look

¡Algún
algun

profesor
professor

está
is

bailando
dancing

encima
on

de
of

la
the

mesa!
table

‘Look! Some professor is dancing on the table!’

Taken together, the data presented in this section show that Kipsigis -yan forms are epistemic
indefinites that can convey both first order and higher order ignorance. The following section
addresses whether these ignorance effects are lexicalized in the -yan suffix itself or whether they
arise via pragmatic reasoning and competition with other Kipsigis nominals.

3.4 Ignorance effects are pragmatically derived
Existing analyses of epistemic indefinites fall into two main classes: those that lexicalize igno-
rance in the meaning of the epistemic indefinite (e.g. Giannakidou & Quer 2011; Aloni & Port
2015) and those that derive it pragmatically via competition between the epistemic indefinite
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and another type of nominal in the language (e.g. Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002; Alonso-Ovalle &
Menéndez-Benito 2010, 2013, 2017; Dawson 2018, 2020). In this section, I show that the ignorance
effects associated with -yan forms are pragmatically derived, since they show the hallmarks of
conversational implicature; in particular, they are reinforceable, cancellable with sufficient con-
textual support, and disappear in downward-entailing contexts.

First, speakers often follow a sentence containing a -yan form with an explicit statement of
ignorance, which indicates that the ignorance component is not part of the asserted content of
the -yan form. If ignorance were lexically encoded in the -yan suffix, the type of reinforcement
seen in (273) - (274) would be redundant, since it would simply repeat part of the asserted content
of the -yan form. By contrast, speakers note that, while the type of reinforcement in (273) - (274)
is not necessary to convey ignorance, it is not at all redundant and, therefore, does not repeating
part of the asserted content of -yan.

(273) Kɔɔ-∅-al
pst-3-buy

Kibeet
K.

kar-ɪ-yan
car-th-yan

ngandan
but

mɑɑ-ngen
neg.1sg-know

kole
C

ɑinon.
which

‘Kibet bought some car, but I don’t know which one.’
(274) Miit-een

cop-in
Kibeet
K.

ak
and

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan
room-th-yan

ngandan
but

mɑɑ-ngen
neg.1sg-know

kole
C

ɑinon.
which

‘Kibet and Chepkoech are in some room, but I don’t know which one.’

Second, the ignorance effects are cancellable, as long as there is sufficient contextual support
for this cancellation. As seen previously in (259), a speaker cannot follow use of a -yan form with
explicit identification of the witness without any established reason to do so. Instead, there must
be motivation for cancellation established in the discourse, in which case it is possible. In (275),
for instance, the speaker is explicitly witholding information to avoid helping Kibet cheat in the
game; in this context, cancellation of the ignorance effects is possible.

(275) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek. Kibet is trying to cheat and get infor-
mation from me, but I won’t help him. I say:
a. ∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ

3-hide-ipfv-Refl
Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room.’
b. Aɑ-ngen

1sg-know
ɑɑle
C

rʊʊm-ɪ-ɪt
room-th-sec

ɑinon
which

ngandan
but

mɑɑ-mwɑ-uun.
neg.1sg-say-2sg.IO

‘I know which one, but I won’t tell you.’

This behavior suggests a pragmatic derivation of ignorance effects in Kipsigis because, if igno-
rance were lexicalized, cancellation would lead to a contradiction, rather than simply constituting
a marked discourse move that requires contextual justification.

In this way, cancellation of the ignorance effects triggered by -yan is possible, although it
requires contextual support. Aloni & Port (2015) cite this sort of requirement as evidence against
a pragmatic derivation of these kinds of ignorance effects, since without sufficient context, it can
seem as though these ignorance effects are not cancellable at all. Yet in general, cancellation of
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an implicature constitutes a marked discourse move that is only appropriate in certain discourse
configurations (see e.g. Mayol & Castroviejo 2013; Rett 2020). As a result, the fact that cancel-
lation of -yan’s ignorance effects must be sufficiently motivated is not particularly unusual. In
fact, epistemic indefinites with pragmatically derived ignorance effects in other languages show
a similar type of requirement. For instance, Tiwa -khi indefinites cannot be cancelled by sim-
ply adding ‘I know who’ after the statement with -khi; instead, the context must provide some
motivation for withholding information, as seen in (276).

(276) Tiwa (Dawson 2018:ex. 8)
There is a man who is constantly bothering the speaker, which includes always asking her
invasive questions about her recent activities.
Pakhál-khî
when-Khi

lí-dom.
go-pst

Ang
1sg

si-w
know-neut

pakhál,
when

thêbo
but

nága
2sg.dat

sóng
tell

os-ya.
aux-neg

‘I went sometime. I know when, but I won’t tell you.’

In this way, the Kipsigis pattern aligns with the broader cross-linguistic picture, in that cancel-
lation of the ignorance effects triggered by -yan is possible, but constitutes a marked—although
not contradictory—discourse move.

Third, the ignorance effects typically triggered by -yan forms disappear in downward-entailing
contexts; when the epistemic indefinite scopes under a conditional operator (277) or negation
(278), there is no epistemic effect. In these sentences, which contain -yan forms, there is no epis-
temic effect, and the -yan form is best translated with ‘any’ instead. In fact, as Dawson (2018:353)
points out, it is quite difficult to even imagine what ignorance effects would look like when the
indefinite is in a downward-entailing context (e.g. ‘it is not the case that Kibet swept any room,
but/and I don’t know which room he didn’t sweep’).

(277) Chepkoech and Kibet are playing hide-and-seek—Kibet is the seeker and Chepkoech is
hiding. I say:
Kot
if

ko-uny-e-kɛɛ
3.sbjv-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan
room-th-yan

ko-nyoor-u
3.sbjv-find-ven

Kibeet.
K.

‘If Chepkoech is hiding in any room, Kibet will find her.’
✓ Whichever room Chepkoech is hiding in, Kibet’s sure to find her. if > ∃

(278) You overhear yourmom complaining and ask your siblingwhy she’s so upset. Your sibling
replies:
Mɑ-i-buch
neg-3-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Kibet didn’t sweep any room’
✓ Kibet didn’t sweep any room. ¬ > ∃

This behavior speaks against an analysis in which ignorance is lexically encoded in Kipsigis, since
this type of ignorance would not be predicted to disappear in downward-entailing contexts, as it
is part of the form’s asserted content.3

3An exception to this claim is found in Aloni & Port (2015), where they are able to capture the disappearance of
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In light of the data presented here, I conclude that the ignorance effects triggered by -yan
forms are pragmatically derived via competition with other nominals in the language. However,
this observation raises two important questions. First, what other type of nominal competes with
Kipsigis -yan forms to derive the observed ignorance effects? And second, what are the semantics
of -yan forms and their competitor that give rise to the precise type of ignorance effects observed
in §3.3? In the following section, I describe the distribution of -yan in terms of its possible domains
of quantification and its scope, and then in §3.6, I compare this distribution with that of nouns
with a secondary suffix in Kipsigis. In doing so, I show that -yan forms are in competition with
these nouns. Based on their empirical properties, I suggest that -yan introduces basic existential
quantification, while nouns with a secondary suffix introduce free choice function variables that
are resolved via a contextually supplied assignment function. In §3.7, I flesh out these semantic
proposals and walk through the pragmatic reasoning that derives ignorance effects.

3.5 Semantic behavior of -yan forms
Existing pragmatic analyses of epistemic indefinites fall into two main classes: those that rely on
domain widening semantics for the epistemic indefinite (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002; Chierchia
2006; Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010, 2013, 2017; Dawson 2018, 2020) and those that
propose choice functional semantics for the epistemic indefinite (Yanovich 2005; Dawson 2018,
2020). Both of these types of accounts derive ignorance effects via competition between the
epistemic indefinite and other nominals in the language (i.e. plain indefinites).

These different analyses have also been invoked to capture the different kinds of ignorance
effects triggered by epistemic indefinites; in particular, Dawson (2018) links domain widening
semantics to first order ignorance, and choice functions to higher order ignorance. Notably, these
analyses alsomake different predictions about other behaviors of the epistemic indefinites beyond
the type of ignorance conveyed. This section outlines these predictions and shows that Kipsigis
-yan forms do not pattern neatly with either type of analysis, setting the stage for my novel
account in §3.7.

3.5.1 Domain widening analyses

Domain widening analyses of epistemic indefinites (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002; Chierchia 2006;
Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010, 2013, 2017; Dawson 2018) impose requirements on the
ignorance effects within the scope of negation, even though they argue that these effects are lexically encoded. On
their account, ignorance effects arise when the indefinite requires the witness to be identified in some non-standard
way (e.g. via description rather than naming). However, when an existential occurs in the scope of negation, no
question of identification arises; instead, they assume that indefinites can also trigger domain widening in these
contexts. In this way, indefinites serve a fundamentally different role under negation—widening the domain rather
than shifting how an individual is to be identified—which captures the disappearance of ignorance effects. Yet this
type of analysis raises questions about the connection between the two functions that epistemic indefinites can have
and does not fully capture the Kipsigis pattern, since the ignorance effects seen with -yan forms show multiple
hallmarks of conversational implicature.
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domain that the indefinite quantifies over, arguing that it must be expanded in some way. For
instance, Kratzer & Shimoyama (2002) claim that German irgendein shows Free Choice effects,
meaning that any individual that satisfies the indefinite’s restrictor must be a possible witness
for irgendein to be felicitous. These effects can be seen in (279), where irgendein is appropriate
if all doctors are possible marriage options (279a) but infelicitous if only a subset of doctors are
possible options (279b).4 In light of this pattern, Kratzer & Shimoyama argue that irgendein is a
maximal domain widener.

(279) German (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002:ex. 9)
Mary
M.

muss
has.to

irgend-einen
iRgend-a

Arzt
doctor

heiraten.
marry

‘Mary has to marry a doctor.’
a. ✓ There are lots of doctors in the world. Mary has to marry a doctor, and any doctor

is a permitted option.
b. # There are lots of doctors in the world. Mary has to marry one of two doctors—Dr.

Heintz or Dr. Dietz—and those are the only permitted options for her.

It is also possible for epistemic indefinites to place weaker requirements on their domain of
quantification. For example, Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito (2010) argue that Spanish algún
imposes an anti-singleton constraint on its domain of quantification: it must contain at least two
individuals, though it need not be maximal (280b). Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito dub this
weaker epistemic effect “modal variation” as opposed to Free Choice.

(280) Spanish (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010:ex. 14)
Juan
J.

tiene
has

que
to

estar
be

en
in

alguna
algun

habitación
room

de
of

la
the

casa.
house

‘Juan must be in a room of the house.’
a. ✓ Maria, Juan, and Pedro are playing hide-and-seek in their country house. Juan is

hiding. Maria and Pedro haven’t started looking for Juan yet. Pedro believes that Juan
isn’t hiding in the garden or in the barn: he’s sure that Juan’s inside the house. But as
far as Pedro knows, Juan could be in any room in the house.

b. ✓ Maria, Juan, and Pedro are playing hide-and-seek in their country house. Juan is
hiding. Maria and Pedro haven’t started looking for Juan yet. Pedro believes that
Juan isn’t hiding in the garden or in the barn: he’s sure that Juan’s inside the house.
Furthermore, Pedro’s sure that Juan isn’t in the bathroom or in the kitchen. As far
as he knows, Juan could be in any of the other rooms in the house.

These domain widening analyses make it straightforward to encode both Free choice effects
and cases of modal variation—depending on how much the domain is widened—and they nat-
urally derive first order ignorance. To see how this works, consider the denotation of Spanish

4This is a slight simplification of the empirical picture; German irgendein can trigger weaker epistemic effects in
some contexts (e.g. under epistemic rather than deontic modals). For more discussion, see Aloni & Port (2015).
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algún in (281). At its core, algún makes an existential claim. However, it comes with the presup-
position that the indefinite’s domain of quantification contains two or more individuals; this is
formalized in (281) as an anti-singleton requirement on f , a subset selection function that picks
out a subset of the individuals denoted by algún’s restrictor.

(281) JalgúnK = λf⟨et,et⟩.λP⟨e,t⟩.λQ⟨e,t⟩ : anti-singleton(f) . ∃x[f(P )(x) & Q(x)]
(Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010:ex. 54)

The anti-singleton constraint in (281) is only satisfied when the subset of individuals with prop-
erty P picked out by f contains more than one member.

On these accounts, ignorance effects arise as a quantity implicature due to a speaker’s choice
to use a domain widening indefinite over a plain indefinite (i.e. existential quantification with-
out an anti-singleton presupposition). Plain indefinites are compatible with singleton domains
of quantification, in a way that domain widening ones are not. Consequently, existential quan-
tification with a plain indefinite can make a stronger claim: there exists some individual x in
the singleton set {x} with properties P and Q. This contrasts with the necessarily weaker claim
made with a domain widening indefinite: there exists some individual x in the set {x, y, …} with
properties P and Q. When these forms are in competition, use of the domain widening indef-
inite leads to the inference that the speaker does not know which individual in the necessarily
non-singleton domain of quantification witnesses the existential claim; if the speaker knew this
information, then they would use the plain indefinite, which allows for a singleton domain of
quantification.

In this way, deriving first order ignorance is relatively straightforward on these accounts.
However, they rule out ignorance that is exclusively higher order. If one only considers individuals
in the world of evaluation (following Alonso-Ovalle &Menéndez-Benito 2010), the anti-singleton
constraint in (281) makes it impossible to derive higher order ignorance; the speaker cannot use
the domain widening indefinite if they know the witness to the indefinite but not one or more of
their salient properties. However, if one considers individuals across possible worlds, the non-
singleton set that the indefinite ranges over can consist of individuals whose identities remain
the same across possible worlds, but whose other salient properties differ. This makes space for
higher order ignorance.5 However, such an analysis also makes space for first order ignorance,
since it is also possible for the intensionalized non-singleton set to consist of individuals whose
identities and salient properties vary across possible worlds. In this way, higher order ignorance
is possible with a novel understanding of domain widening semantics, but there must be first
order ignorance too.

These analyses also predict that domain widening epistemic indefinites should be incompat-
ible with restrictors with singleton extensions (e.g. superlatives, inherently singular denoting
nouns). This prediction is welcome for Spanish algún, which cannot co-occur with a superlative
restrictor (282).

5In fact, see Bossi (2022) for an earlier analysis of Kipsigis -yan forms that takes this approach.
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(282) Spanish (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010:ex. 47)
# Juan
J.

compró
bought

algún
algun

libro
book

que
that

resultó
happened

ser
to.be

el
the

más
most

caro
expensive

de
in

la
the

librería.
bookstore

‘Juan bought a book that happened to be the most expensive one in the store.’

However, this prediction is incorrect for Kipsigis, where -yan can take a necessarily single-
ton, superlative restrictor (283) - (284).6 In these examples, the -yan form triggers higher order
ignorance—in (283) about the car’s make or model, and in (284) about where in the house the
relevant room is. In both of these cases, the speaker is missing some crucial piece of information
that prevents them from fully identifying the witness to the indefinite.

(283) I attended the auction where Linus bought the most expensive black car. I saw the car,
but I didn’t learn any more information about it like its make or model. I say:
Kɔɔ-∅-al
pst-3-buy

Lɪnas
L.

kar-ɪ-yan
car-th-yan

ne
Rel.sg

tʊʊɪ
black

ne
Rel.sg

koo-kɑli
pst-expensive

ɛɛn
in

tʊgʊl
all

ɛɛn
in

ɔkshɛn.
auction

‘Linus bought the most expensive black car at the auction.’
(284) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek—Kibet is the seeker and Chepkoech is

hiding. Kibet was told that Chepkoech is in the biggest room in the house. He knows that
the living room is typically biggest, so he thinks that Chepkoech must be there. But Kibet
has never been here before, so he doesn’t know where the living room is! He says:
∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan
room-th-yan

ne
Rel.sg

oo
big

ɛɛn
in

tʊgʊl.
all

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room that is the biggest of all.’

In this way, a key prediction of domain widening analyses—that epistemic indefinites of this
type should be incompatible with singleton domains of quantification—is not upheld in Kipsigis,
though it is in German and Spanish.

3.5.2 Choice functional analyses

Unlike domain widening accounts, choice functional analyses involve existential quantification
over choice functions (CFs) rather than over individuals directly (Reinhart 1997; Winter 1997;
Kratzer 1998; Matthewson 1999; Yanovich 2005; Dawson 2018, 2020). CFs are functions that take
in a set and return a member of that set. For instance, Dawson (2018) claims that Tiwa -khi
indefinites introduce a CF that ranges over the property denoted by their restrictor (285). A Tiwa
sentence with a -khi indefinite like that in (286a) has the LF in (286b).

(285) Jwh-khiK = λP.f (P ), where f is a CF (Dawson 2018:ex. 29)
6Kipsigis does not have a single, dedicated morphological strategy for creating superlatives. Instead, speakers

can use a paraphrase like those in (283) - (284), which literally translates to ‘N that is ADJ in all’. They can also use an
‘exceed’-type comparative, as in ‘N that is ADJ exceeds all’. Although I do not provide a detailed semantic analysis
of these constructions here, I assume that they are similar enough to a morphological superlative to illustrate the
point that -yan allows a singleton domain of quantification. Furthermore, both of these constructions represent very
common ways to express superlative meaning across languages (Bobaljik 2012).
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(286) Tiwa (Dawson 2018:ex. 37)
a. Shar-khí

who-Khi
phi-dom.
come-pst

‘Someone came.’
b. ∃f [CH(f) & came(f(human))]

When a speaker chooses to use this type of higher order quantification rather than quantifi-
cation over individuals, interlocutors reason that the speaker must be ignorant about how the
witness is to be selected or, more technically, what function uniquely picks out the correct indi-
vidual from the set that the CF ranges over. In this way, the choice functional account derives
first order and higher order ignorance in the same way; in cases of first order ignorance, the
relevant, unknown way of selecting a witness is via its name or identity, while in cases of higher
order ignorance, the relevant, unknown way of selecting a witness involves some other property.

Importantly, because the choice functional indefinite places no requirements on the domain
that it ranges over, it should be compatible with a singleton restrictor. This prediction meshes
nicely with the Kipsigis facts in (283) - (284) and is upheld in Tiwa as well, seen in (287) with the
inherently singular denoting noun India-ne PM ‘Indian Prime Minister’.

(287) Tiwa (Dawson 2018:ex. 36)
Ang
1sg

shar-khí
who-Khi

India-ne
India-gen

PM-go
PM-acc

lak mán-a
meet-inf

lí-do.
go-ipfv

‘I’m going to meet some Indian Prime Minister.’

However, many implementations of CFs predict that they should take exceptionalwide scope—
either because the CF variable is contextually resolved (Kratzer 1998)7 or because it is existentially
closedwide (Matthewson 1999). Tiwa -khi indefinites show this predicted exceptional wide scope;
forms with -khi must take wide scope, even out of islands, as seen in (288) with a conditional an-
tecedent.

(288) Tiwa (Dawson 2020:151)
Chidî
if

shar-khí
who-Khi

sister-go
sister-acc

lak mán-a
meet-inf

phi-gai-do,
come-cond-top

Saldi
S.

khúp
very

khâdu-gam.
happy-mod

‘If Saldi meets some nun, she would be very happy.’
a. # Saldi loves nuns. She always wants to talk to any nun she sees. She’s even thinking

of becoming one. Every time she sees any nun, she feels very happy. *if > ∃
b. ✓ There are several nuns that live in a convent nearby, and Saldi doesn’t like any of

them, except for one. She always likes to talk with that one sister. ∃ > if
∃f [CH(f) & meet(Saldi)(f(nun)) → happy(Saldi)]

Kipsigis -yan forms, however, can generally scope below or above operators like negation (289),
universal quantifiers (290), modals (291), and attitude verbs (292).

7On this approach, the indefinite is actually referential and so not a scope-taking element at all. Discussion of
scope is, then, somewhat imprecise here.
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(289) You overhear yourmom complaining and ask your siblingwhy she’s so upset. Your sibling
replies:
Mɑ-i-buch
neg-3-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Kibet didn’t sweep any/some room’
✓ Kibet didn’t sweep any room. ¬ > ∃
✓ Kibet forgot to sweep a particular, unknown room. ∃ > ¬

(290) ∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

laakwɛɛt
child

agɛ tʊgʊl
every

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Every child is hiding in a/some room.’
✓ Every child is hiding a different room. ∀ > ∃
✓ Every child is hiding in the same, unknown room. ∃ > ∀

(291) Nyɑɑl-u
mod-ipfv

ko-buuch
3.sbjv-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Kibet has to sweep any/some room.’
✓ Kibet has to sweep any room. □ > ∃
✓ There is a particular, unknown room that Kibet has to sweep. ∃ > □

(292) ∅-Mɑch-e
3-want-ipfv

ko-uny-e-kɛɛ
3.sbjv-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Chepkoech wants to hide in any/some room.’
✓ Chepkoech wants to hide in any room. want > ∃
✓ Chepkoech wants to hide in a particular, unknown room. ∃ > want

In fact, on some accounts, the exceptional wide scope seen with choice functional indefinites
is predicted to hold in additional contexts where indefinite scope is often otherwise restricted. For
instance, many indefinites like English a must scope below downward-entailing operators that
bind into their restrictor (Brasoveanu & Farkas 2011). This restriction is known as the “Binder-
Roof Constraint” and can be seen in (293) for English a. While a is usually scopally flexible, when
the downward-entailing operator no one binds a pronoun in the restrictor of the indefinite, it can
no longer scope above negation (293b).

(293) No onei sent a letter that theyi wrote.
a. ✓ Tim, Emily, Kyle, and Alex each wrote 2 letters, but no one sent any of their own

letters. no one > ∃
b. # Tim, Emily, Kyle, and Alex each wrote 2 letters. They all sent one of their letters, but

each person didn’t send the other one of their letters. *∃ > no one

Once again, this predicted exceptional wide scope is welcome for Tiwa -khi, which shows the
reverse of the English pattern (294); here, only the wide scope interpretation is available for the
-khi indefinite, even though the downward-entailing operator sharbo ‘no one’ binds a pronoun
in the indefinite’s restrictor.
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(294) Tiwa (Dawson 2020:173)
Sharboi
nobody

[pakhâ-khí
which-Khi

[RC othêi
Refl.gen

pre
buy

la-wa
aux-nmlz

] khugrí]
dog

-gô
-acc

marê
kill

ton-ya-m.
aux-neg-pst

‘Nobodyi killed a dog that hei bought.’
a. # Each person bought several dogs. A rabies outbreak meant that all the dogs had to

be killed. However, each person refused to kill their own dogs. *no one > ∃
b. ✓ Each person bought several dogs. Because of a rabies outbreak, each person killed

all of their dogs, except for one. ∃ > no one
∃f [CH(f) & ¬∃x[x killed f(dog that x bought)]]

Yet, as previously, this is a bad prediction for Kipsigis -yan, which patterns with English a in obey-
ing the Binder-Roof Constraint (295); here, only the narrow scope interpretation of the indefinite
is possible.

(295) Mɑ-∅-mɑch-e
neg-3-want-ipfv

chii
person

kɔ-al-da
3.sbjv-buy-it

[marɪɪnda-yan
dress-yan

[RC ne
Rel.sg

koo-∅i-nɑp-e]].
pst-3-sew-ipfv

‘No onei wants to sell any dress that theyi sewed.’
a. ✓ Chepkoech, Cherono, and Cheptoo all made many dresses. Each woman was plan-

ning to sell all the dresses that she made, but eventually each woman decided that she
didn’t want to sell any of her own products. no one > ∃

b. # Chepkoech, Cherono, and Cheptoo all made many dresses. Each woman was plan-
ning to sell all the dresses that she made, but eventually each woman decided to keep
one for herself. *∃ > no one

It is worth noting, however, that not all analyses of CFs make these scopal predictions. Scopal
flexibility is possible if existential closure of the CF is permitted at various points in the structure
(Reinhart 1997; Winter 1997; Yanovich 2005). Furthermore, the disappearance of this scopal flex-
ibility in Binder-Roof Constraint contexts like (293) - (295) can be captured through stipulations
that require existential closure of the CF below operators that bind into the choice functional
indefinite’s restrictor (Chierchia 2001; Schwarz 2001, 2011). Nevertheless, analyzing English a or
Kipsigis -yan as CFs introduces complications into the analysis—especially when all the predic-
tions of a choice functional account are upheld in Tiwa. For instance, as Dawson (2020) highlights,
there is no clear, independent motivation for the type of stipulation proposed by Chierchia (2001)
and Schwarz (2001, 2011), given that existential closure does not affect binding relationships. Fur-
thermore, this type of restriction would have to be language-specific, given that it seems to hold
in English and Kipsigis but not in Tiwa. This leads Dawson (2020) to conclude that data like Tiwa
(294) are the true hallmark of choice functional indefinites. If this is so, Kipsigis -yan forms do
not behave as expected for CFs.

Taken together, the data in this section show that the pattern seen with Kipsigis -yan does not
align with those seen in previous work, either in work supporting domain widening approaches
or in work supporting choice functional ones. Table 3.1 summarizes this state of affairs.
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Singleton domain? Scopal flexibility?
Domain widening no yes
Choice functions yes no (modulo stipulations)

Kipsigis -yan yes yes
Spanish algún no yes

Tiwa -khí yes no

Table 3.1: Kipsigis -yan vs. predictions of existing analyses and documented patterns

3.6 Nouns with a secondary suffix in Kipsigis
With this distribution of -yan forms in mind, here I outline the distribution of nouns with a
secondary suffix in Kipsigis and provide an analysis of them. In doing so, I show that -yan forms
and these other nouns are in competition in all of the contexts where use of the -yan form triggers
ignorance effects. This pattern suggests that competition between -yan forms and nouns with a
secondary suffix is the relevant instance of competition that derives the ignorance effects seen in
§3.3. With the empirical properties of nouns with a secondary suffix established, I propose that
the secondary suffix introduces a free choice function variable that is contextually resolved. This
sets the stage for §3.7, where I provide a semantic analysis of -yan and outline how competition
between -yan forms and nouns with a secondary suffix gives rise to the precise type of ignorance
seen in Kipsigis.

3.6.1 Distribution of nouns with a secondary suffix

As mentioned in §3.2 and in Chapter 2 §2.3.1, Kipsigis is generally classified as a bare noun
language, although nouns in the language have a complex internal structure and contain a so-
called “secondary suffix”, which differentiates them from canonical bare nouns. Here, I focus on
the properties of singular nouns with a secondary suffix, since -yan forms are always singular,
but see Chapter 2 §2.3.2 for discussion of the interpretation of mass and plural nouns, which also
contain a secondary suffix but show a different interpretive pattern. Nouns with a secondary
suffix in Kipsigis freely introduce new discourse referents, as seen in (296) - (297). These indefinite
uses do not require the numeral agɛɛngɛ ‘one’, which makes for a marked contrast with other
languages that have been prominently studied in the bare noun literature, including Hindi and
Russian (see e.g. Dayal 2004).

(296) There are 6 dogs outside. I hear lots of barking and see you come inside looking disheveled.
I ask what happened. You say:
Ka-∅-sʊs-an
pst1-3-bite-1sg.O

ng’ook-tɑ.
dog-sec

‘A dog bit me.’
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(297) There’s a big beehive outside with lots of bees. You come inside holding your arm. I ask
what happened. You say:
Kɑ-∅-uut-ɑn
pst1-3-sting-1sg.O

sɛgɛɛm-yaan-ta-ɪt
bee-sg-th-sec

(sɛgɛɛmyaat).

‘A bee stung me.’

It is also important to note that nouns with a secondary suffix are not necessarily any standard
kind of definite description; there is no previousmention of dogs in (296) or bees in (297) to license
an anaphoric definite, and there is no unique dog or bee in context to license a uniqueness definite.

This indefinite use of these nouns is very common in the language. Stories often start with
nouns with a secondary suffix as in (298) - (299), both taken from the beginning of different Kip-
sigis texts. While these nouns can surface in existential constructions with the copula mii—e.g.
kiimii moset ‘there was a monkey’ in (298)—they do not require this type of structure; the nouns
kɛɛtɪɪt ‘tree’, oineet ‘river’, kokweet ‘village’, and cheeplanget ‘leopard’ all contain secondary suf-
fixes and introduce new discourse referents without any kind of existential syntax.

(298) Kii-mii
pst3-cop

moset
monkey

ne
Rel.sg

kii-∅-ɑm-e
pst3-3-eat-ipfv

logoeek
fruits

ɛɛn
in

kɛɛtɪɪt
tree

parak
top

ne
Rel.sg

kii-mii
pst3-cop

taband-aap
bank-of

oineet.
river

‘There once was a monkey that ate fruits on top of a tree that was on a river bank.’
(299) Kii-∅-leen-j-eech

pst3-3-say.ipfv-appl-1pl.IO
obule
uncle

kii-mii
pst3-cop

cheepkeleliot
young.lady

ne
Rel.sg

kii-ki-kuren
pst3-1pl-call

Tabutany
T.

ne
Rel.sg

kii-∅-meny-e
pst3-3-live-ipfv

kokweet
village

ne
Rel.sg

kii-negit
pst3-near

cheeplanget.
leopard

‘The uncle told us that there was a young lady called Tabutany who lived in a village that
was close to a leopard.

Based on this sort of data, I conclude that nouns with a secondary suffix in Kipsigis are a
type of indefinite in the simple sense that they may introduce new discourse referents (see e.g.
Dawson & Jenks 2021). These indefinites must take wide scope and are most natural when the
speaker is able to identify the noun’s referent. This pattern is shown in (300) with negation, where
the noun rʊʊmɪɪt ‘room’ must scope above negation; while the narrow scope reading is ruled out,
the noun is felicitous in the wide scope context, in which Kibet did not sweep a particular room
that is known to the speaker.

(300) Mɑ-i-buch
neg-3-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊm-ɪ-ɪt.
room-th-sec

‘Kibet didn’t sweep a certain room.’
a. # Kibet didn’t do any of his chores—he didn’t sweep a single room! *¬ > ∃
b. ✓ Kibet did some of his chores but not all of them. There are 5 rooms that he needs

to sweep. Today, he swept 4 of them, but he didn’t sweep 1: he skipped the kitchen
because it’s the messiest room in the house and too much work to sweep. ∃ > ¬
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The sentence in (300) is naturally followed by (301), which provides more information about
which room Kibet did not sweep.

(301) Mɑ-i-buch
neg-3-sweep

chiigeet
kitchen

amʊn
because

mur
dirty

nɪa.
very

‘He didn’t sweep the kitchen because it’s very dirty.’

On the other hand, to express the narrow scope reading, speakers use the expression rʊʊmɪɪt agɛ
tʊgʊl ‘any room at all’ (302).

(302) Mɑ-i-buch
neg-3-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊm-ɪ-ɪt
room-th-sec

agɛ
any

tʊgʊl.
all

‘Kibet didn’t sweep any room at all.’

An identical pattern arises with other scope-taking elements like modals (303) and the verb
mɑch ‘want’ (304). In these examples, the noun rʊʊmɪɪt ‘room’ is infelicitous in the narrow scope
context, but is natural in the wide scope context, particularly if the speaker is able to identify the
noun’s referent. As before, the speaker is able to follow their utterance with another sentence
that provides more information about the noun’s referent; these continuations are provided in
the c. examples.

(303) Nyɑɑl-u
mod-ipfv

ko-buch
3.sbjv-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊm-ɪ-ɪt.
room-th-sec

‘Kibet must sweep a certain room.’
a. # There are 5 rooms in the house. For his chores, Kibet has to sweep any one of those

rooms. It could be the kitchen or the bathroom or the living room. *□ > ∃
b. ✓There are 5 rooms in the house. For his chores, Kibet has to sweep the kitchen—the

messiest room in the house. Can be followed by (303c). ∃ > □
c. Nyɑɑl-u

mod-ipfv
ko-buch
3.sbjv-sweep

chiigeet
kitchen

amʊn
because

mur
dirty

nɪa.
very.

‘He has to sweep the kitchen because it’s very dirty.’
(304) ∅-Mɑch-e

3-want-ipfv
ko-uny-e-kɛɛ
3.sbjv-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-ɪt.
room-th-sec

‘Chepkoech wants to hide in a certain room.’
a. # Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek inside the house and outside in the

yard. Because it’s cold, Chepkoech wants to hide inside in a room, but she’s happy to
hide in any room. *want > ∃

b. ✓ Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek inside the house and outside in the
yard. Because it’s cold, Chepkoech wants to hide inside in the kitchen because it’s the
warmest room in the house. Can be followed by (304c). ∃ > want
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c. ∅-Mɑch-e
3-want-ipfv

ko-uny-e-kɛɛ
3.sbjv-hide-ipfv-Refl

ɛɛn
in

chiigeet
kitchen

ngamʊn
because

purgei
warm

ko-siir
3.sbjv-exceed

ɛɛn
in

tʊgʊl.
all
‘She wants to hide in the kitchen because it’s the warmest.’

Across all of these contexts, speaker comments suggest that the nouns with a secondary suf-
fix are receiving specific, referential interpretations. For instance, in response to (303), speakers
suggest that “you’re singling out a room” and that an interlocutor might ask the speaker which
particular room Kibet has to sweep. Likewise, speakers comment that the sentence in (304) in-
dicates that “there’s a certain room in mind, [that Chepkoech] has a preference for a particular
room.”

In this way, the empirical generalization is that nouns with a secondary suffix in Kipsigis
display consistent wide scope and are most natural when the speaker can identify the noun’s ref-
erent. Against this backdrop, recall from §3.5 that -yan forms display scopal flexibility, meaning
that they are acceptable in a wider range of contexts than nouns with a secondary suffix. How-
ever, ignorance effects arise with -yan forms in precisely the contexts where both types of nouns
are felicitous. Even though -yan forms can take narrow scope with respect to other operators
like negation, modals, and attitude verbs, no ignorance effects arise in these contexts. This fact is
reflected in speaker translations of -yan forms in these contexts as ‘any N’ rather than ‘some N.’
In fact, as noted in §3.4 and Dawson (2018:353), it is difficult to imagine what ignorance effects
would look like in these contexts (e.g. ‘Kibet must sweep any room, but/and I don’t know which
room he must sweep’). Table 3.2 summarizes this pattern, highlighting that ignorance effects
arise in precisely the contexts where nouns with a secondary suffix and -yan forms are in compe-
tition. Given this distribution, I conclude that competition between these two types of nominals
gives rise to the ignorance effects seen with -yan.

Nouns with secondary suffix -yan forms Ignorance effects?
¬ > ∃ # ✓ No
∃ > ¬ ✓ ✓ Yes
want > ∃ # ✓ No
∃ > want ✓ ✓ Yes
□ > ∃ # ✓ No
∃ > □ ✓ ✓ Yes

Table 3.2: Distribution of noun types and ignorance effects in Kipsigis

3.6.2 Semantics of nouns with a secondary suffix

To capture the fact that nouns with a secondary suffix in Kipsigis take obligatory wide scope, I
propose that the secondary suffix in singular nouns introduces a choice function variable. Fol-
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lowing Winter (1997), I suggest that the choice function variable introduced by the secondary
suffix combines directly with the property denoted by its restrictor. The proposed denotation of
the secondary suffix is shown in (305).

(305) J-secK = λP⟨e,t⟩.f(P ), where f is a Choice Function

For instance, in the sentence in (306), the secondary suffix within the singular noun ng’ooktɑ
‘dog’ introduces a choice function variable, and the sentence asserts that the individual picked
out from {x : dog(x)} by the choice function bit the speaker.

(306) There are 6 dogs outside. I hear lots of barking and see you come inside looking disheveled.
I ask what happened. You say:
Ka-∅-sʊs-an
pst1-3-bite-1sg.O

ng’ook-tɑ.
dog-sec

‘A dog bit me.’
[CH(f) & bite(speaker)(f(dog))]

This view, in which the choice function variable combines directly with a property, contrasts
with one in which the element that introduces the choice function variable combines with an
indeterminate pronoun (i.e. a set of alternatives) to form an indefinite (e.g. Yanovich 2005; Cable
2010; Dawson 2020; among others). This difference is necessitated by the empirical fact that
the secondary suffix attaches directly to an ordinary N projection in Kipsigis, rather than to a
wh-word or another alternative-denoting element.

On a choice functional approach, there are two ways to derive obligatory wide scope: either
the choice function variable is existentially closed above other relevant operators (Reinhart 1997;
Winter 1997; Matthewson 1999) or it is left free and resolved via a contextually supplied assign-
ment function (Kratzer 1998; Renans 2018). On the latter approach, the indefinite is not actually
a scope-taking element at all; it is referential and does not interact scopally with other operators.
In addition, the value of the choice function does not need to be contextually supplied or known
to all interlocutors—it is sufficient for the speaker to have a particular witness or choice function
in mind (Kratzer 1998 following Fodor & Sag 1982).8

My description of nouns with a secondary suffix as specific, referential indefinites in §3.6.1
points toward a free choice function variable analysis. Direct evidence for this analysis comes
from data like that in (307). This diagnostic rests on the idea that, in order for a free choice
function variable to be felicitous, the speaker must have a particular individual or choice function
in mind when uttering their sentence. As Matthewson (1999) points out, it is difficult to test what
the speaker needs to have in mind when speaking, though the context and mini-discourse in

8It is an open question why choice function variables behave differently in this respect than other variables (e.g.
pronouns). While it is possible for the value of a free choice function variable to be known only to the speaker, the
same is not true for pronouns, which are only felicitous if their intended reference is known to all interlocutors.
While it is reasonable to want all contextually-resolved variables to behave similarly in this respect, explaining why
this difference exists is a challenge for all analyses that involve free choice function variables and lies outside the
scope of this chapter.
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(307) seek to establish one particular book as the speaker’s main focus. If Kipsigis speakers deem
Cherono’s statement in (307a) inappropriate, this suggests that the particular book that she has
in mind features into the truth conditions of the sentence. If, on the other hand, they deem it
appropriate, this suggests that the particular book that she has in mind does not feature into the
sentence’s truth conditions.

(307) Cherono’s parents give her money to go to the store and buy a copy of the book Half of
a Yellow Sun because she has to write a book report on it. She goes to the store and asks
the salesperson for a copy of the book. The salesperson gives her a book in a bag, and
Cherono pays for it with her parents’ money. When she gets home, she tells her parents:
a. Kaa-al

pst1.1sg-buy
kɪtabʊʊt.
book

‘I bought a certain book.’
When uttering (307a), Cherono thinks that the book she bought was Half of a Yellow Sun.
But when she opens the bag, she finds out that the salesperson made a mistake and she
really bought a book by Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, not Half of a Yellow Sun.

In light of this discovery, was Cherono’s statement in (307a) wrong? Speaker’s comment:
“Yes, once she noticed the mistake [i.e. the book mix-up], then she was wrong.”
(context adapted from Matthewson 1999:ex. 95)

In response to this context and mini-discourse, Kipsigis speakers report that, at the moment
when Cherono uttered (307a), her statement was appropriate because she was still under the im-
pression that she bought Half of a Yellow Sun. However, upon realizing that the salesperson made
a mistake and sold her a different book, speakers comment that Cherono’s statement in (307a)
is inappropriate. This pattern contrasts with the one reported for St’át’imcets by Matthewson
(1999) who notes that speakers deem the St’át’imcets version of the sentence in (307a) as true
just in case any book satisfies the conditions given by the rest of the sentence; in St’át’imcets—
unlike in Kipsigis—it does not affect the truth conditions of the sentence which particular book
satisfies those relevant conditions. In this way, the empirical pattern reported here for Kipsigis
suggests that the particular individual that the speaker has in mind when using a noun with a
secondary suffix impacts the truth conditions of the sentence; such a pattern is neatly captured
on an analysis in which the secondary suffix introduces a free choice function variable that is
contextually resolved.

Interestingly, one last piece of evidence for a choice functional analysis of Kipsigis nouns
with a secondary suffix comes from a case in which they do not take obligatory wide scope. In
particular, these nouns are able to take apparent narrow scope under universal quantification, but
not under other kinds of operator. In sentences like (308), the noun rʊʊmɪɪt ‘room’ is appropriate
in a context where all the children are hiding alone in different rooms (i.e. ∃ > ∀), as well as a
context where all the children are hiding together in the same room (i.e. ∀ > ∃).9

9For simplicity, I treat the prepositional phrase in sentences with the verb uny ‘hide’ as an argument of the verb,
but this decision has no real bearing on the semantic analysis.
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(308) ∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

laakwɛɛt
child

agɛ tʊgʊl
every

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-ɪt.
room-th-sec

‘Every child is hiding in a room.’
a. ✓ Every child is hiding in a different room. ∀ > ∃
b. ✓ Every child is hiding in the same room. ∃ > ∀

[CH(f) & ∀x[child(x) → hide(f(room))(x)]]

While the analysis of the wide scope reading parallels that seen above for negation, the appar-
ent narrow scope reading requires a different approach. Following Kratzer (1998), I assume that
choice functions can be Skolemized, in which case the choice function takes two arguments: the
set that it selects from, as well as an additional implicit argument that can be bound by a higher
quantifier. This implicit argument dictates which set the choice function applies to, meaning that
a single choice function can pick out a different individual for each value of the bound implicit ar-
gument. As a result, the same choice function can select a different room for each child depending
on which set of rooms is made available by the implicit argument. This gives the impression that
the noun with a secondary suffix can take narrow scope under universal quantification, although
it is actually an instance of pseudoscope. This analysis is shown in (309).

(309) LF for (308a): [CH(f) & ∀x[child(x) → hide(f(x, room))(x)]]

This type of pseudoscope is possible under universal quantification—but not under negation
or modal quantifiers—because the implicit argument of the Skolemized choice function is an
individual-type variable, which means that it can only be bound by quantifiers that bind this
type of argument. Negation cannot bind, while modals can bind world variables but not in-
dividual ones. In this way, the choice functional analysis of Kipsigis nouns with a secondary
suffix offers a unified way of understanding their consistent wide scope, as well as the highly
constrained nature of the exceptions to this pattern.10

In fact, the broader cross-Kalenjin picture also meshes nicely with the idea that the secondary
suffix introduces a free choice function variable. The complex nominal morphology discussed in
§3.2 is found across the Kalenjin language family, and previous work on Kalenjin languages paints
a murky picture regarding the meaning of the secondary suffix. Earlier work on Kipsigis (Tucker
& Bryan 1964; Toweett 1979) and the related languages Nandi (Hollis 1909; Creider & Creider
1989) and Endo-Marakwet (Zwarts 2001) report that every noun has a primary form without the
secondary suffix and a secondary form with this suffix. While Kipsigis no longer allows use of
primary forms (except in highly restricted cases; Kouneli 2019:44), the interpretive difference be-
tween primary and secondary forms in languages with this distinction is subtle. Some researchers
call the secondary form a definite without providing semantic justification (Hollis 1909; Zwarts
2001), while others state that it can be a definite or an indefinite (Tucker & Bryan 1964; Kouneli

10A natural question that arises in light of my discussion of the Binder-Roof Constraint in §3.5.2 concerns the
behavior of nouns with a secondary suffix in these contexts; in particular, can they outscope an operator that binds
into their restrictor? Unfortunately, the data that I currently have are inconclusive on this point. While speakers
never accept the narrow scope interpretation of a noun with a secondary suffix, there is variation within and across
speakers as to whether the wide scope (or, more technically, referential) interpretation is available in these contexts.
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2019). Slightly more detailed semantic description of the secondary suffix is found in Creider &
Creider (1989), who claim: “The best way of characterizing the use of these two forms is to say
that the primary form is used when the existence of the item referred to is not assumed by the
speaker, while the secondary form is used in those situations where the speaker does assume the
existence of the item referred to” (169).

While these characterizations do not provide direct evidence for the choice functional analysis
here, the reported intuitions fall out of my account relatively straightforwardly. Singular nouns
that contain a secondary suffix are specific, referential indefinites that occupy a space somewhere
between definite and indefinite interpretations, at least in Kipsigis. On the one hand, these forms
are referential—just like definite descriptions—but they are still indefinite, in that they can be
used to introduce new discourse referents and do not require uniqueness or anaphoricity to be
licensed. Furthermore, the definite-forming operator ι is a particular choice function: one that
picks out the unique individual in the context with the property denoted by the set that the defi-
nite determiner combines with. In this way, drawing the line between definite and indefinite can
be challenging against a choice functional semantic backdrop; this difficulty perhaps explains the
varied descriptions of the meaning of secondary noun forms across the literature on Kalenjin lan-
guages. An interesting question for future research is whether a Kipsigis-style choice functional
analysis can be applied more broadly in languages where the alternation between primary and
secondary forms continues.

3.7 An analysis of -yan

3.7.1 Semantics of -yan forms

Against this backdrop and given the semantic patterns in §3.5, I propose that -yan introduces
basic existential quantification over individuals, with the denotation in (310).

(310) J-yanK = λP⟨e,t⟩.λQ⟨e,t⟩.∃x[P (x) & Q(x)]

Evidence that -yan introduces this sort of existential quantification comes from two sources. First,
-yan forms display constrained scopal flexibility; they can generally scope below or above other
operators in a sentence, although they cannot outscope an operator that binds into their restrictor
(§3.5.2). In addition, -yan forms seem to obey scope islands, as seen in (311) where the existential
quantification contributed by -yan cannot scope out of a conditional antecedent.

(311) Kot
if

ko-tun
3.sbjv-marry

Nansɪ
N.

kɑɑneet-iin-dɑ-yɑn,
teacher-sg-th-yan

ko-pɑipɑi-iit-u.
3.sbjv-happy-vblz-ipfv

‘If Nancy marries a teacher, she’ll be happy.’
a. ✓ Nancy wants to marry any teacher. if > ∃
b. # Nancy wants to marry a particular, unknown teacher. *∃ > if

Following Dawson (2020), I take this behavior to speak against a choice functional analysis and
therefore in favor of ordinary quantification over individuals. Second, -yan places no restrictions
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on its domain of quantification; it is compatible with singleton, non-maximal, and maximal do-
mains of quantification (§3.5.1). This behavior is also indicative of existential quantification that
does not impose any additional requirement on the domain of this quantification.

To see this analysis in action, consider the sentence in (312) and its corresponding LF repre-
sentation. This sentence contains a -yan form, which introduces existential quantification, and
asserts that there is some individual x such that x is a room and Chepkoech is hiding in x.

(312) ∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room.’
∃x[room(x) & hide(x)(C)]

When there are other operators in the sentence, the existential quantification introduced by -yan
can scope flexibly below or above them. I illustrate this point with negation in (313), though the
same possibilities hold with other operators.

(313) You overhear yourmom complaining and ask your siblingwhy she’s so upset. Your sibling
replies:
Mɑ-i-buch
neg-3-sweep

Kibeet
K.

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Kibet didn’t sweep any/some room’
a. ✓ Kibet didn’t sweep any room. ¬ > ∃

¬∃x[room(x) & sweep(K)(x)]
b. ✓ Kibet forgot to sweep a particular, unknown room. ∃ > ¬

∃x[room(x) & ¬sweep(K)(x)]

Additionally, the suffix -yan is likely historically derived from the singulative morpheme -
yaan (§3.2). While I do not propose that singulative semantics are equivalent to existential quan-
tification, it seems to me that there is a reasonable historical pathway from some kind of singular
number semantics to existential quantification. For instance, in many bare noun languages, the
numeral meaning ‘one’ must be used alongside a bare singular noun in order for that noun to have
any kind of existential interpretation (see e.g. Dayal 2004; Deal & Nee 2018; Collins 2019; Little
2020; Moroney 2021). In this way, the use of number-related morphology to express existential
quantification has precedent. Here, I simply extend this idea to suggest that the singulative mor-
pheme -yaan in Kipsigis underwent semantic (and syntactic) change to become a basic indefinite
determiner that introduces existential quantification over individuals.

In this way, the semantics that I propose for -yan is relatively simple: -yan contributes ordi-
nary existential quantification. However, this simplicity is justified by the fact that -yan forms
behave in many ways like basic indefinites in other languages; the only difference between -yan
forms and basic indefinites in other languages is that -yan forms are the ones that trigger igno-
rance effects. However, on my account, the fact that -yan forms trigger ignorance effects rests
crucially on the nature of the competitor in Kipsigis—that is, on the semantics of nouns with a
secondary suffix (§3.6.2).
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3.7.2 Pragmatic competition

As proposed in §3.6.2 and §3.7.1, nouns with a secondary suffix in Kipsigis are necessarily spe-
cific and referential, while -yan forms involve existential quantification over individuals. In this
way, the -yan form is less informative than the noun with a secondary suffix in contexts where
both are licensed; while the noun with a secondary suffix refers to a certain individual that is
somehow identifiable to the speaker, the -yan form simply asserts that there is some individual
with the properties denoted by -yan’s restrictor and scope. This state of affairs sets the stage for
a conversational implicature to arise—in particular, a quantity implicature.

I suggest that a speaker’s choice to existentially quantify—rather than to refer—implicates
that the speaker is unable to identify the noun’s referent in a way that is sufficiently relevant to
their conversational goals. More technically, this means that the speaker does not know which
value of the choice function variable both picks out the correct individual from the set denoted
by its restrictor and is a relevant means of identifying this individual, given the speaker’s goals.
Use of the existential quantifier, then, implicates speaker ignorance—both first order and higher
order ignorance. In this section, I walk through this pragmatic reasoning in more detail to show
how this kind of competition gives rise to the precise type of ignorance effects illustrated in §3.3.

Consider again the sentences in (314). When the speaker says (314a) with the -yan form, they
could also say (314b) with the noun with a secondary suffix. The version of the sentence with
the -yan form expresses that there is some individual x such that x is a room and Chepkoech is
hiding in x. By contrast, the version of the sentence in (314b) expresses that there is a choice
function whose value is known to the speaker and that Chepkoech is hiding in the room picked
out by that choice function.

(314) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek—Kibet is the seeker and Chepkoech is
hiding. Kibet says to his babysitter:
a. ∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ

3-hide-ipfv-Refl
Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room.’
∃x[room(x) & hide(x)(C)]

b. ∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-ɪt.
room-th-sec

‘Chepkoech is hiding in a certain room.’
[CH(f) & hide(f(room))(C)]

In this way, the sentence in (314b) makes a stronger claim that the one in (314a): it refers to
a particular room, rather than simply existentially quantifying over rooms. In a context like the
one in (314)—where both noun types are licensed—a speaker’s choice to use a less informative
-yan form over a more informative noun with a secondary suffix implicates that the speaker does
not know how to resolve the choice function variable introduced by the secondary suffix; in other
words, the speaker does not know which property will uniquely select the appropriate individual
from the set that the choice function ranges over. Thus, use of a -yan form over a noun with a
secondary suffix generates ignorance effects as a quantity implicature.
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To see this analysis in action, consider the following examples of first order (315a) and higher
order ignorance (315b)—repeated from (269).

(315) Kibet and Chepkoech are playing hide-and-seek—Kibet is the seeker and Chepkoech is
hiding. Kibet says to his babysitter:
∅-Uny-e-kɛɛ
3-hide-ipfv-Refl

Chɛɛpkɔɛch
C.

ɛɛn
in

rʊʊm-ɪ-yan.
room-th-yan

‘Chepkoech is hiding in some room.’
(context adapted from Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010)
a. ✓ Kibet knows that Chepkoech is in the house, but he doesn’t knowwhich room she’s

in, so he can’t find her.
b. ✓ Kibet knows that Chepkoech is in the living room, but he doesn’t know where in

the house the living room is, so he can’t find her.

Deriving first order ignorance is straightforward given the current semantic set-up. In a context
like (315a), the speaker is ignorant about the identity of the room where Chepkoech is hiding;
for instance, they know neither the name nor the location of this room. As a result, the speaker
is unable to provide any value for the choice function variable that would uniquely select the
appropriate room from the set of all rooms. This inability licenses use of the less informative
-yan form, and ignorance effects arise pragmatically as a result.

Deriving higher order ignorance is slightly more complicated and requires enriching the se-
mantics in §3.6.2. In a context like (315b), the speaker is able to identify a value for the choice
function variable that uniquely selects the appropriate room from the set of all rooms; they know
that the living-room property can be plugged in for the choice function variable and return the
appropriate room. In this way, the speaker should be justified in using a noun with a secondary
suffix here—contrary to fact. Crucially, though, in the context in (315b), the speaker is ignorant
about the location of this room, which is essential to achieving their goal of finding Chepkoech.
As a result, I suggest that not just any property that uniquely selects an individual from the set
denoted by its restrictor is a viable value for the choice function variable introduced by the sec-
ondary suffix; instead, this property must enable the speaker to identify the unique referent in a
way that is sufficiently relevant to their goals, as stated in (316), which is an updated version of
(305).

(316) J-secK = λP⟨e,t⟩.f(P ), where f is a Choice Function that enables the speaker to identify
the referent in a way that is relevant to their goals

In the hide-and-seek context in (315b), this means that, in order to refer, the speaker must be able
to identify a choice function that picks out one particular room and that helps them physically
locate the person who is hiding. In this way, the property that the speaker plugs in for the choice
function variable must enable them to achieve their goals.

With this complication in place, the derivation of higher order ignorance proceeds parallel to
that of first order ignorance. In a context like (315b), the speaker is ignorant about the location
of the room where Chepkoech is hiding, even though they know the name of this room. While
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identifying a room by name is essential in some contexts, in a game of hide-and-seek, knowing
how to locate a room is far more important. As a result, the speaker is unable to provide a suffi-
ciently relevant value for the choice function variable that would uniquely select the appropriate
room from the set of all rooms. As previously, this inability licenses use of the less informative
-yan form and leads to the generation of ignorance effects.

On the current analysis, then, first order and higher order ignorance are derived in nearly
identical ways. First order ignorance arises when the speaker uses a -yan form because they are
not able to supply any choice function that uniquely picks out the correct individual from the
set that the choice function ranges over. Higher order ignorance, on the other hand, arises when
the speaker uses a -yan form because they are not able to supply a choice function that uniquely
picks out the correct individual in a way that is sufficiently relevant to their goals.

To conclude, it is worth highlighting that the ignorance effects associated with Kipsigis -yan
forms arise not because -yan contributes any special semantics; instead, ignorance effects are the
result of a speaker’s choice not to use an indefinite that signals some degree of speaker knowledge
(i.e. a noun with a secondary suffix). This situation parallels the one in Russian following Geist
& Onea (2007). On their account, Russian to indefinites convey ignorance much like the kind
found with Kipsigis -yan forms (see Kagan 2011 for thorough empirical description). Ignorance
effects arise because to indefinites are in competition with Russian koe indefinites, which convey
speaker knowledge. While the semantic details of their account differ from mine, the central
intuition that ignorance effects can arise when semantically basic forms are in competition with
those that convey some degree of speaker knowledge is exactly what I propose here. With this
cross-linguistic observation in mind, the following section discusses aspects of the typology of
epistemic indefinites across languages and key parameters of variation that contribute to their
interpretation.

3.8 Existential quantification, choice functions, and
cross-linguistic variation

As mentioned at the start of this chapter, epistemic indefinites across languages differ along
several empirical dimensions. In this chapter, I have focused primarily on two properties of epis-
temic indefinites: 1) the type of ignorance effects that they trigger and 2) their scopal behaviors.
In light of the attested cross-linguistic variation along these dimensions, it is reasonable to won-
der whether these empirical properties correlate with each other; in fact, Dawson (2020) makes
exactly this point, suggesting that first order ignorance correlates with scopal flexibility of the
epistemic indefinite, while higher order ignorance correlates with exceptional wide scope. How-
ever, the novel Kipsigis pattern reported here speaks against this correlation, since Kipsigis -yan
forms are scopally flexible but can convey higher order ignorance.

This decoupling of the type of ignorance effect and the scopal behavior of the epistemic indef-
inite raises the possibility of a new typology, as outlined in Table 3.3. In this system, all combi-
nations of ignorance type and scopal behavior are, in principle, possible. Spanish algún conveys
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purely first order ignorance and displays scopal flexibility, while Tiwa -khí represents the other
end of the spectrum, conveying higher order ignorance and taking exceptional wide scope.11 Kip-
sigis -yan fills in the lower left cell in the typology, conveying higher order ignorance while being
scopally flexible.

Scopal flexibility Exceptional wide scope
(Purely) First order ignorance Spanish algún ⁇?
Higher order ignorance Kipsigis -yan Tiwa -khí

Table 3.3: Typology of epistemic indefinites and their properties

However, the remaining cell in the typology, which represents an epistemic indefinite that
conveys purely first order ignorance but takes exceptional wide scope, raises an interesting puz-
zle. On the one hand, it is an empirical question whether there are indefinites that show this
type of scope behavior and that trigger only first order ignorance. To my knowledge, no such
epistemic indefinite has been reported in the literature. Yet on the other hand, it is a theoretical
question whether such a system could exist.

To test this idea, let’s consider the option space. In order to display exceptional wide scope
and trigger ignorance effects, I assume that an epistemic indefinite in the upper right cell of the
typology in Table 3.3 would introduce an existentially closed choice function variable. The choice
functional nature of this indefinite would account for its scopal behavior, while the existential
closure of this choice function variable would lead to to ignorance effects rather than knowledge
effects of the sort seen in Kipsigis. If this existentially closed choice functional indefinite were
in competition with a plain indefinite (i.e. a basic existential quantifier), one would expect to see
higher order ignorance with this form. This is precisely the pattern seen with Tiwa -khi. If this
existentially closed choice functional indefinite were in competition with a free choice functional
indefinite, one would, once again, expect to see higher order ignorance with this form. This
is because, just like in Kipsigis, the free choice functional indefinite would signal some degree
of speaker knowledge about how the referent is to be selected from a set; as a result, use of
the existentially closed choice functional indefinite would implicate that the speaker lacks this
knowledge about how the witness is to be identified.

However, it is possible to complicate the denotation of the existentially closed choice func-
tional indefinite, for instance by adding some kind of domain restriction. If an anti-singleton
constraint of the sort proposed in Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito (2010) were added to an

11The classification of Spanish algún as an epistemic indefinite that conveys purely first order ignorance is, per-
haps, questionable; while algún is often used when the individual who witnesses the existential claim is unknown, it
is possible to use algúnwhen the speaker can identify this individual but not via a stable property (see Alonso-Ovalle
& Menéndez-Benito 2013). However, the epistemic effects triggered by algún are still markedly different from those
seen with Kipsigis -yan and Tiwa -khí ; for instance, algún is not appropriate in the type of hide-and-seek context in
(269b). This distinction motivates the classification in Table 3.3.
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existentially closed choice functional indefinite, as with the hypothetical indefinite in (317), what
kind of ignorance effects would be predicted?

(317) Jindefinite′K = λf⟨et,et⟩.λP⟨e,t⟩ : anti-singleton(f) . f(P ), where f is a Choice Function

As above, all instances of competition involving this hypothetical indefinite would lead to higher
order ignorance effects. The anti-singleton constraint in (317) simply requires the set that the
choice function ranges over to contain more than one individual; however, the pragmatic calcu-
lations that actually derive ignorance effects remain the same. Use of this hypothetical indefinite
instead of a plain indefinite implicates ignorance about how the witness is to be selected (from
a necessarily non-singleton set), as with Tiwa -khi. Likewise, use of this hypothetical indefinite
instead of a free choice functional indefinite implicates that the speaker lacks knowledge about
how the referent is to be selected from a set. While there are presumably other ways to modify
the denotation of a choice functional indefinite, the discussion here suggests that existing ana-
lytical tools in the literature on epistemic indefinites cannot derive purely first order ignorance
with these forms. In this way, these observations lead to a reframing of the implication in Daw-
son (2020), which proposes that if an epistemic indefinite triggers higher order ignorance, then
it must show exceptional wide scope. Instead, I suggest that if an epistemic indefinite displays
exceptional wide scope, pragmatically derived ignorance must be higher order.

The discussion in the previous paragraphs also highlights another important point of cross-
linguistic variation: whether or not there is existential closure of the choice function variable
introduced by a choice functional indefinite. Side-by-side comparison of the Kipsigis and Tiwa
systems makes this point particularly salient. In Tiwa, the epistemic indefinite introduces an ex-
istentially closed choice function variable, while the competitor is a plain indefinite. In Kipsigis,
on the other hand, the epistemic indefinite is a plain indefinite (i.e. existential quantifier), while
the competitor introduces a choice function variable that remains free. Table 3.4 summarizes
these systems. Note also that the Kipsigis system is somewhat unique cross-linguistically in that
the epistemic indefinite is not associated with any kind of special semantics: the heavy lifting
in terms of deriving ignorance effects is done by the competitor, which signals some degree of
speaker knowledge. While this type of system has been proposed for Russian to and koe indefi-
nites (Geist & Onea 2007), most analyses of epistemic indefinites cross-linguistically propose an
enriched semantics for the epistemic indefinite rather than the competitor.

Epistemic indefinite Competitor
Tiwa ∃-closed CF variable ∃
Kipsigis ∃ free CF variable

Table 3.4: Comparison of the Tiwa and Kipsigis systems

In this way, the Tiwa and Kipsigis systems differ semantically only in the presence vs. absence
of existential closure of the choice function variable. However, this difference generates two in-
verse systems. In light of this comparison, I suggest that the Kipsigis system provides further
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support for the idea in Dawson (2020) that existential closure is essential for deriving ignorance
effects with choice functional indefinites. The Kipsigis data in this chapter show that, in the ab-
sence of existential closure, choice functional indefinites in competition with plain indefinites do
not trigger ignorance effects; in fact, the opposite happens. In this way, whether or not a choice
functional indefinite triggers ignorance effects might offer an additional window into the pres-
ence or absence of existential closure. While existential closure of the choice function variable
is independently diagnosable (see e.g. the discussion surrounding (307) in §3.7.1; but cf. Kratzer
2003), it is not always straightforward (Matthewson 1999), and the current cross-linguistic picture
suggests that epistemic effects—including both ignorance and knowledge effects—might provide
another diagnostic for addressing this question.

3.9 Conclusion
This chapter documents and analyzes a novel case of higher order ignorance with Kipsigis epis-
temic indefinites. While higher order ignorance is less widely discussed in the literature on epis-
temic indefinites than first order ignorance, the Kipsigis facts add to a growing body of work
showing that such effects are attested cross-linguistically and can co-occur with a diverse array
of other behaviors (e.g. domain size and scope).

More specifically, I show that Kipsigis -yan forms can be used to express ignorance about
the individual who witnesses an existential claim (first order ignorance) or ignorance about the
contextually salient properties of this individual witness (higher order ignorance). Dawson (2020)
links these different types of ignorance effects to different scopal behaviors of the indefinites and,
by extension, to different semantic analyses of them; in particular, she ties first order ignorance
to scopal flexibility and domain widening semantics, and higher order ignorance to exceptional
wide scope and choice functional semantics. However, as detailed in §3.8, the Kipsigis pattern
challenges this correlation: while -yan forms are compatible with higher order ignorance, they
display constrained scopal flexibility that is not straightforwardly predicted on any account of
choice functional indefinites.

In light of this, I argue that Kipsigis -yan expresses basic existential quantification and only
triggers ignorance effects as a result of competition with Kipsigis nouns with a secondary suffix,
which introduce free choice function variables that are resolved via a contextually supplied as-
signment function. These nouns are referential and suggest that the speaker is able to identify the
noun’s referent in a contextually relevant way. When a speaker chooses to existentially quantify
with a -yan form—instead of referring with a noun with a secondary suffix—it implicates that the
speaker is unable to identify the noun’s referent in this contextually relevant way. In cases of
first order ignorance, the speaker is unable to provide any value for the choice function variable,
while in cases of higher order ignorance, the speaker is unable to provide a contextually rele-
vant value, even if they are able to characterize the referent in another way. This analysis, then,
captures the full range of -yan’s behavior—from the content of its epistemic effects to its scope.
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Chapter 4

Negative bias, reminding, and pragmatic
reasoning in Kipsigis belief reports

4.1 Introduction
Semantically, belief reports of the form x Vatt p report the internal state of the belief holder.
However, these expressions also serve a range of pragmatic functions beyond their semantic
meaning and so offer a glimpse into the ways that speakers and listeners mutually construct
the Common Ground (CG, i.e. the set of propositions that interlocutors agree to treat as true
for the sake of a conversation; Stalnaker 1974; Karttunen 1974; Lewis 1979) and achieve their
conversational goals. In fact, recent work on child language acquisition highlights the salience of
the pragmatic uses of belief reports, showing that children take advantage of the pragmatically
enriched meaning of these expressions when acquiring the literal semantic meaning of attitude
verbs (Hacquard & Lidz 2018).

Given the importance of the pragmatic uses of attitude reports, this chapter explores one such
function—namely, how belief reports contribute to CG management (i.e. how the content of the
CG should develop over the course of a conversation; Krifka 2008). Much work has explored how
belief reports serve as devices for indicating the status of the reported belief with respect to the
CG.Work in this vein has considered factive verbs, which presuppose p (e.g. Kiparsky & Kiparsky
1970; Stalnaker 1974) and, more recently, negatively biased belief verbs, which suggest that p is
false or unlikely and so should not be present in the input or output CG (see e.g. Tagalog akala,
Kierstead 2013; Taiwanese SouthernMin liah-tsun, Hsiao 2017; Spanish creerse, Anvari et al. 2019;
Mandarin yǐwéi, Glass 2022).

This chapter adds to the growing body of work on biased belief reports by describing and
analyzing the biased belief verb pɑr in Kipsigis, which has two seemingly contradictory functions.
Like negatively biased belief verbs, it can be used to suggest that the reported belief is false or
unlikely; in (318b), the use of pɑr instead of the neutral belief verb pwɑɑt (318a) strongly implies
that the speaker is not actually sick.1

1Third person indicative subject marking is either null or i- as determined by the conjugation class of the verb (i.e.
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(318) a. I-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ipfv

kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg

kole
C

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother thinks that I’m sick.’
b. ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg.poss

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother is under the impression that I’m sick.’

However, unlike any other currently documented negatively biased belief verb, pɑr serves a dif-
ferent function in the present tense with a first person belief holder. Here, pɑr has a reminding
function: the speaker uses pɑr in (319) to indicate that their interlocutor should already know
the reported proposition.

(319) I arrive home and see a guest. I don’t know who the guest is, so I ask my mother who
they are. She replies:
A-pɑr-e
1sg-think-ipfv

ɑbuleyɑɑnit.
uncle

‘Remember, it’s your uncle.’ (Lit: ‘I think that it’s your uncle.’)

While this type of reminding function is found with other CG management elements (e.g. the
German discourse particles ja and doch), it has not, to my knowledge been reported for any
negatively biased belief verbs. In this way, Kipsigis pɑr is typologically unique in that it combines
two familiar, yet seemingly contradictory, phenomena.

Against this backdrop, this chapter offers a unified semantic and pragmatic analysis that ac-
counts for both of pɑr’s negative bias and reminding functions. I claim that pɑr contributes, in
addition to its basic belief semantics, an instruction for CG management: p must not be added
to the CG, though the CG may already contain p. In formalizing this instruction, I propose a de-
finedness condition that relies on existing pre- and postsuppositional machinery and directly in-
corporates insights from analyses of both negatively biased belief verbs and reminding discourse
particles. Together with context-sensitive pragmatic reasoning, this CG management instruction
explains the case of a verb that can be used both to suggest that p is false (318b) and to remind
the addressee that p is true (319).

This analysis of pɑr contributes to the growing body of work on negatively biased belief
verbs and offers a new perspective on the modeling of different types of CG management. More
specifically, the Kipsigis data show that lexical items must be able to impose more complex re-
quirements on the CG, beyond simply checking for membership of (¬)p in the CG either before
or after utterance, as is standard in analyses of CG management (e.g. Repp 2013; Grosz 2016;
Anvari et al. 2019; Glass 2022). Constructions with Kipsigis pɑr are felicitous in a wide range
of contexts, including when the input and output CG contain ¬p, say nothing with respect to p,
or contain p. In this way, reference to membership of a particular proposition in one of either
Class I or Class II). Many verbs alternate between the two classes with a semantic effect—specifically, anticausative
vs. causative interpretation—while many others appear exclusively in one class with no semantic generalization
predicting which class a verb is in. In my data, pwɑɑt is always in Class II, while pɑr is always in Class I. See Chapter
2 §2.4, as well as Toweett (1979) and Creider & Creider (1989) for more discussion of Kalenjin verb classes.
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the input or output CG is insufficient to capture the full range of effects seen with pɑr ; instead,
a more complex definedness condition that makes reference to both CGin and CGout is required
to model the intuition that pɑr requires p to not be added to the CG. In this way, my analysis
of Kipsigis pɑr lends further support to the relatively recent idea of postsupposition alongside
presupposition (Lauer 2009; Brasoveanu 2013; Glass 2022).

The chapter is structured as follows. In §4.2, I describe the data, with a focus on pɑr’s different
interpretive effects with non-first person vs. first person belief holders. §4.3 situates the Kipsigis
pattern in the typology of CG management elements, including negatively biased belief verbs
and reminding particles. In §4.4, I provide an analysis of pɑr that spans the semantics-pragmatics
interface and attributes its interpretive effects to a CGmanagement instruction that pɑr provides:
p must not be added to the CG. §4.5 concludes.

4.2 The Kipsigis pattern
The Kipsigis verbs pɑr and pwɑɑt both mean ‘think’, though use of pɑr triggers additional infer-
ences about p’s status in relation to the CG. Because pɑr is a belief verb, its effect on the discourse
depends on who the belief holder is—in particular, whether they are the speaker or someone else.
Intuitively, this difference arises because individuals can stand in different relationships with
their own beliefs vs. those of other people. For this reason, I describe sentences with non-first
person belief holders in §4.2.1, then consider sentences with first person belief holders in §4.2.2.

4.2.1 Interpretation with non-first person belief holders

With non-first person belief holders, use of pɑr indicates that the speaker knows the reported
belief to be false, is biased against the reported belief whether or not its truth is known, or
finds the belief holder unreliable. First, if the speaker knows that p is false, statements with
pwɑɑt are strongly dispreferred in comparison to their counterparts with pɑr, and statements
with factive ngen ‘know’ are infelicitous, as illustrated in (320) - (321).2 I use #? to indicate strong
dispreference—rather than infelicity (#)—as speakers can choose to use pwɑɑt if they wish to
appear neutral, regardless of whether they actually are neutral with respect to p.3

(320) I’m healthy, but my mother thinks that I’m sick because I fooled her to skip school. I say:

2To collect the judgements reported here, I first asked Kipsigis speakers if a particular sentence was appropriate
in a given context. Then, once I had identified the viable alternatives in this way, I presented speakers with the
same context and all viable alternatives to identify their (dis)preferences. This methodology enabled me to make a
three-way distinction between felicitous, dispreferred, and infelicitous.

3As seen in (320) - (321), pwɑɑt and pɑr involve different syntactic complementation strategies: pwɑɑt must
co-occur with kole, while pɑr cannot. §4.4.4 discusses this pattern, where I address the analysis of Kipsigis comple-
mentation in Driemel &Kouneli (2022a) and show that the semantics of kole cannot be responsible for the interpretive
differences between pwɑɑt and pɑr.
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a. #? I-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ipfv

kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg.poss

kole
C

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother thinks that I’m sick.’
b. ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg.poss

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother is under the impression that I’m sick.’
c. # I-ngen

3-know
kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg.poss

kole
C

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother knows that I’m sick.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 4)

(321) Cheptoo’s parents think that she’s a very good child who doesn’t drink or go to parties.
But they’re wrong—she actually does do these things! I say:
a. #? I-pwɑɑt-e

3-think-ipfv
siikiik-aap
parents-of

Cheeptɑ
C.

kole
C

mɑ-∅-ye
neg-3-drink

mɑiweek.
alcohol

‘Cheptoo’s parents think that she doesn’t drink alcohol.’
b. ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
siikiik-aap
parents-of

Cheeptɑ
C.

mɑ-∅-ye
neg-3-drink

mɑiweek.
alcohol

‘Cheptoo’s parents are under the impression that she doesn’t drink alcohol.’
c. # I-ngen

3-know
siikiik-aap
parents-of

Cheeptɑ
C.

kole
C

mɑ-∅-ye
neg-3-drink

mɑiweek.
alcohol

‘Cheptoo’s parents know that she doesn’t drink alcohol.’

The contexts in (320) - (321) establish that the speaker knows the reported beliefs to be false.
Consequently, the sentences with pɑr in the b. examples are preferred, since they highlight that
the reported beliefs are incorrect. Consultants report that the a. examples are sensible but less
appropriate in these contexts because they “give the impression that [the belief holder] could be
right or wrong”, even though it is already known that they are mistaken. Likewise, belief reports
with factive ngen ‘know’ are incoherent, since they would require p to be true, as seen in the c.
examples.

Second, use of pɑr indicates that the speaker is biased against p, whether or not the truth
of the reported belief is known. In (322) - (323), A does not know if Arap Ruto has arrived—
evidenced by their initial question. B responds with information about Arap Bett’s belief state,
using either pwɑɑt or pɑr. Only in the case of a belief report with pwɑɑt (322) is it appropriate for
A to assume that Arap Bett is correct and that Arap Ruto has arrived; this assumption licenses
A’s response in (322). When B reports Arap Bett’s belief using pɑr (323), it is inappropriate for A
to accept this belief as true.

(322) A: Kɑ-ko-it
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

Arap
son.of

Ruto-i?
R.-Q

‘Has Arap Ruto arrived?’
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B: I-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ipfv

Arap
son.of

Beet
B.

kole
C

kɑ-ko-it.
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

‘Arap Bett thinks that he has.’
A: Nen

then
ɑɑ-wɑ
1sg-go

kɪ-kat-kɛɛ
1pl-greet-Refl

any.
now

‘Then I’ll go greet him now.’ (Lit: ‘Then I’ll go, we’ll greet each other now.’)
(context adapted from Glass 2022:Appendix ex. 13)

(323) A: Kɑ-ko-it
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

Arap
son.of

Ruto-i?
R.-Q

‘Has Arap Ruto arrived?’
B: ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
Arap
son.of

Beet
B.

kɑ-ko-it.
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

‘Arap Bett is under the impression that he has.’
A: # Nen

then
ɑɑ-wɑ
1sg-go

kɪ-kat-kɛɛ
1pl-greet-Refl

any.
now

‘Then I’ll go greet him now.’ (Lit: ‘Then I’ll go, we’ll greet each other now.’)

The difference between these cases of speaker bias and those in which the reported belief is
false is particularly clear in future-oriented sentences, where the truth of p cannot be known in
the present moment. In (324), for example, a journalist is reporting a political candidate’s belief
about the upcoming election.

(324) We turn on a Kalenjin TV station and see an impartial journalist of unknown political affil-
iation discussing the upcoming election. Talking about a viable candidate named Jessica,
the journalist says:
a. I-pwɑɑt-e

3-think-ap.ipfv
Jɛsɪka
J.

kole
C

∅-sindɑn-iisye
3-win-ipfv

ɛɛn
in

lewenisiet.
election

‘Jessica thinks that she will win the election.’
b. #∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ap.ipfv
Jɛsɪka
J.

∅-sindɑn-iisye
3-win-ipfv

ɛɛn
in

lewenisiet.
election

‘Jessica is under the impression that she will win the election.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 5)

(324b) is inappropriate for an impartial journalist to say because it suggests that the journalist
doubts that Jessica will win the election. Speakers comment that this sentence comes across as
though the journalist is mocking the candidate who wrongly believes that she will win. However,
by introducing explicit bias into the context, speakers’ felicity judgements flip. If the journalist
is instead a biased political pundit as in (325), sentences with pɑr like (325b) are ideal.

(325) We turn on a Kalenjin TV station and see a biased political pundit discussing the upcoming
election. Talking about a viable candidate named Jessica who he believes will lose the
election, the pundit says:
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a. #? I-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ap.ipfv

Jɛsɪka
J.

kole
C

∅-sindɑn-iisye
3-win-ipfv

ɛɛn
in

lewenisiet.
election

‘Jessica thinks that she will win the election.’
b. ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
Jɛsɪka
J.

∅-sindɑn-iisye
3-win-ap.ipfv

ɛɛn
in

lewenisiet.
election

‘Jessica is under the impression that she will win the election.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 5)

An identical pattern of speaker bias is observed with second person belief holders. An im-
partial journalist cannot felicitously report their addressee’s future-oriented belief using pɑr, as
evidenced by the infelicity of (326b).

(326) During an interview, a presidential candidate says Atinye komong’unet ne oo kole kipelisiei
ɛɛn lewenisiet ‘I have a lot of faith that we will win the election.’ An impartial journalist
replies:
a. Ii-pwɑɑt-e

2sg-think-ap.ipfv-lp
kole
C

i-pel-iisye-i
2sg-win-ipfv-lp

ɛɛn
in

lewenisiet.
election

‘(So) you think that you’ll win the election.’
b. # I-pɑr-e

2sg-think-ap.ipfv-lp
i-pel-iisye-i
2sg-win-ipfv-lp

ɛɛn
in

lewenisiet.
election

‘(So) you are under the impression that you’ll win the election.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 5)

The parallelism between (324) with a third person belief holder and (326) with a second person
belief holder shows that this speaker bias is not tied to a third person belief holder. Instead, this
interpretive effect arises with any non-first person belief holder. This also includes plural non-
first person belief holders, as seen in (327) with the third person plural belief holder piik ‘people’
and in (328) with a second person plural belief holder.

(327) ∅-Pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

piik
people

leeluwɑɑt
fox

ng’ook-i.
dog-pRox

‘People are under the impression that this dog is a fox.’
(328) You’re definitely not coming home tomorrow, but your family seems to think that you

are. You say:
Toos
mod

o-pɑr-e
2pl-think-ipfv

ɑ-nyoon-e
1sg-come-ipfv

kaa
home

kɑɑroon-i?
tomorrow-Q

‘Are you (pl) under the impression that I’m coming home tomorrow?’

Third, speakers use pɑr to indicate that they find the belief holder unreliable, even if they do
not know the truth of the reported belief themselves. For instance, in an out-of-the-blue context
where the speaker has no reason to doubt the belief holder’s reliability, statements with pwɑɑt
are perfectly natural (329a), while those with pɑr are infelicitous (329b).
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(329) We walk up to some people at a party and hear them talking about who has and hasn’t
arrived. We have no idea if Arap Ruto is here, nor any idea why Arap Bett has the beliefs
that he does. I say:
a. Mɑɑ-ngen

neg.1sg-know
koto
if

kɑ-ko-it
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

Arap
son.of

Ruto
R.

anan
or

tomo
not.yet

lɑkini
but

i-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ipfv

Arap
son.of

Beet
B.

kole
C

kɑ-ko-it.
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

‘I don’t know if Arap Ruto has arrived yet, but Arap Bett thinks that he has.’
b. # Mɑɑ-ngen

neg.1sg-know
koto
if

kɑ-ko-it
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

Arap
son.of

Ruto
R.

anan
or

tomo
not.yet

lɑkini
but

∅-pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

Arap
son.of

Beet
B.

kɑ-ko-it.
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

‘I don’t know if Arap Ruto has arrived yet, but Arap Bett is under the impression
that he has.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:Appendix ex. 12)

Consultants comment that (329b) is inappropriate because the speaker has no information that
would allow them to judge Bett’s belief, as use of pɑr suggests. However, when the context
establishes that the belief holder is unreliable in some way as in (330), pɑr becomes natural.

(330) Arap Bett is drunk and is acting confused. I have no idea if Arap Ruto is here or not, but
I have reason to doubt Arap Bett’s reliability. I say:
Mɑɑ-ngen
neg.1sg-know

koto
if

kɑ-ko-it
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

Arap
son.of

Ruto
R.

anan
or

tomo
not.yet

lɑkini
but

∅-pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

Arap
son.of

Beet
B.

kɑ-ko-it.
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

‘I don’t know if Arap Ruto has arrived yet, but Arap Bett is under the impression that he
has.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:Appendix ex. 12)

In this way, even when the sentence explicitly states that the speaker does not know whether or
not p is true, pɑr statements are appropriate when the belief holder is deemed unreliable.

4.2.2 Interpretation with first person belief holders

With first person belief holders, pɑr has different interpretive effects depending on the tense
of the belief verb. Intuitively, this distinction arises because individuals can stand in different
relationships with their past beliefs vs. their present ones. People typically assume that their
present beliefs are true—otherwise, they would not believe them. However, it is entirely possible
for individuals to recognize their past beliefs as false, if their epistemic state has changed in some
relevant way. In the past tense, then, speakers use pɑr with a first person belief holder when they
thought that the reported belief was true, but have since learned that it is false (331) - (332).
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(331) I went to school because I thought there was a meeting, but it was actually cancelled.
When I get home, my mom asks why I went to school, so I respond:
a. #? Kɑɑ-pwɑɑt-e

pst1.1sg-think-ipfv
kole
C

mii
cop

tuiyeet
meeting

rɑ.
today

‘I thought there was a meeting today.’
b. Kɑɑ-pɑr-e

pst1.1sg-think-ipfv
mii
cop

tuiyeet
meeting

rɑ.
today

‘I was under the impression that there was a meeting today.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 11)

(332) I left my car with a friend while I was out of town because I thought they would use it.
But when I get back, I learn that they actually don’t know how to drive! I say:
a. #? Kɑɑ-pwɑɑt-e

pst1.1sg-think-ipfv
kole
C

ii-ngen
2sg-know

ii-ket
2sg.sbjv-drive

karɪɪt.
car

‘I thought you knew how to drive a car.’
b. Kɑɑ-pɑr-e

pst1.1sg-think-ipfv
ii-ngen
2sg-know

ii-ket
2sg.sbjv-drive

karɪɪt.
car

‘I was under the impression that you knew how to drive a car.’
The pattern seen here parallels that in (320) - (321) with third person belief holders; pɑr suggests
that p is false, which is only possible in the past tense with first person belief holders.

Yet in the present tense, speakers use pɑr with a first person belief holder for a very differ-
ent purpose. In sentences like the a. examples in (333) - (335), pɑr serves a reminding function.
Speakers report that, in these types of sentences, pɑr suggests that the addressee should already
know p or, in the words of one consultant, that “[the reported belief] is already a foregone con-
clusion”. Pɑr serves not to weaken the strength of these statements, but rather to highlight the
fact that p should be common knowledge—for reasons ranging from shared cultural norms (333)
to prior knowledge (334) to physical context (335).
(333) Church meetings are always loud and take place every Sunday, which we both know. It’s

Sunday morning, and we hear lots of noise. You ask me what it is, and I respond:
a. A-pɑr-e

1sg-think-ipfv
mii
cop

tuiyeet
meeting

ra.
today

‘Of course, there’s a meeting today.’ (Lit: ‘I think that there’s a meeting today.’)
b. # Aɑ-pwɑɑt-e

1sg-think-ipfv
ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-C

mii
cop

tuiyeet
meeting

ra.
today

‘I think there’s a meeting today.’
c. #? Mii

cop
tuiyeet
meeting

ra.
today

‘There’s a meeting today.’
d. # Aɑ-ngen

1sg-know
ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-C

mii
cop

tuiyeet
meeting

ra.
today

‘I know there’s a meeting today.’
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(334) Nick and Sharon live in Oakland, which I should know because I’ve been to their house
before. When they invite me over for dinner, I ask them what city they live in, thinking
that it’s Berkeley. They want to remind me where they live by saying:
a. A-pɑr-e

1sg-think-ipfv
ki-meny-e
1pl-live-ipfv

Oakland.
Oakland

‘We live in Oakland, as you know.’ (Lit: ‘I think that we live in Oakland.’)
b. # Aɑ-pwɑɑt-e

1sg-think-ipfv
ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-C

ki-meny-e
1pl-live-ipfv

Oakland.
Oakland

‘I think we live in Oakland.’
c. #? Ki-meny-e

1pl-live-ipfv
Oakland.
Oakland

‘We live in Oakland.’
d. # Aɑ-ngen

1sg-know
ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-C

ki-meny-e
1pl-live-ipfv

Oakland.
Oakland

‘I know we live in Oakland.’
(335) I see a friend heading outside in a t-shirt and shorts, even though it’s the middle of winter.

I want to remind them that it’s way too cold for that kind of outfit! I say:
a. A-pɑr-e

1sg-think-ipfv
kaɪtɪt
cold

ra.
today

‘Hang on, it’s cold today.’ (Lit: ‘I think that it’s cold today.’)
b. # Aɑ-pwɑɑt-e

1sg-think-ipfv
ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-C

kaɪtɪt
cold

ra.
today

‘I think it’s cold today.’
c. #? Kaɪtɪt

cold
ra.
today

‘It’s cold today.’
d. # Aɑ-ngen

1sg-know
ɑɑ-le
1sg.sbjv-C

kaɪtɪt
cold

ra.
today

‘I know it’s cold today.’

In uttering these statements, the speaker is not indicating doubt on their part about p; in
each of these examples, the speaker is certain of the truth of the reported belief and justified
in having this belief. For this reason, the equivalent statements with the neutral belief verb
pwɑɑt are infelicitous, as seen in the b. examples. Instead, speakers use the pɑr statement or the
bare proposition, which is possible though strong dispreferred, as it does not explicitly serve a
reminding function. For instance, speakers suggest that the c. examples are more polite, since
they do not highlight that the addressee is forgetting something, but are less suited to the context,
which explicitly calls for reminding. Finally, while the equivalent attitude reports with ngen
‘know’ are more coherent in (333) - (335) than in the negative bias cases, even here speakers
prefer the bare proposition p over the ngen statement—presumably because stating p commits the
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speaker to knowing p, making the attitude report with ngen unnecessary (see Simons 2007:1048
for such an analysis of English I know p).4

Further evidence of pɑr’s reminding function is found in (336), where the pɑr statement is
infelicitous when the speaker cannot assume the reported belief to be shared knowledge with
their addressee. The sentence in (336a) with pɑr is infelicitous because the addressee cannot be
assumed to already know that they should speak to Arap Ruto; rather, getting advice from the
advisor about what the addressee should do is the goal of the conversation.

(336) Arap Ruto is in charge of the linguistics department. I’m planning to go to Kenya and
need permission to do so. I talk to my advisor, and she says:
a. # A-pɑr-e

1sg-think-ipfv
yɑɑch-e
mod-ipfv

ii-ng’olɑɑl-chi
2sg.sbjv-speak-appl

Arap
son.of

Ruto.
R.

‘As you know, you should speak to Arap Ruto.’
b. Yɑɑch-e

mod-ipfv
ii-ng’olɑɑl-chi
2sg.sbjv-speak-appl

Arap
son.of

Ruto.
R.

‘You should speak to Arap Ruto.’

Consultants note that (336a) is odd for an advisor to use because it comes across as if they are
reprimanding their addressee for not already speaking to Arap Ruto or not knowing to do so.

Notably, this reminding function is restricted to first person belief holders. Although the
context in (337) sets the stage for a reminding use of pɑr, this reading is unavailable with third
person pɑr. Speakers note that pɑr in (337a) implies that the speaker believes the doctor to be
wrong, which is inappropriate given their expertise. In this way, pɑr has only a negative bias
reading with a third person belief holder. To get at a reminding function, speakers embed the
doctor’s belief—reported with the neutral belief verb pwɑɑt—under 1sg pɑr (337b).

(337) You go to the doctor because you’re coughing and have a sore throat. The doctor thinks
that you have Covid, but didn’t run a test because he ran out. He sends you home, but
tells you to isolate and follow the Covid guidelines. I see you leaving the house and want
to remind you about your diagnosis. I say:
a. #∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
dɑkitɑɑri
doctor

i-tiny-e
2sg-have-ipfv

koroonɑ.
Covid

‘Remember, according to the doctor, you have Covid.’
b. A-pɑr-e

1sg-think-ipfv
i-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ipfv

dɑkitɑɑri
doctor

kole
C

i-tiny-e
2sg-have-ipfv

koroonɑ.
Covid

‘Remember, the doctor thinks that you have Covid.’

The same pattern is seenwith second person belief holders. Use of 2sg pɑr in a reminding scenario
like (338) is infelicitous, as it implies that the speaker doubts the addressee’s belief. Instead,

4This claim, of course, raises the question of why anyone would say I know p, when they could just say p. Follow-
ing Simons (2007), I assume that I know p is preferred over p in some contexts given other discourse considerations
like focus (e.g. on the attitude holder or know); this analysis aligns with the fact that the ngen statements in the d.
examples in (333) - (335) are made significantly better when ngen ‘know’ receives stress.
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the report of the addressee’s belief must be embedded under 1sg pɑr (338b). In this way, pɑr’s
reminding function is restricted to instances with a first person belief holder in the present tense.5

(338) This morning, you told me that you were feeling sick and weren’t going to school today.
But when I see you a bit later, you’re getting dressed and putting things in your backpack,
as if you’re going to school. I want to remind you what you told me earlier, so I say:
a. # I-pɑr-e

2sg-think-ipfv
ii-mnyoon-i.
2sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘Wait a minute, according to you, you’re sick.’
b. A-pɑr-e

1sg-think-ipfv
ii-pwɑɑt-e
2sg-think-ipfv

kole
C

ii-mnyoon-i.
2sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘Wait a minute, you think that you’re sick.’

To summarize, the specific interpretive effects triggered by pɑr depend on the person of the
belief holder, as well as the tense of the belief verb, as outlined in (339). With non-first person
belief holders, use of pɑr indicates that p is false, the speaker is biased against p, or x is unreliable.
With first person belief holders, pɑr’s effects differ across tenses. In the past tense, pɑr suggests
that p is false, as with non-first person belief holders. Yet in the present tense, pɑr serves to remind
listeners that they should already know p. In this way, pɑr serves two seemingly contradictory
purposes: to suggest that p is or may be false and to remind the addressee that p is true.

(339) a. Non-first person pɑr p

• p is false
• Speaker is biased against p
• x is unreliable

b. First person past pɑr p
• p is false

c. First person present pɑr p
• Reminds the addressee of p

4.3 Negatively biased belief and reminding across languages
The negative bias and reminding functions seen with Kipsigis pɑr are attested independently
across a range of languages. However, pɑr is unique in using a single lexical item to accomplish
both of these seemingly distinct functions. In this section, I sketch the typology of negatively

5I have found speaker variation with respect to the availability of a reminding function with a first person plural
belief holder. For one speaker, use of 1pl pɑr to serve a reminding function in (1) is natural, since the speaker is
responding on behalf of themselves and their partner, while another speaker disprefers (1).

(1) Nick and Sharon live in Oakland, which I should know because I’ve been to their house before. When they
invite me over for dinner, I ask them what city they live in, thinking that it’s Berkeley. They want to remind
me where they live by saying:
Ki-pɑr-e
1pl-think-ipfv

ki-meny-e
1pl-live-ipfv

Oakland.
Oakland

‘We live in Oakland, as you know.’
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biased belief verbs, as well as a sample of elements with reminding functions, to show how the
Kipsigis pattern fits into the larger, cross-linguistic picture.

Negatively biased belief verbs are reported in several languages, including Tagalog (akala;
Kierstead 2013), Taiwanese Southern Min (liah-tsun; Hsiao 2017), Spanish (creerse; Anvari et al.
2019), and Mandarin (yǐwéi; Glass 2022). With non-first person belief holders, these verbs show
similar behaviors to Kipsigis par. For instance, both Spanish creerse and Mandarin yǐwéi strongly
suggest that the reported belief is false or unlikely. The Spanish sentence in (340) implies that
it is not actually raining, while the Mandarin sentence in (341) is preferred when the speaker
is known to be healthy (i.e. p is known to be false). These data parallel the pattern seen with
non-first person Kipsigis par in §4.2.1.6,7

(340) Spanish (Anvari et al. 2019:ex. 1)
Juan
J.

se
Refl

cree
believes

que
that

está
it.is

lloviendo.
raining

‘Juan incorrectly believes that it is raining.’
(341) Mandarin (Glass 2022:ex. 4)

I tell you that I’ve been faking an illness to skip school. I say:
Māma
mother

yǐwéi
yiwei

wǒ
I

bìng
sick

le.
asp

‘Mother is under the impression that I’m sick.’

However, pɑr’s reminding function with a first person belief holder is unique in the space of
previously described negatively biased belief verbs. Other such verbs that have been described
in sufficient detail in the literature have no reminding function and are often incompatible with
a first person belief holder. For instance, Spanish creerse is infelicitous with a first person belief
holder (342), while first person Mandarin yǐwéi is necessarily interpreted as past tense (343a)
or—with enough contextual support—very hedged (343b). Crucially, these verbs lack any sort
of reminding function, which differentiates the pattern in (342) - (343) from the Kipsigis one in
§4.2.2.

6Other languages also have different ways of encoding a similar type of negative bias. For instance, German
Konjunktiv I is a reportative subjunctive that serves a function similar to Kipsigis pɑr in non-first person cases; the
sentence in (1) suggests that p is false or unlikely. Here I highlight that negatively biased belief verbs are not the
only way to derive negative bias in belief reports, but leave for future research the question of whether German
Konjunctiv I warrants a similar, CG management-style analysis (see also Glass 2022:25).

(1) German
Er
he

denkt,
thinks

sie
she

sei
is.sbjv

zuhause.
at.home

‘He thinks that she is at home.’

7‘Incorrectly’ in the translation of (340) is my addition to highlight the negative bias that arises with Spanish
creerse in this context. This addition is based on the description around the data example in Anvari et al. (2019), but
it is not included in their translation.
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(342) Spanish (Anvari et al. 2019:ex. 13)
# Me
Refl

creo
I.believe

que
that

está
it.is

lloviendo.
raining

not: ‘Remember, it’s raining.’
(343) Mandarin (Glass 2022:ex. 11-12)

a. Wǒ
I

yǐwéi
yiwei

jīntiān
today

yǒu
have

ge
cl

jiǎngzuò.
talk

‘I thought there was a talk today.’
not: ‘Remember, there’s a talk today.’

b. Wǒ
I

gèrén
personally

yǐwéi
yiwei

nǐ
you

yīnggāi
should

zhèyàng
this.way

zuò.
do

‘Personally, I would think that you should do this.’
not: ‘You should do this, as you know.’

Although it is previously unreported for a negatively biased belief verb, pɑr’s reminding func-
tion is familiar from discourse particles like German ja and doch, which instruct the addressee
to retrieve from the CG a proposition that is not currently being considered (Döring 2016). For
instance, in sentences like the follow-up in (344b), use of ja instructs the addressee to retrieve a
forgotten proposition from the CG—namely, that Maria has already said that she would like to
do the job. Although the addressee has perhaps forgotten this fact, use of ja suggests that they
should already know p.8

(344) German (Döring 2016:ex. 39)
a. Ich

I
würde
would

Maria
M.

als
as

Sprecherin
speaker

vorschlagen.
recommend

‘I would recommend Maria as the speaker.’
b. Sie

she
hat
has

ja
ja

gesagt,
said

sie
she

würde
would

die
the

Aufgabe
task

gern
like

übernehmen.
to.take.over

‘Remember, she said she would like to take over this task.’
where p = {w : Maria said that she would like to take over this task in w}

In this way, the two functions served by Kipsigis pɑr are familiar on their own; a number of
verbs—including Spanish creerse and Mandarin yǐwéi—accomplish only negative bias, while the
German discourse particles ja and doch serve only a reminding function. The novelty of the Kip-
sigis pattern lies in its combination of these two phenomena in a single lexical item. This unique
combination of familiar elements has ramifications for the analysis of Kipsigis pɑr. As detailed in
the following section, analyses of negatively biased belief verbs typically assume that the speaker
is committed to p being false or unlikely, while analyses of reminding elements like ja and doch
assume the opposite—that the speaker is committed to p being true. In short, existing accounts

8‘Remember’ in the translation of (344b) is my addition to highlight the reminding inference that arises with
German ja. This addition is based on the description that Döring provides in the text surrounding the example, but
it is not found in the original translation.
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that capture either negative bias or reminding are unable to capture the other function. Against
this backdrop, in the following section, I draw inspiration from these two bodies of literature to
provide a unified analysis of Kipsigis pɑr that accounts for its full range of effects.

4.4 Analyzing Kipsigis pɑr
My analysis of Kipsigis pɑr makes use of both semantic and pragmatic tools. Semantically, in
addition to its standard belief semantics, pɑr contains an instruction for CG management: p is
not to be added to the CG. Pragmatically, then, speakers reason about why this must be the case,
which implicates that the reported belief is false or unlikely, the belief holder is unreliable, or
the reported belief is already in the CG. This bipartite analysis accounts for the full range of
interpretive effects associated with pɑr, while requiring minimal semantic differences between
pɑr and pwɑɑt. Then, to conclude this section, I consider two other possible analyses, which seek
to explain pɑr’s negative bias and reminding functions through different mechanisms, and I show
that these alternatives are unable to capture the full range of pɑr’s effects.

4.4.1 Semantics of pɑr

I assume a framework in which utterances are updates to the CG (Karttunen 1974; Stalnaker
1978). For instance, the asserted content of (345)—what the speaker directly proposes to add to
the CG—is the proposition that the speaker’s mother has a particular belief (i.e. x thinks p).
Given assumptions about cooperation in discourse (Grice 1989), listeners typically assume that
the speaker of (345) is being truthful and accept this proposition by default. This proposition
enters the CG, leading to CG update of the form in (346); the output CG (CGout) contains the
input CG (CGin) plus the asserted proposition.

(345) I-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ipfv

kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg.poss

kole
C

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother thinks that I’m sick.’
(346) CGout = CGin ∪ {x thinks p}

However, depending on how interlocutors evaluate the likelihood of the reported belief and
the reliability of the belief holder, belief reports with neutral belief verbs like pwɑɑt allow other
propositions to enter the CG as well. For instance, when (345) is uttered in a context like (347a),
p is reasonable and x is reliable, so p can be added to the CG alongside x thinks p. This type of
CG update is schematized in (347b).9

9While the inference from x thinks p to p is not part of the asserted content of a belief report, listeners often
take x’s belief in p as evidence for p itself—especially if p seems reasonable and x is viewed as reliable (see e.g. the
evidential uses of attitude reports in Simons 2007). In this way, interlocutors’ acceptance of p as true after utterance
of a belief report relies on pragmatic reasoning about the belief itself and the belief holder, though this inference is
not straightforwardly classified as presupposition or conversational implicature.
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(347) a. Mymother is a doctor who is really good at spotting signs of illness before people start
feeling sick. My mother took my temperature and felt my lymph nodes and thinks
that I’m sick. I’m explaining to you why I can’t come to your party today and say:

b. CGout = CGin ∪ {x thinks p, p}
(348) a. My mother is a hypochondriac who always thinks that I’m sick. I went to bed early

last night because I was up late the night before, but nowmymother is convinced that
I’m sick. I’m complaining to you and say:

b. CGout = CGin ∪ {x thinks p, ¬p}

On the other hand, when (345) is uttered in a context like (348a) where p is unlikely and x is
unreliable, the belief report can serve to add ¬p to the CG. In these cases, CG update takes the
form in (348b).

In this way, neutral belief verbs like pwɑɑt allow for a wide range of CG update possibilities.
As a result, I suggest that pwɑɑt contributes only standard belief semantics (349): in all the worlds
compatible with x’s beliefs, p holds. The fact that pwɑɑt allows for a wide range of CG update
possibilities aligns with speaker intuitions that use of pwɑɑt “leaves the issue open” as to whether
or not the reported belief is true, and so general purpose reasoning steps in.

(349) JpwɑɑtK = JthinkK = λpλxλw.∀w′ ∈ Doxx,w[p(w′) = 1]

By contrast, I argue that pɑr statements are more restricted in the type of CG update that they
allow. The meaning of pɑr contains two parts. Its at-issue content provides the same standard
belief semantics seen in (349). Yet its not-at-issue content provides a CGmanagement instruction,
stating that pmust not be added to the CG. This instruction rules out the type of CG update seen
with pwɑɑt in (347b). I formalize this instruction as a definedness condition requiring that p
either must not be in CGout or must be in CGin. A denotation for pɑr is in (350), though other
formalizations of both the at-issue and not-at-issue content are compatible with my analysis; the
key takeaway is that pɑr comes with a bipartite definedness condition that restricts the shape of
the CG before or after utterance.10

(350) JpɑrK = JthinkK = λpλxλw.∀w′ ∈ Doxx,w[p(w′) = 1]
defined only when
a. p /∈ CGout, or
b. p ∈ CGin

(351) Paraphrase of (350a) - (350b): Do not add p to the CG.

This definedness condition ensures that p is not added to the CG in the following way. If p is
not in CGin, then it cannot be added to the CG upon acceptance of the pɑr statement, since (350a)
mandates that p must not be in CGout. On the other hand, if p is already in CGin, pɑr continues
to be defined (350b), though p cannot be non-trivially added to the CG, since it is already there.
Because p is in the input CG, it must also be in the output CG—even without any contribution

10For the rest of the chapter, I use JthinkK as shorthand for λpλxλw.∀w′ ∈ Doxx,w[p(w′) = 1] or an equivalent.
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from the pɑr statement—given that CGout is built additively uponCGin.11 In thisway, the condition
in (350) captures the intuition that p must not be added to the CG when a speaker makes a pɑr
statement, at least not in any non-trivial way. It is worth pointing out, though, that the split
between negative bias and reminding seen in the data persists here in the analysis; although
these effects are conceptually unified in the paraphrase in (351), the formal implementation in
(350) involves a bipartite condition.

4.4.1.1 Evidence for not-at-issue content

Evidence that pɑr’s definedness condition is not-at-issue content comes from its behavior in pro-
jection contexts; in particular, the bias seen with pɑr persists in yes-no questions and antecedents
of conditionals.12 For instance, with yes-no questions, pɑr continues to be infelicitous when the
reported belief is true, as seen in (352).

(352) You told your family three months ago that you’d be home tomorrow. You’re checking to
make sure that they remember. You say:
a. Toos

mod
oo-pwɑɑt-i
2pl-think-ipfv

kole
C

ɑ-nyoon-e
1sg-come-ipfv

kaa
home

kɑɑroon-i?
tomorrow-Q

‘Do you (pl) think that I’m coming home tomorrow?’
b. # Toos

mod
o-pɑr-e
2pl-think-ipfv

ɑ-nyoon-e
1sg-come-ipfv

kaa
home

kɑɑroon-i?
tomorrow-Q

‘Are you (pl) under the impression that I’m coming home tomorrow?’

Pɑr is only appropriate if the speaker is not coming, but their family thinks that they are (353).

(353) You’re definitely not coming home tomorrow, but your family seems to think that you
are. You say:
a. #? Toos

mod
oo-pwɑɑt-i
2pl-think-ipfv

kole
C

ɑ-nyoon-e
1sg-come-ipfv

kaa
home

kɑɑroon-i?
tomorrow-Q

‘Do you (pl) think that I’m coming home tomorrow?’
b. Toos

mod
o-pɑr-e
2pl-think-ipfv

ɑ-nyoon-e
1sg-come-ipfv

kaa
home

kɑɑroon-i?
tomorrow-Q

‘Are you (pl) under the impression that I’m coming home tomorrow?’
11I assume that the inability of pɑr statements to remove a proposition from the CG has a separate explanation

that I do not build into pɑr’s definedness condition, since this type of CG revision is a non-canonical discourse move
that often requires a special mechanism (Farkas & Bruce 2010; Bledin & Rawlins 2016); for instance, Mandarin yǐwéi
is defined whenever p /∈ CGout, yet it cannot be used to remove p from the CG (Glass 2022).

12It is impossible to test whether pɑr’s interpretive effects persist under negation, since this verb cannot be
negated while retaining its ‘think’ meaning. Pɑr also means ‘kill’, though these constructions involve standard
transitive syntax rather than clausal embedding. When pɑr is negated, it no longer means ‘think’ and instead only
means ‘kill’. Interestingly, Mandarin yǐwéi also cannot be easily negated (Glass 2022:ex. 18), which suggests that a
resistance to negation is perhaps a more widespread property of these sorts of biased belief verbs.
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Pɑr’s interpretive effects also project from the antecedent of a conditional. In (354), the context
establishes that the reported belief is false and, consequently, the pɑr statement is preferred over
the alternative with pwɑɑt—even though the attitude verb is in a conditional antecedent.

(354) We know that there’s no test tomorrow because we’re going on a field trip. But Nancy is
paranoid and might think that there’s going to be a surprise test on the field trip. I say:
a. #? Kot

if
ko-pwɑɑt-e
3.sbjv-think-ipfv

Nancy
N.

kole
C

mii
cop

tiemuutik
test

kɑɑroon,
tomorrow

ko-soomɑn-i
3.sbjv-study-ipfv

nguuni.
now

‘If Nancy thinks there’s a test tomorrow, she’s studying now.’
b. Kot

if
ko-pɑr-e
3.sbjv-think-ipfv

Nancy
N.

mii
cop

tiemuutik
test

kɑɑroon,
tomorrow

ko-soomɑn-i
3.sbjv-study-ipfv

nguuni.
now

‘If Nancy is under the impression that there’s a test tomorrow, she’s studying now.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 16)

4.4.1.2 The distribution of pɑr and ruling out existing analyses

As seen in §4.2, pɑr statements are felicitous in a wide range of contexts. It is crucial, then, that
the definedness condition associated with pɑr be compatible with all of these contexts. Here, I
show that this is the case for the denotation of pɑr in (350). Empirically speaking, pɑr statements
are licensed when the input and output CG contain ¬p (320) - (321) or say nothing with respect to
p (322) - (326); these are the negative bias cases from §4.2. According to (350), pɑr is licensed here
because the first disjunct of its definedness condition is met (i.e. p /∈ CGout). Pɑr statements are
also licensed when the input and output CG contain p (333) - (336); these are the reminding cases
from §4.2. Here, I follow work on discourse particles with similar reminding functions, which
argues that they are felicitous when p is already in the CG, even if an interlocutor is forgetting
this fact (see e.g. Repp 2013; Döring 2016; Grosz 2016).13 According to (350), pɑr is also licensed
here because the second disjunct of its definedness condition is met (i.e. p ∈ CGin).

In this way, the semantics proposed in (350) render pɑr felicitous across a wide range of
input and output CGs: those that contain ¬p, say nothing with respect to p, or contain p. This
distribution fully captures the empirical picture described in §4.2. Table 4.1 summarizes this state
of affairs. The leftmost column describes the input CGs that allow a pɑr statement, given the
definedness condition in (350). The ∅ symbol represents that CGin says nothing with respect to
p; it does not indicate that CGin is necessarily empty. The rightmost column describes the output
CGs that are possible after utterance of a pɑr statement, also given the definedness condition in
(350).

13It is possible for a proposition to be in the CG without all interlocutors realizing it, even while maintaining a
Stalnakerian view of the CG as the set of propositions that interlocutors have agreed to treat as true (Stalnaker 1974).
Crucially, there is no requirement that all interlocutors are currently attending to all of these propositions, making
it possible for someone to have accepted a proposition p as true, but then to forget that they accepted p.
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CGin pɑr CGout

{¬p} → {x thinks p, ¬p}
∅ → {x thinks p}
{p} → {x thinks p, p}

Table 4.1: Input and output CGs compatible with pɑr statements (with respect to p)

In light of this distribution, pɑr’s not-at-issue content cannot be modeled as a condition on
just one of either the input or the output CG, as there is no unified description that captures the
full range of contexts where pɑr is appropriate. In the framework adopted here, presupposition
can be modeled as a restriction on the input CG (Stalnaker 1974); for a presupposition to be met,
the CG must look a particular way before utterance of the trigger. For instance, to capture the
idea that x knows p presupposes p, a prominent analysis of English know is that it is defined if
and only if the input CG already contains p (e.g. Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970; Stalnaker 1974); that
is, JknowK is defined only when p ∈ CGin. To capture know’s factive presupposition, then, it is
sufficient for the definedness condition to refer only to CGin.

Along similar lines, lexical items can also place restrictions on the CG after an utterance—a
phenomenon known as postsupposition (Lauer 2009; Brasoveanu 2013). In contrast to presuppo-
sition, the CGmust look a particular way after utterance of the trigger for a postsupposition to be
met. Glass (2022) uses postsupposition to analyze the negatively biased belief verb yǐwéi in Man-
darin, proposing that yǐwéi requires the output CG to be compatible with ¬p. This account can
be formalized as in (355); to capture yǐwéi’s postsupposition, it is sufficient for the definedness
condition to refer only to CGout.14

(355) JyǐwéiK = JthinkK
defined only when p /∈ CGout

Both pre- and postsuppositional analyses have been proposed to account for negatively bi-
ased belief verbs across languages. Glass (2022) offers the postsuppositional analysis above for
Mandarin yǐwéi, while Anvari et al. (2019) offer a presuppositional analysis of the negatively bi-

14In fact, the postsupposition proposed for Mandarin yǐwéi in Glass (2022) has parallels in work on CG manage-
ment outside the realm of attitude reports; specifically, the postsupposition that p /∈ CGout is nearly identical to the
CG management content proposed for the falsum operator in Repp (2013) and Romero (2015) (1).

(1) JfalsumK: (Romero 2015:ex. 25)
a. at-issue content: λp<s,t>.¬p
b. CG management content: λp<s,t>.λws.∀w′ ∈ Epix(w)[∀w′′ ∈ Convx(w

′)[p /∈ CGw′′ ]]
where Epix(w) is the attitude holder’s epistemic alternatives and Convx(w) is the set of worlds com-
patible with the attitude holder’s conversational goals

Although Repp and Romero do not call the content in (1b) postsupposition—in particular, p /∈ CGw′′—it enforces
the same restriction on the shape of the output CG as Glass’s analysis of yǐwéi.
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ased belief verb creerse in Spanish, which they argue is contrafactive. They claim that, in order
for creerse’s presupposition to be met, the input CG must contain ¬p.
(356) JcreerseK = JthinkK

defined only when ¬p ∈ CGin

Coupled with a syntactic account of neg-raising, this analysis captures the fact that creerse typ-
ically implies that its complement is false, but suggests that it is true when embedded under
negation.

However, it is impossible to extend either type of pre- or postsuppositional analysis directly
to Kipsigis pɑr, since neither the input nor output CG of a pɑr statement necessarily contains a
particular proposition, as highlighted in Table 4.1. Instead, I have proposed that pɑr imposes a
weaker requirement: that updating CGin with x pɑr p cannot involve the non-trivial addition of
p to the CG. To formalize this intuition, I have relied on a bipartite definedness condition that
uses familiar pre- and postsuppositional machinery. The definedness condition in (350) makes
reference to the output CG—like postsupposition—and the input CG—like presupposition; in fact,
(350a) is the same requirement proposed for Mandarin yǐwéi in Glass (2022), while (350b) is the
definedness condition often associated with factive predicates like English know. In this way,
the individual building blocks of pɑr’s meaning are familiar. The novelty of the Kipsigis pattern
stems from the fact that a single lexical item can be used in either type of context—with the overall
effect of preventing non-trivial update of the CG with p. In this way, the unique constellation of
properties found with Kipsigis pɑr falls out of a new combination of familiar mechanisms.

4.4.2 Pragmatics of pɑr

Notably, nothing in pɑr’s semantic meaning directly gives rise to its specific interpretive effects,
which are summarized from §4.2 in (357).
(357) Use of pɑr instead of pwɑɑt or the bare proposition p indicates:

a. that p is false,
b. that the speaker is biased against p,

c. that x is unreliable, or
d. that the addressee should know p.

Pɑr’s not-at-issue content simply states when JpɑrK is defined; it does not make any claims about
whether or not the reported belief is true, the belief holder is reliable, etc. Instead, these effects
arise via context-sensitive pragmatic reasoning in response to a speaker’s choice to use pɑr in-
stead of a neutral alternative like pwɑɑt (in negative bias cases) or the bare proposition p (in
reminding cases). By using pɑr, a speaker prevents p from being non-trivially added to the CG.
This choice triggers context-sensitive pragmatic reasoning about why the reported belief must
not be added to the CG—for instance, because it is false or because it is already in the CG. These
different types of reasoning take place depending on who the attitude holder is and what the
tense of belief verb is and lead to the range of inferences in (357).

To see this pragmatic analysis in action, the following subsections provide sample derivations
for each of the effects in (357). In all of these examples, throughout the discourse, listeners assume
that the speaker is being cooperative (Grice 1989).
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4.4.2.1 p is false

Consider (358)—repeated from (320b)—which strongly suggests that the speaker is not actually
sick.

(358) I’m healthy, but my mother thinks that I’m sick because I fooled her to skip school. I say:
∅-Pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother is under the impression that I’m sick.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 4)

Upon hearing the utterance in (358), listeners reason as outlined in (359).

(359) Upon hearing (358), listeners reason:
a. For J(358)K to be defined, either p /∈ CGout or p ∈ CGin.
b. The speaker intends for their utterance to have a defined truth value.
c. Given (359a) and the fact that p is not in the input CG, the speaker must intend for p

to not be in CGout.
d. The speaker knows whether or not they are sick and would not object to this infor-

mation being added to CGout if it were true.
e. Because the possibility of adding p to CGout is ruled out (359c), p must be false.

4.4.2.2 Speaker is biased against p

Second, the utterance in (360)—repeated from (325b)—suggests that the speaker is biased against
p, even though the truth of p is currently unknown.

(360) We turn on a Kalenjin TV station and see a biased political pundit discussing the upcoming
election. Talking about a viable candidate named Jessica who he believes will lose the
election, the pundit says:
∅-Pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

Jɛsɪka
J.

∅-sindɑn-iisye
3-win-ap.ipfv

ɛɛn
in

lewenisiet.
election

‘Jessica is under the impression that she will win the election.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 5)

Upon hearing the utterance in (360), listeners reason as outlined in (361).

(361) Upon hearing (360), listeners reason:
a. For J(360)K to be defined, either p /∈ CGout or p ∈ CGin.
b. The speaker intends for their utterance to have a defined truth value.
c. Given (361a) and the fact that p is not in the input CG, the speaker must intend for p

to not be in CGout.
d. The speaker cannot know if Jessica will win the election, but they would not object to

this information being added to CGout if they considered it likely.
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e. Because the possibility of adding p to CGout is ruled out (361c), the speaker must view
p as unlikely to be true.

The reasoning here parallels that described in §4.4.2.1, though it differs in that the speaker
cannot be assumed to know if the reported belief is true—contrary to (359d). Given (361d), lis-
teners instead conclude that the speaker intends for p to not be added to CGout because they are
biased against it in some way. In the case of (360), this bias stems from the speaker’s personal
beliefs about the upcoming election, though the same reasoning applies across different sources
of bias, as shown in the following subsection.

4.4.2.3 x is unreliable

Third, the pɑr statement in (362)—repeated from (330)—suggests that p is unlikely to be true
because the belief holder is unreliable, even though the speaker is explicitly ignorant about p.

(362) Arap Bett is drunk and is acting confused. I have no idea if Arap Ruto is here or not, but
I have reason to doubt Arap Bett’s reliability. I say:
Mɑɑ-ngen
neg.1sg-know

koto
if

kɑ-ko-it
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

Arap
son.of

Ruto
R.

anan
or

tomo
not.yet

lɑkini
but

∅-pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

Arap
son.of

Beet
B.

kɑ-ko-it.
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

‘I don’t know if Arap Ruto has arrived yet, but Arap Bett is under the impression that he
has.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:Appendix ex. 12)

Upon hearing the utterance in (362), listeners reason as outlined in (363).

(363) Upon hearing (362), listeners reason:
a. For J(362)K to be defined, either p /∈ CGout or p ∈ CGin.
b. The speaker intends for their utterance to have a defined truth value.
c. Given (363a) and the fact that p is not in the input CG, the speaker must intend for p

to not be in CGout.
d. The speaker does not know if Arap Ruto has arrived, but they would not object to this

information being added to CGout if they considered there to be sufficient evidence for
p.

e. Because the possibility of adding p to CGout is ruled out (363c), the speaker must view
p as unlikely to be true.

Note that the pragmatic reasoning outlined in (363) is nearly identical to that in (361); the
only difference between (363) and (361) is the reason for the speaker’s belief that p is unlikely
or insufficiently evidenced. Here, the speaker is biased against the reported belief because they
deem the belief holder unreliable, whereas in (361), the speaker is biased against the reported
belief due to their own opinions about the upcoming election. In this way, I discuss speaker
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bias against p and unreliable attitude holders as two separate empirical phenomena, although the
pragmatic reasoning that underlies these two patterns is actually quite similar.15

The pragmatic reasoning outlined here and in §4.4.2.2 also correctly predicts that speakers
must have a reason for using pɑr when they do not know if p is true. As noted in §4.2, when
the input CG says nothing with respect to p, pɑr statements are infelicitous in out-of-the-blue
contexts. For instance, (360) is inappropriate for an impartial journalist with no known polit-
ical affiliation to report and only becomes acceptable when used by a biased political pundit.
Likewise, pɑr statements are natural when the belief holder is deemed unreliable (362), though
these same statements are infelicitous in out-of-the-blue contexts (329b). This pattern is expected
given the pragmatic reasoning described here because it hinges on how listeners reason about
a speaker’s choice to block addition of p to the CG. When listeners are unable to come up with
a justification for the speaker’s choice to use pɑr, as is the case in out-of-the-blue contexts, the
pragmatic reasoning described here fails and, consequently, pɑr is infelicitous.

4.4.2.4 Addressee should know p

Fourth, in the present tense with a first person belief holder, pɑr serves a reminding function;
(364)—repeated from (335)—suggests that the addressee should already know that it is cold out.

(364) I see a friend heading outside in a t-shirt and shorts, even though it’s the middle of winter.
I want to remind them that it’s way too cold for that kind of outfit! I say:
A-pɑr-e
1sg-think-ipfv

kaɪtɪt
cold

ra.
today

‘Hang on, it’s cold today.’ (Lit: ‘I think that it’s cold today.’)

The pragmatic reasoning here differs from that seen previously because of the assumptions that
listeners make about a speaker’s currently held beliefs. More specifically, upon hearing the ut-
terance in (364), listeners reason as outlined in (365).

(365) Upon hearing (364), listeners reason:
a. For J(364)K to be defined, either p /∈ CGout or p ∈ CGin.
b. The speaker intends for their utterance to have a defined truth value.
c. The speaker believes p to be true; in fact, this is the asserted content of (364).
d. Because the speaker believes p to be true, they would not object to it being in CGout.
e. Therefore, it must be the case that p is in CGin according to the speaker.

15Another possible reason to use pɑr has to do with the type of evidence for a reported belief. When a speaker
considers a belief holder’s evidence to be weak, pɑr statements are felicitous. This use is mainly attested for one
speaker, which is why I do not include it in the main text, but the effect lines up with the facts reported here, which
hold across speakers. However, determiningwhat exactly constitutes weak evidence is a question for future research,
since it does not align neatly with evidential scales like those proposed by Willett (1988). For instance, if a speaker
considers indirect evidence or hearsay to be sound, pɑr cannot be used, while direct evidence that the speaker deems
faulty in some way can license pɑr. I leave exploring the link between evidence source and pɑr to future work.
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f. Given this, interlocutors infer that the speaker is trying to remind them of p, since the
speaker believes that they are not attending to this point.

As before, pɑr’s definedness condition must be met (365a). Yet here, listeners reason differ-
ently about which disjunct of the definedness condition applies. Because the speaker believes
p—this is the asserted content of (364)—they are presumably comfortable with p being in CGout
(365d), since adding true information to the CG is the goal of a conversation. As a result, listen-
ers conclude that p must be in the input CG. Once listeners draw this conclusion, a reminding
inference arises naturally, just as with German ja and doch on many accounts (e.g. Repp 2013;
Grosz 2016); even though an interlocutor might not remember p, the speaker of (364) views p as
common knowledge, giving rise to a reminding inference. In this way, pɑr’s reminding function
falls out of 1) how listeners reason about the relationship that speakers have with their present
beliefs and 2) how that relationship interacts with the definedness condition attached to pɑr.

In this way, the denotation of pɑr that I propose lays the groundwork for deriving both nega-
tive bias and reminding inferences, given its bipartite definedness condition. However, an alter-
native approach encodes only negative bias in the belief verb’s denotation—adopting a semantics
like (355) or (356)—and rules in reminding uses via a pragmatic rescue strategy. The intuition
here is that pɑr’s negative bias function is default; only when this use is blocked—as with first
person belief holders in the present tense—does the reminding function become available. How-
ever, if this rescue strategy were based on general pragmatic principles, it should also be available
with Mandarin yǐwéi or Spanish creerse, even though these forms have no such function (§4.3).
By contrast, on my account, the variation between Kipsigis vs. Spanish and Mandarin is built
into the meaning of pɑr. In my opinion, this is a more natural way to capture cross-linguistic
variation, instead of proposing that pragmatic principles variably hold across languages.

4.4.2.5 Restricting pɑr’s reminding function

Recall from §4.2.2 that pɑr’s reminding function is limited to cases with first person belief holders
in the present tense. How can this restriction be captured? One tempting possibility is through
competition with factive ngen ‘know’ with a non-first person belief holder.16 Much like English
know, Kipsigis ngen is defined only when p ∈ CGin. By contrast, with non-first person belief
holders, pɑr is ambiguous between two different possibilities: p /∈ CGout or p ∈ CGin. A speaker’s
choice to use the weaker, ambiguous option pɑr over the stronger, unambiguous option ngen
would implicate that ngen’s presupposition is not met, giving rise to negative bias but not re-
minding with non-first person belief holders.

However, this analysis falls short in contexts where ngen is not licensed but reminding uses
with a non-first person belief holder remain unavailable. Such a context is found in (366), re-
peated from (337). Here, the ngen statement is infelicitous because the doctor lacks the proper
justification required for their belief to be reported as knowledge. A reminding use of third per-
son pɑr continues to be unavailable—even without competition with ngen—which shows that this
competition cannot be solely responsible for the restriction.

16Many thinks to Judith Tonhauser for pointing out this line of analysis.
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(366) You go to the doctor because you’re coughing and have a sore throat. The doctor thinks
that you have Covid, but didn’t run a test because he ran out. He sends you home, but
tells you to isolate and follow the Covid guidelines. I see you leaving the house and want
to remind you about your diagnosis. I say:
a. #∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
dɑkitɑɑri
doctor

i-tiny-e
2sg-have-ipfv

koroonɑ.
Covid

‘Remember, according to the doctor, you have Covid.’
b. # I-ngen

3-know
dɑkitɑɑri
doctor

kole
C

i-tiny-e
2sg-have-ipfv

koroonɑ.
Covid

‘The doctor knows that you have Covid.’

Instead, I suggest that the restriction on pɑr’s reminding use arises due to a preference for
some kinds of pragmatic reasoning over others. Pɑr statements are defined in two different en-
vironments: when p is not in CGout or when p is already in CGin. Negative bias and reminding
inferences, then, arise pragmatically based on how listeners reason about which disjunct of pɑr’s
definedness condition applies in a given context. When listeners reason that a speaker used pɑr
because p /∈ CGout, a negative bias inference arises (367a). On the other hand, when listeners
reason that a speaker used pɑr because p ∈ CGin, a reminding inference arises (367b).

(367) Pragmatic reasoning pathways
a. JPɑrK is defined because p /∈ CGout. The speaker must want to block the inference

from x thinks p to p because p is false, unlikely, or poorly evidenced.
(negative bias reasoning)

b. JPɑrK is defined because p ∈ CGin. The speaker must want to remind an interlocutor
of p, since, in the speaker’s view, they are not attending to this point.
(reminding reasoning)

I propose that the type of pragmatic reasoning in (367a) is a default, preferred over the one
in (367b) whenever possible. With first person belief holders, only (367b) is possible, since inter-
locutors know that the speaker believes p and so would not object to p being part of CGout. Yet
with non-first person belief holders, both pragmatic reasoning pathways are, in principle, possi-
ble because interlocutors do not know whether the speaker believes p. In such cases, the Kipsigis
data show that (367a) takes precedence over (367b).

It is possible that this preference is grounded in conversational principles. I assume that the
primary goal of conversation is to shrink the context set by adding truthful propositions to the
CG, so that interlocutors can determine which possible world they are in. To achieve this goal,
it is essential that truthful information be added to the CG and that false or unjustified infor-
mation be kept out of the CG. The reasoning around pɑr in (367a) does exactly this: it prevents
the addition of a false or unjustified proposition to the CG. By contrast, the reasoning around
pɑr in (367b) is useful, but does not serve the primary goal of conversation as directly; while it
is helpful to remind interlocutors what the CG already looks like, it is arguably not as essential
to the development of a conversation as avoiding false CG update. At present, I leave this pref-
erence for one line of pragmatic reasoning over another as a stipulation—perhaps grounded in
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conversational principles—since there is no clear alternative that captures the restriction. How-
ever, understanding how to integrate such a preference into a model of definedness conditions
and pragmatic reasoning is a question for further work.

4.4.2.6 Evidence for pragmatic inferences

To conclude this section, I provide evidence that the inferences triggered by pɑr are derived prag-
matically. Support for this analysis comes from the fact that these effects can be reinforced with-
out redundancy and are cancellable—two hallmarks of pragmatic inferences (Hirschberg 1985;
Grice 1989; Potts 2014). For instance, in contexts where p is known to be false, speakers can re-
inforce the falsity of p without redundancy. These continuations are particularly natural if the
speaker provides additional explanation for the false belief.

(368) We all know that I’m perfectly healthy. But my mother thinks that I’m sick because I
fooled her to skip school.
∅-Pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-my

ɑɑ-mnyon-i
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

lɑkini
but

mɑɑ-mnyon-i.
neg.1sg-be.sick-ipfv

Kɑɑ-ng’ɑl-e
pst1.1sg-lie-ipfv

sɪ
puRp

mɑɑ-wɑ-i
neg.1sg-go-lp

sʊgʊl.
school

‘My mother is under the impression that I’m sick, but I’m not sick. I was lying to not go
to school.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 4)

Pɑr’s other interpretive effects, like the unreliability of x, are also reinforceable, as seen in (369).

(369) Arap Bett is very drunk and is acting confused. I don’t know if Arap Ruto is here or not,
but I have reason to doubt Bett’s reliability.
∅-Pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

Arap
son.of

Bett
B.

kɑ-ko-it
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

Arap
son.of

Ruto
R.

lɑkini
but

mɑɑ-pwɑɑt-e
neg.1sg-think-ipfv

kole
C

kɑ-ko-it.
pst1-3.peRf-arrive

∅-Pook-iit-i
3-drunk-vblz-ipfv

Arap
son.of

Bett.
B.

Mɑɑ-yon-i
neg.1sg-believe-ipfv

che
Rel.pl

∅-mwɑ-e.
3-say-ipfv

‘Arap Bett is under the impression that Arap Ruto has arrived, but I don’t think that he
has. Arap Bett is drunk. I don’t believe what he says.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:Appendix ex. 12)

The fact that these effects can be reinforced without redundancy suggests that they are not part
of the asserted content of pɑr, but instead arise via pragmatic reasoning.

Pɑr’s interpretive effects are also cancellable, though cancellation requires more contextual
support than reinforcement, parallel to the pattern seen with Kipsigis -yan forms in Chapter 3
§3.4. Continuations like that in (370) are not contradictory, but they are marked discourse moves
that typically require the use of veracity emphasizers like ɛɛn ɪman ‘in truth’. In particular, the
speaker’s use of pɑr in the first half of (370a) suggests that p should not be added to the CG simply
because many people believe it—even though it ultimately ends up being true. The follow-up in
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(370b) then explains the unexpected reason why p is true, at which point it can be added to the
CG. In this way, cancellation after use of pɑr must serve some rhetorical purpose, intentionally
setting up the expectation that p is false in order to subvert this expectation in a surprising or
interesting way.

(370) My friend Lydia invented a famous app, and people think she made millions from it. Actu-
ally, although my friend never made any money from her app, she inherited money from
her parents. I say:
a. ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
piik
people

mogoriot
rich.person

Lidyɑ,
L.

ɑko
and

ɛɛn
in

ɪman
truth

ko-mogoriot…
3.sbjv-rich.person

‘People are under the impression that Lydia’s rich, and she actually is…’
b. Lɑkini

but
mɑ-mogoriot
neg-rich.person

kiin
when

ko-ɑl-tɑ
3.sbjv-buy-it

ap.
app

Kii-∅-koo-chi
pst3-3-give-appl

siigiik-chik
parents-3.poss

rabɪɪnɪk.
money
‘But she’s not rich from selling the app. Her parents gave her the money.’
(context adapted from Glass 2022:ex. 9)

Interestingly, negatively biased belief verbs in other languages show a similar pattern in terms
of cancellation difficulty. The interpretive effects of Spanish creerse cannot be cancelled (Anvari
et al. 2019:ex. 10), while those of Mandarin yǐwéi are more difficult to cancel than to reinforce
(Glass 2022:ex. 27-28). While it is outside the scope of this chapter to offer a full explanation as to
why this cancellation difficulty persists cross-linguistically, it is worth noting that this behavior is
shared across different biased belief verbs with different empirical profiles in other aspects of the
grammar. Nevertheless, the behaviors discussed in this section provide evidence that the specific
inferences triggered by use of pɑr are pragmatically derived.

4.4.3 The grammatical status of first person present pɑr

Because pɑr’s reminding function is so different from its negative bias use and is restricted to first
person belief holders, it is worth considering the possibility that 1sg present ɑpɑre is a distinct
lexical item from the other forms of pɑr. For instance, perhaps ɑpɑre is a discourse particle akin
to German ja or doch that is only related to the negative bias use of pɑr historically. Yet even if
this were the case, the analysis of pɑr would have be compatible with a semantic change pathway
that derives a reminding function from a negative bias one, since ɑpɑre is linked to pɑr at least
morphophonologically. Existing analyses of negative bias do not allow for this possibility. As
outlined in §4.4.1, existing pre- and postsuppositional accounts require ¬p to be in CGin (Anvari
et al. 2019) or for CGout to be compatible with ¬p (Glass 2022). These requirements preclude the
development of pɑr’s reminding function, since it would not be licensed with a first person belief
holder in the present tense in the first place. By contrast, the analysis here provides a synchronic
derivation for pɑr’s reminding function (if it is a verb) or lays the groundwork for the diachronic
development of this function (if it is a discourse particle).
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Additionally, there is evidence to suggest that 1sg present ɑpɑre is synchronically a verb. First,
it contains decomposable verbal morphology, including 1sg subject marking ɑ- and imperfective
aspect -e, and it must surface clause-initially, which is the only grammatical position for the verb
in Kipsigis (Bossi & Diercks 2019).17 Second, Kipsigis does not generally have discourse particles;
to my knowledge, there are no such particles in the language. While this is not proof that they
do not exist, it makes for a marked contrast with languages like German, which have a large
inventory of these particles. Given this, if ɑpɑre were a discourse particle, it would be a member
of a small—if not singleton—class of elements. Third, ɑpɑre can occur with verbal intensifiers
like ɪɪnɛ. This element can surface in many postverbal positions, even quite distant from the
intensified verb (371). Crucially, ɪɪnɛ can combine with ɑpɑre on its reminding use, as seen in
(372); here, even though ɪɪnɛ is not adjacent to ɑpɑre, it highlights the fact that the addressee
should already know p, as suggested by speaker comments and ‘clearly’ in the translation.

(371) Mɑ-∅-mɑch-e
neg-3-want-ipfv

{ɪɪnɛ}
ine

ko-wɑ
3.sbjv-go.sg

sʊgʊl
school

{ɪɪnɛ}
ine

Kiproono
K.

{ɪɪnɛ}.
ine

‘Kiprono really doesn’t want to go to school.’
(372) We’re walking through the garden and see animal tracks. The steps are clearly those of a

cow: they’re the shape of cow hooves and spaced out like cow hooves. Yet I ask you what
animal it was. You reply:
A-pɑr-e
1sg-think-ipfv

tɛɛta
cow

ɪɪnɛ.
ine

‘As you should really know, this is a cow.’ (Lit: ‘I definitely think that this is a cow.’)

Together, these facts suggest that ɑpɑre is a verb. However, even if this conclusion turns out to
be incorrect and ɑpɑre is a discourse particle, the analysis here provides a better foundation for
deriving its reminding function than other analyses of negatively biased belief verbs.

4.4.4 Against a syntactic alternative

Although this chapter focuses on the interpretive differences between belief reports with pwɑɑt
and pɑr, these two constructions also involve slightly different syntactic complementation strate-
gies. In this section, I describe the syntactic differences between pwɑɑt and pɑr statements and
show that they cannot be responsible for the interpretive differences described in §4.2. As seen
throughout the chapter, complementation with pwɑɑt requires the element kole (373a), while pɑr
cannot occur with kole (373b).

(373) a. I-pwɑɑt-e
3-think-ipfv

kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg.poss

*(kole)
C

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother thinks that I’m sick.’
17While this section is concerned specifically with the grammatical status of 1sg present ɑpɑre, evidence that

pɑr is generally a verb comes from the fact that it takes verbal morphology, including tense, aspect, and indica-
tive and subjunctive subject marking (in the environments where one would expect these moods to appear in the
language). Illustrative data examples can be seen throughout the chapter; for instance, indicative vs. subjunctive
subject marking on pɑr is found in (320) - (321) vs. (354b).
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b. ∅-Pɑr-e
3-think-ipfv

kaamɛɛ-nyʊʊn
mother-1sg.poss

(*kole)
C

ɑɑ-mnyon-i.
1sg-be.sick-ipfv

‘My mother is under the impression that I’m sick.’

Some other complement-taking verbs that require kole include: ngen ‘know’, mwɑ ‘say’, ruɑɑtit
‘dream’, and nereech ‘be angry’. In this way, verbs that use the kole embedding strategy come
from a variety of lexical classes and include factive and non-factive verbs.

Diercks & Rao (2019) treat kole as a complementizer; hence its glossing to this point in the
chapter. However, recent work by Driemel & Kouneli (2022a) argues that it is actually the lex-
ical verb le ‘say’ with the third person subjunctive marker prefix ko-. For this reason, I refer to
this element as “complementizer-like le” here. Evidence for this analysis comes from the unique
agreement behaviors of complementizer-like le; in particular, it shows prefixal agreement with
whichever matrix argument is the logophoric center of the belief report. In this way, it often
agrees with the matrix subject, though it can also agree with a matrix object when it qualifies as
the source of the information reported in the embedded clause (374).18

(374) Ka-ɪ-kas-ɛːn
pst1-2sg-hear-appl

Kɪp̀làŋgàt
K.

{kò-lé
3.sbjv-le

/ ìː-lé}
2sg.sbjv-le

kà-∅-tʃɔ́ːr
pst1-3-steal

Kíbêːt
K.

rabɪːnɪk.
money

‘You heard from Kiplangat that Kibet stole the money.’ (Driemel & Kouneli 2022a:ex. 35)

Driemel & Kouneli argue that these agreement behaviors arise because le is an embedded
lexical verb meaning ‘say’ that agrees with its subject—a null logophoric pro that is co-referential
with the matrix argument controlling agreement on le. On this analysis, sentences like (374)
actually involve two instances of embedding: the matrix verb kas ‘hear’ embeds a subjunctive TP
containing le and a logophoric pro subject, which then embeds an indicative CP containing the
embedded verb tʃɔːr ‘steal’. (375) schematizes this state of affairs; the most crucial observation is
that sentences like (374) are actually triclausal rather than biclausal.

(375) [CP matrix verbind [TP logophoric pro … lesbjv [CP embedded verbind ] ] ]

Driemel & Kouneli extend their morphosyntactic analysis of le to its semantics, suggesting
that le is uniformly a speech verb, and so embedded clauses headed by le are sets of contentful
saying events. On this analysis, then, there are two differences between statements with pwɑɑt
vs. pɑr : 1) pwɑɑt statements have speech semantics that are absent in pɑr statements, and 2)
pwɑɑt statements contain a subjunctive TP that is absent in pɑr statements. In the remainder of
this section, I consider these differences and show that there is reason to doubt both claims and,
regardless, that they cannot be responsible for the interpretive effects described here.

First, as detailed in Bossi (2023) and mentioned in Chapter 2 §2.5.6, there are reasons to
think that complementizer-like le does not always contribute speech semantics. For instance,
complementizer-like le is obligatory in attitude reports that do not semantically involve speech,

18Complementizer-like le can also display other morphology indicative of its verbal status, including: suffixal
agreement with indirect objects of speech verbs, the applicative morpheme -chi, and the reflexive particle -kɛɛ. See
Driemel & Kouneli (2022a) for more discussion of these syntactic patterns.
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as seen in (376) where speech is explicitly denied and in (377) where the attitude holder is an
inanimate object incapable of speech.

(376) Koo-ɑɑ-ngen
pst2-1sg-know

*({ko-le
3.sbjv-le

/ ɑɑ-le})
1sg.sbjv-le

koo-miit-een
pst2-cop-in

Kibeet,
K.

lɑkini
but

mɑ-ɑ-mwɑ
neg-1sg-say

kiy.
thing

‘I knew that Kibet was there, but I didn’t say anything.’
(377) Koo-∅-keer

pst-3-see
kamɛra
camera

*(ko-le)
3.sbjv-le

koo-∅-it
pst-3-arrive

Kibeet.
K.

‘The camera saw that Kibet arrived.’

If complementizer-like le necessarily contributes speech semantics, the data in (376) - (377) are
unexpected, since le should presumably introduce speech here too. Moreover, even if one adopts
the analysis in Driemel &Kouneli (2022a) inwhich le is uniformly a speech verb, speech semantics
alone would not derive the interpretive effects described here; there is no reason why the absence
of speech semantics in pɑr statements would suggest that the reported belief is false or that the
belief holder is unreliable, for instance.

In light of semantic patterns like those in (376) - (377)—as well as other syntactic facts about
Kipsigis complementation—Bossi (2023) concludes that, in belief reports, le is a semantically-
bleached complementizer that embeds an indicative clause. In this way, there is no actual dif-
ference in mood selection between belief reports with pwɑɑt and pɑr ; both belief verbs embed
indicative clauses. In Kipsigis, subjunctive subject marking is in complementary distributionwith
overt tense marking. Therefore, evidence that pɑr embeds an indicative clause comes from the
fact that the full range of tense distinctinos persists in these embedded clauses. (378) illustrates
this point with the three past tenses found in Kipsigis: recent, default, and distant past.

(378) We know that no one saw Chepkoech {earlier today / yesterday / last year}, but Kiprono’s
confused and mistakenly thinks that I saw her at these various times. I say:
a. ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
Kiproono
K.

kɑɑ-keer
pst1.1sg-see

Chɛɛpkɔɛch.
C.

‘Kiproono is under the impression that I saw Chepkoech (recently).’
b. ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
Kiproono
K.

koo-ɑ-keer
pst2-1sg-see

Chɛɛpkɔɛch.
C.

‘Kiproono is under the impression that I saw Chepkoech.’
c. ∅-Pɑr-e

3-think-ipfv
Kiproono
K.

kii-ɑ-keer
pst3-1sg-see

Chɛɛpkɔɛch.
C.

‘Kiproono is under the impression that I saw Chepkoech (long ago).’

Given that pwɑɑt and pɑr both embed indicative clauses, it is unlikely that the interpretive effects
associated with pɑr arise due to the mood of the embedded clause.

Furthermore, even if one follows Driemel & Kouneli (2022a) in treating complementizer-like
le as a subjunctive speech verb, the Kipsigis pattern is unexpected because it is the neutral belief
report—not the biased one—that contains a subjunctive embedded clause. Mood selection often
correlates with the level of certainty indicated by an attitude verb. In particular, the subjunctive
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is often used cross-linguistically with verbs of doubting (Siegel 2009), in which case one might
expect pɑr to select for this mood. However, on Driemel & Kouneli’s view, the Kipsigis pattern is
precisely the opposite; pɑr selects for an indicative clause, while pwɑɑt selects for a subjunctive
clause with le, which then embeds an indicative clause. This pattern suggests again that pɑr’s
interpretive effects are not due to the mood of the embedded clause, since selection of the in-
dicative should not contribute negative bias, nor should the absence of the subjunctive. Taken
together, these facts suggest that the syntactic differences between pwɑɑt and pɑr statements are
not responsible for the interpretive effects described here.

4.5 Conclusion
This chapter describes and analyzes the biased belief verb pɑr in Kipsigis, which serves two seem-
ingly contradictory functions: with a non-first person belief holder, pɑr suggests that the reported
belief is false or unlikely, while with a first person belief holder in the present tense, pɑr reminds
the addressee that the reported belief is true. While these functions are familiar on their own (see
e.g. other negatively biased belief verbs like Spanish creerse and Mandarin yǐwéi, and reminding
discourse particles like German ja and doch), Kipsigis pɑr is unique in that a single lexical item
can serve both functions depending on the context.

Thinking about the cross-linguistic picture, the literature on biased belief reports is quite
small, and the Kipsigis pattern is perhaps only surprising from the current typological perspec-
tive. Biased belief is a concept that is grammaticalized in more languages than the theoretical
literature currently addresses. For instance, other languages are reported to have biased belief
verbs, including Caquinte ji (Arawakan; O’Hagan 2021), Lobi ká ɟɪna (Gur; Jarvis p.c.), and Niuean
piko (Polynesian; Levin & Massam 1985), which is shown in (379).

(379) Niuean (Levin & Massam 1985:ex. 11b)
Piko
think

e
abs

mangafaoa
family

haaku
my

ne
pst

fano
go

a
abs

koe
you

ki
to

Sāmoa.
Samoa

‘My family believed (mistakenly) that you were going to Samoa.’

Whether or not these predicates pattern with Kipsigis pɑr is an open question, since the current
documentation does not provide the relevant data. However, going forward, it is possible that
researchwill show that the Kipsigis pattern is not actually that unique; perhaps the co-occurrence
of negative bias and reminding functions is a hallmark of a particular class of biased belief verbs,
as the current analysis makes possible. In addressing this question, it is crucial that researchers
consider these biased belief verbs in a range of contexts that vary (at least) in terms of the tense
and subject of the belief verb.

On amore theoretical note, to capture the different uses of Kipsigis pɑr, I propose that it comes
with a not-at-issue instruction for CGmanagement: that p not be added to the CG. In light of this
CGmanagement instruction, context-sensitive pragmatic reasoning derives the specific interpre-
tive effects seen with pɑr. In formalizing this analysis, I show that pɑr cannot be modeled using
a filter on just one of either the input or output CG, as is standard in analyses of CG management
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(e.g. Repp 2013; Grosz 2016; Anvari et al. 2019; Glass 2022). Instead, pɑr requires a more complex
definedness condition that imposes requirements on the shape of both the input and output CG,
following work on pre- and postsupposition.

The utility of postsupposition in modeling Kipsigis pɑr provides further evidence in support
of this theoretical machinery. While presupposition is well established in the literature, postsup-
position is a relatively new idea, which blurs the boundary between semantics and pragmatics.
The postsuppositional component of pɑr’s definedness condition (i.e. p /∈ CGout) is semantic, yet
it controls not only the direct, semantic contributions of the utterance, but also the pragmatic
outputs. Following Glass (2022), I assume that this behavior is characteristic of postsupposi-
tional belief verbs, yet this observation underscores the way in which postsupposition crosses
the boundary between semantics and pragmatics. Exploring other applications of postsupposi-
tion and its ability to block pragmatic inferences is an interesting area for future research, as the
empirical profile of postsupposition continues to become clear.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This dissertation has examined two different ways to make epistemic modal claims across syntac-
tic categories in Kipsigis—one in the nominal domain and another in the verbal domain. In both
of these case studies, the observed epistemic effects arise not due to quantification over possible
worlds, but rather are derived using other independently attested machinery like pragmatic com-
petition between nominals or instructions for Common Ground management. In this chapter, I
provide a brief summary of the main empirical and theoretical contributions of this work and
discuss areas for future research—both within Kipsigis and across languages.

5.1 Empirical and theoretical contributions

5.1.1 Epistemic indefinites

In Chapter 3, I described the properties of Kipsigis -yan forms, which are epistemic indefinites
that can signal both first order ignorance about the individual witness to the indefinite and higher
order ignorance about one or more of the salient properties of that individual. By comparing
these -yan forms with other epistemic indefinites across languages, I showed that they have a
unique constellation of properties; in particular, they are compatible with singleton domains of
quantification, unlike domain widening epistemic indefinites (e.g. German irgendein, Kratzer &
Shimoyama 2002; Spanish algún, Alonso-Ovalle &Menéndez-Benito 2010, 2017), and they display
scopal flexibility, unlike Tiwa -khi indefinites, which Dawson (2018, 2020) argues to be choice
functional.

I also showed that the ignorance effects triggered by -yan forms are pragmatically derived
via competition with Kipsigis singular nouns containing a secondary suffix, which motivated my
discussion of the semantics of these forms. As proposed in Kouneli (2021), these Kipsigis nouns
have a complex internal structure including a determiner that is called the secondary suffix in
the Kalenjin literature. As seen in Chapter 3, these singular nouns necessarily take wide scope
and signal speaker knowledge about how the noun’s referent is to be identified. In light of these
patterns, I suggested that the secondary suffix in Kipsigis singular nouns introduces a free choice
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function variable that is resolved via a contextually supplied assignment function, (380).

(380) J-secK = λP⟨e,t⟩.f(P ), where f is a Choice Function that enables the speaker to identify
the referent in a way that is relevant to their goals

Then, to capture the full range of patterns seenwith Kipsigis -yan, I proposed that it introduces
basic existential quantification over individuals, (381).

(381) J-yanK = λP⟨e,t⟩.λQ⟨e,t⟩.∃x[P (x) & Q(x)]

Following work on Russian to and koe indefinites by Geist & Onea (2007), I claimed that, when
Kipsigis -yan forms and singular nouns with a secondary suffix are in competition, use of the
existentially quantified -yan form rather than the specific, referential singular noun leads to ig-
norance effects via pragmatic reasoning. More specifically, by choosing to use the -yan form
rather than the singular noun with a secondary suffix, the speaker indicates that they are unable
to provide a value for the choice function variable introduced by the secondary suffix. This in-
ability licenses use of the less informative -yan form, and ignorance effects arise pragmatically
as a result.

The broader theoretical takeaways from this case study are two-fold. First, the novel Kip-
sigis pattern calls into question the correlation between ignorance type and scope proposed in
Dawson (2020). Dawson suggests that if an epistemic indefinite triggers higher order ignorance,
then it must show exceptional wide scope. However, the Kipsigis pattern necessitates a refram-
ing of this correlation; instead, in Chapter 3, I proposed that if an epistemic indefinite displays
exceptional wide scope, pragmatically derived higher order ignorance must be possible. Second,
the Kipsigis data suggest that the presence or absence of existential closure of choice function
variables can be diagnosed using the type of test in Matthewson (1999) and that epistemic effects
associated with choice functional indefinites might be another diagnostic for existential closure.
More specifically, in Chapter 3, I claimed that existentially closed choice function variables—in
a particular nominal inventory—lead to ignorance effects (as with Tiwa -khi indefinites), while
free choice function variables lead to speaker knowledge effects (as with Kipsigis singular nouns
with a secondary suffix).

5.1.2 Biased belief reports

In Chapter 4, I analyzed the biased belief verb pɑr ‘think’ in Kipsigis, which has two seemingly
contradictory functions. With non-first person belief holders, use of pɑr suggests that the speaker
views the reported belief as false or unlikely. However, with a first person belief holder in the
present tense, pɑr serves a reminding function, indicating that the addressee should already know
the reported belief to be true. These negative bias and reminding functions are attested indepen-
dently across languages; for instance, other negatively biased belief verbs like Spanish creerse
(Anvari et al. 2019) and Mandarin yǐwéi (Glass 2022) only have a negative bias function, while
discourse particles like German ja and doch only have a reminding function (Döring 2016; Grosz
2016). The novelty of the Kipsigis pattern lies in the way that it combines two familiar, yet seem-
ingly contradictory, phenomena.
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To capture the full range of pɑr’s effects, in Chapter 4, I proposed that, in addition to its basic
belief semantics, pɑr contributes an instruction for Common Ground management (Krifka 2008):
that the reported belief is not to be added to the Common Ground. This instruction is formalized
as in (382) using a disjunctive definedness condition that makes reference to both the input and
the output Common Ground. In contrast to existing analyses of negative bias and reminding
functions (e.g. Repp 2013; Grosz 2016; Anvari et al. 2019; Glass 2022), I showed that the Kipsigis
pattern cannot be modeled as a constraint on one of either the input or the output Common
Ground: both concepts must be referenced to account for all of pɑr’s functions.

(382) JpɑrK = JthinkK = λpλxλw.∀w′ ∈ Doxx,w[p(w′) = 1]
defined only when
a. p /∈ CGout, or
b. p ∈ CGin

(383) Paraphrase of (382a) - (382b): Do not add p to the CG.

Given the semantics in (382), I proposed that listeners reason about why the reported belief
must not be added to the Common Ground, which gives rise to negative bias or reminding in-
ferences. In all cases, I assumed that speakers intend for their utterance to have a defined truth
value; for this to happen, one of the conditions in (382a) - (382b) must be met. With a non-first
person belief holder, listeners determine that the condition in (382a) applies and reason the re-
ported belief cannot be added to the output Common Ground because the speaker knows it to
be false or because they are biased against it in some way. By contrast, with a first person belief
holder, listeners assume that the speaker considers their belief to be true—otherwise, they would
not believe it. This assumption sparks a different kind of pragmatic reasoning. Since the speaker
presumably wants to add true information to the Common Ground, listeners rule out the pos-
sibility that the condition in (382a) applies. Instead, they conclude that (382b) applies and that
the reported belief is already in the Common Ground, even if they are forgetting this fact. This
reasoning gives rise to a reminding inference.

This case study sheds new light on the pragmatic functions of belief reports and highlights
the need for Common Ground management instructions of the sort in (382). As discussed in
Chapter 4, belief reports serve a range of pragmatic functions beyond their semantic meaning;
in fact, recent work on child language acquisition highlights the salience of the pragmatic uses
of belief reports, showing that children take advantage of the pragmatically enriched meaning of
these expressions when acquiring the literal meaning of attitude verbs (Hacquard & Lidz 2018).
This case study expands the current landscape regarding the pragmatic uses of belief reports, by
offering a detailed description of a typologically unique belief verb from an understudied lan-
guage. Furthermore, as noted above and in Chapter 4, in order to account for the full Kipsigis
pattern, the definedness condition attached to pɑr must refer to both the input and output Com-
mon Ground. In this way, the Kipsigis data provide additional empirical support for the relatively
new theoretical concept of postsupposition, which is a counterpart of presupposition that con-
strains the shape of the output Common Ground, rather than the input Common Ground (Lauer
2009; Brasoveanu 2013; Glass 2022).
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5.2 Future directions
This dissertation has laid the foundation for further research within Kipsigis, in Kalenjin lan-
guages more broadly, and across other languages. Many open questions were discussed through-
out the dissertation, but in the following paragraphs, I detail a handful of particularly interesting
avenues for further exploration.

Within Kipsigis, many open questions remain, including ones related to other ways of ex-
pressing epistemic modality in the language. For instance, as discussed in Chapter 2, the Kipsigis
modal verb rɑisi is compatible with epistemic possibility and necessity claims, and so displays
so-called “modal force flexibility”. This sort of flexibility is theoretically interesting, since pos-
sibility and necessity modals are thought to involve fundamentally different types of quantifi-
cation over possible worlds (i.e. existential vs. universal quantification). While force flexible
modals have been described in a number of languages (St’át’imcets, Matthewson et al. 2007; Rull-
mann et al. 2008; Davis et al. 2009, Gitksan, Peterson 2010; Matthewson 2016, Washo, Bochnak
2015, Nez Perce: Deal 2011, Nsyilxcen, Menzies 2013, Ecuadorian Siona, Jeretič 2021, Kinande,
Newkirk 2022), modal force flexibility is generally associated with languages of the Americas and
with small modal inventories. However, Kipsigis is an African language with a rich inventory of
modal verbs and, in this way, the Kipsigis pattern is somewhat unexpected given current assump-
tions about modal force flexibility. Understanding the extent to which other empirical parallels
of modal force flexibility hold in Kipsigis is an exciting area for future work.

Turning to the cross-Kalenjin picture, future research is needed to understand how the pat-
terns reported in this dissertation for Kipsigis do or do not hold in other Kalenjin languages. This
question is particularly relevant in the context of the meaning of the secondary suffix proposed
in Chapter 3 and summarized above. As noted in Chapter 3, the complex nominal structure pro-
posed for Kipsigis by Kouneli (2021) holds across Kalenjin languages—some of which continue to
have a productive alternation between primary forms (i.e. nouns without the secondary suffix)
and secondary forms (i.e. nouns with the secondary suffix). Within the Kalenjin literature, de-
scriptions of the interpretation of these secondary forms are varied; some researchers label the
secondary form a definite without providing semantic justification (Hollis 1909; Zwarts 2001),
while others state that it can be a definite or an indefinite (Tucker & Bryan 1964; Creider & Crei-
der 1989; Kouneli 2019). The choice functional analysis of the secondary suffix offered in this
dissertation provides a way of reconciling these conflicting descriptions, since choice functions
blur the line between definite and indefinite interpretations, but it is an open question to what
extent secondary forms in other Kalenjin languages show the behaviors predicted for choice func-
tional indefinites. A typological study of the interpretation of secondary forms across Kalenjin
would provide interesting insights about the semantic analysis of these nouns.

Zooming out, there are also a number of open empirical and theoretical questions concern-
ing indefinites and biased belief reports across languages. In particular, in Chapter 3, I followed
Dawson (2020) in suggesting that existentially closed choice function variables are associated
with ignorance effects, while free choice function variables are associated with knowledge ef-
fects. The connection between existential closure of a choice function variable and the type of
epistemic effect requires more significant cross-linguistic study. A detailed, typological survey of
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the epistemic effects associated with indefinites whose other properties (e.g. scope, specificity,
referentiality) warrant a particular kind of choice functional analysis would shed light on this
question. If the correlation between existential closure and ignorance type holds across a broader
sample of languages, it would lend further support to the idea that epistemic effects provide an-
other diagnostic for the presence or absence of existential closure of choice function variables.
Furthermore, in Chapter 3, I followed Kratzer (1998) in assuming that free choice function vari-
ables behave differently than other free variables in requiring only speaker knowledge for them to
be felicitously resolved. However, it is an important open question why choice function variables
would behave differently from other variables in this respect.

Finally, Chapter 4 highlighted several areas for further research related to biased belief reports
and the theoretical machinery used to analyze them. As noted at the end of Chapter 4, biased
belief verbs have only recently begun to garner attention in the literature, and so the typology of
these verbs across languages is an open question. While the discussion in Chapter 4 highlighted
the ways in which the pattern seen with Kipsigis pɑr is unique, it is entirely possible that there
are other verbs with a similar empirical profile. Further cross-linguistic work on biased belief
reports would provide valuable insight into this possibility. More theoretically, the analysis in
Chapter 4 and summarized above relied on the relatively new theoretical mechanism of post-
supposition. Beyond biased belief verbs, postsupposition has been used to model the semantic
contribution of free relatives with -ever (Lauer 2009), as well as modified numerals like exactly
three boys (Brasoveanu 2013). Going forward, an important area for further research concerns
defining the key characteristics of postsupposition across its varied uses, to better understand
what other semantic phenomena might warrant a postsuppositional analysis. The discussion of
postsupposition in Glass (2022) is a step in this direction, but more work remains to be done.
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